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ABSTRACT
With the advancement of information and communication technology, sensors, actuators or
other computational elements can be embedded seamlessly in the daily objects of our lives.
These components can make our lives smarter by generating an intelligent living environ-
ment called smart home. Information indicating environmental changes can be integrated
from many sources and exchanged in such an environment through wireless communications.
Smart homes attempt to create a human-centered environment that let all kinds of components
work cooperatively to make residents lives more comfortable, and allow the environment to
respond adaptively to various requests. They are also be expected to autonomously acquire
contextual information under the premise of ensuring privacy to guarantee the safety of resi-
dents and improve their experience in that environment.
As a prerequisite for all above functionalities, activity recognition is an important part of
smart home applications. It greatly affects the appropriateness and accuracy of intelligent
assistance and preventive interventions. However, modeling and understanding human be-
haviors involve many tasks, each of which may affect the final recognition results. First, the
collected sensor data is massive and continuous with various data types. How to filter noise,
extract useful behavioral patterns and manage discovered knowledge are a thorny issue at the
2preprocessing stage. Second, because of various lifestyles and other factors, there are often
many different behavioral patterns that describe the same activities. Moreover, different activ-
ities may also have similar patterns. In addition, some composite activities can be performed
in a continuous, concurrent or interleaved manner. These factors increase the uncertainty and
complexity of activity recognition problem. Third, if there are multiple residents in a smart
home, it is difficult to determine exactly who triggered some sensor events or which activity
a sensor data belongs to. Fourth, how to detect abnormal data and normal one as well as the
moments they occur are also very difficult.
The purpose of this thesis is to establish a knowledge-driven activity inference engine based
on formal concept analysis to extract useful behavioral patterns and model human behav-
iors from massive sensor data. All explored inferences are represented as nodes in a lattice
structure knowledge base. Using partially observed data as a query condition, we propose a
new lattice search algorithm to incrementally retrieve the most probable inference in order
to recognize ongoing activities and predict subsequent behaviors. Furthermore, abnormal be-
havioral patterns are successfully detected to avoid activity failures or severe consequences.
More complex situations, such as composite and multi-resident activity recognition can also
be addressed by the extension modules of the inference engine. Finally, we use an incre-
mental lattice construction algorithm to strengthen the inference engine to avoid retraining
the whole model when new training data with new features are available. Compared with
recently published research, our method avoids the interventions of domain experts in build-
ing a knowledge base and can achieve competitive results in the benchmark datasets with or
without unbalanced distribution.
Keywords: Activity Recognition, Anomaly Detection, Data Mining, Formal Concept Anal-
ysis, Ambient Intelligence
RÉSUMÉ
Avec l’avancement des technologies de l’information et de la communication, des capteurs
ou d’autres composants informatiques peuvent être intégrés de manière transparente aux ob-
jets quotidiens de notre vie. Ces composants peuvent rendre nos vies plus intelligentes en
générant un environnement intelligent appelé maison intelligente. Les informations et les
données indiquant les changements de l’environnement peuvent être intégrées à partir de
nombreuses sources et échangées dans un tel environnement par les communications sans
fil. Les maisons intelligentes tentent de créer un environnement concentré sur humains qui
permet à toutes sortes de composants de travailler en coopération pour rendre la vie des
résidents plus confortable et permettre à l’environnement de répondre de manière adaptative
aux diverses demandes. Ils sont également censés acquérir des informations contextuelles
en manière autonome afin de garantir la sécurité des résidents et d’améliorer leur expérience
dans cet environnement.
Pour réduire le fardeau des familles et de la société, la communauté scientifique considère les
environnements intelligents comme une solution prometteuse pour aider les personnes âgées
à vivre de manière autonome avec dignité et bien-être. Les données sensorielles indiquant les
changements environnementaux et le comportement humain devraient être recueillies par les
4réseaux de capteurs sans fil dans les maisons intelligentes. Après avoir compris les situations
en temps réel et les activités en cours, les maisons intelligentes peuvent fournir une assistance
proactive si nécessaire pour aider les personnes âgées à mieux accomplir leurs activités. De
plus, si certains résidents ont tendance à se comporter de manière anormale en raison de
leur déficience cognitive, les maisons intelligentes peuvent détecter ces anomalies, évaluer
leurs menaces, les avertir et prendre des mesures préventives ou des interventions pour éviter
d’autres conséquences graves.
Comme condition préalable à toutes les fonctionnalités ci-dessus, la reconnaissance d’activité
est une partie importante des applications de maison intelligente. Cela affecte grandement la
pertinence et l’exactitude de l’assistance intelligente et des interventions préventives. Cepen-
dant, la modélisation et la compréhension des comportements humains impliquent de nom-
breuses tâches, dont chacune peut affecter les résultats de la reconnaissance finale. Première-
ment, les données collectées sur les capteurs sont massives, hétérogènes et continues. Com-
ment filtrer les données de bruit, extraire les modèles comportementaux utiles et leur gestion
des connaissances sont un problème épineux au stade du prétraitement. Deuxièmement, en
raison de divers modes de vie et d’autres facteurs, il peut y avoir de nombreux modèles de
comportement différents qui décrivent les mêmes activités. De plus, différentes activités peu-
vent également avoir des tendances similaires. De plus, certaines activités composites peu-
vent être réalisées de manière continue, simultanée ou entrelacée. Ces facteurs augmentent
l’incertitude et la complexité du problème de reconnaissance d’activité. Troisièmement, s’il
y a plusieurs résidents dans une maison intelligente, il est difficile de déterminer exactement
qui a déclenché certains événements de capteurs ou à quelle activité appartiennent les don-
nées d’un capteur. Quatrièmement, comment détecter des données anormales et normales
ainsi que les moments où elles se produisent sont également très difficiles.
Le but de cette thèse est d’établir un moteur d’inférence d’activité basé sur la connaissance
5basé sur l’analyse conceptuelle formelle pour extraire des modèles comportementaux utiles et
modéliser des comportements humains à partir de données de capteurs massives et hétérogènes.
Toutes les inférences explorées sont représentées sous la forme de nœuds dans une base de
connaissances de la structure en treillis. En utilisant des données partiellement observées
comme condition de requête, nous proposons un nouvel algorithme de recherche sur réseau
pour récupérer de façon incrémentielle l’inférence la plus probable afin de reconnaître les
activités en cours et de prédire les comportements subséquents. De plus, des modèles com-
portementaux anormaux dus à des erreurs cognitives sont détectés avec succès pour éviter
des échecs d’activité ou des conséquences graves. Des situations plus complexes, telles que
la reconnaissance d’activité composite et multi-résident peuvent également être adressées par
les modules d’extension du moteur d’inférence. Enfin, nous utilisons un algorithme de con-
struction de réseau incrémental pour renforcer le moteur d’inférence afin d’éviter de recycler
l’ensemble du modèle lorsque de nouvelles données d’entraînement avec de nouvelles fonc-
tionnalités sont disponibles. Par rapport à la recherche publiée récemment, notre méthode
évite les interventions des experts du domaine dans la construction d’une base de connais-
sances, et peut atteindre des résultats compétitifs dans les jeux de données de référence avec
ou sans distribution déséquilibrée.
Mots clés: Reconnaissance d’activité, détection d’anomalies, exploration de données, anal-
yse de concept formel, intelligence ambiante

CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
As the introductory part of the whole dissertation, this chapter first introduces the technical
background and research orientation of the thesis, and outlines the reason why we choose
sensor-based activity recognition as the thesis topic. Then, in Section 1.3 to 1.4, we present
our hypothesis and prospective techniques to address the problems raised in the previous
sections. Next, in Section 1.5, we summarize the issues that may be confronted during the
research process, including the obstacles in design and the inherent challenges of the research
itself. After that, in Section 1.6, we present the objectives of our research. Finally, in Section
1.7, we give a brief indication about how the thesis will be organized.
1.1 ADVENT OF INFORMATION AGE
Since the late 1950s, the shift from mechanical and analogue electronic technology to digital
electronics has led to the third industrial revolution due to the growth and popularity of digital
computers and digital recording. This revolution marks the beginning of the information age,
which is redefining many aspects of modern life around the world.
Originally, computers were used only in the military field during World War II [1], but today,
8computers and their derivatives are becoming more and more common due to the evolution
from transistors to integrated circuits, and their size is getting smaller and smaller. In addi-
tion, computers with appropriate software can solve a variety of problems. Because of the
lower cost of personal computers and their increasing popularity [2], computers are no longer
independent individuals, but are interconnected through the Internet to form a huge network.
Such a network makes information easier to access. Not only computers, but also various mo-
bile, even wearable devices can connect to the Internet. Computers are now used as control
systems for a wide variety of industrial and consumer devices.
In the early stages of their development, computers were used only as a computational tool
to liberate humans from heavy computing tasks, only for simple calculations. With the rapid
advances in technology, the next generation of computers will always be able to significantly
surpass their previous generation in performance, which is called Moore’s law. At the same
time, computers have also been greatly improved in the field of information communication
and storage. In the 1950s, Alan Turing first introduced his famous Turing test [3], which has
a profound impact on the development of artificial intelligence, a new discipline of computer
science. Since then, people were no longer satisfied with computers that solely focus on me-
chanical calculation, but hope that the future computer can have the ability to automatically
learn, reason, recommend, predict, identify and make decisions like human beings.
Now, the information age is changing our society in every aspect of life, and creating a new
and efficient economy. It affects the business models, commerce and market structure by
reducing the importance of distance and the informational barriers. The workspace and labor
market are no longer limited by the geographical constraints. With the help of powerful com-
puters, people have been freed from handling numerous tasks artificially. Highly repetitive
and predictable work with a high frequency is gradually being replaced by the automation of
information age [4].
91.2 SPRING OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
In 1956, artificial intelligence (AI) was formally established as an academic discipline dur-
ing the Dartmouth workshop. After that, it has gone through a series of boom-bust cycles.
Because of the half-century efforts, it has become a prosperous field with many practical
applications and active research subjects [5]. AI has already several mature capabilities for
perceiving, understanding, self-learning, and reasoning. Advances in AI technology have
opened up broader markets and new opportunities in the domains such as health, finance,
communication, education, energy, manufacturing and logistics, etc [6].
AI is one of the newest fields in science and engineering, it is committed to build intelli-
gent systems and to learn how to improve system performance by the use of experience. It
encompasses a huge variety of subfields such as natural language processing, knowledge
representation, pattern recognition, automated reasoning, machine learning (ML) and data
mining (DM), etc. Moreover, AI is also an interdisciplinary field which is inspired by other
disciplines: philosophy, mathematics, economics, neuroscience, psychology, computer engi-
neering, linguistics, control theory and cybernetics [7]. Technological progress of computer
science in the fields of big data, algorithmic development and processing power have made
the performance, accessibility, and costs of AI more favorable than ever before [6].
AI systems are designed to evaluate, categorize and learn received data, and then output in-
ferences concerning insight, decision or conclusion. Today, the great success of academic
and industrial research in speech recognition [8, 9, 10, 11], image processing [12, 13], med-
ical diagnosis [14, 15, 16, 17], and game AI [18, 19, 20] has triggered another new wave of
AI. Almost all the famous universities and science & technology giants in the world have
increased their investments in AI research [6, 21]. At the same time, many counties have
treated AI research as a national priority or a national strategic goal [22] and have constantly
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raised their research and development budgets. More and more companies such as NVIDIA,
Intel, Qualcomm and Samsung are developing machine-learning chips to enable real-time
applications in Internet of things (IoT) devices [23]. Among branches of computer science,
AI is the only field to attempt to build intelligent systems that will function autonomously in
complex, changing environments [7]. Therefore, it serves as the preferred solution for more
and more practical problems. AI has become ubiquitous and ambient in our personal lives.
Many industries are gradually turning into the AI-driven ones.
1.3 AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is a paradigm of AI that supports the design of next generation of
intelligent systems and introduces innovative means of communication among human beings,
machines and living environments [24, 25]. It is a prospective solution for intelligent liv-
ing assistance that takes advantage of cutting-edge technologies to improve habitual supports
[26]. With huge commercial prospects and rapid development of information and commu-
nication technologies (ICT) in recent years, smart environments have become a very active
research topic. As a promising intervention for intelligent living assistance, smart environ-
ments, also known as one of the most successful applications of AmI, is to support residents
by providing appropriate assistance while carrying out activities.
As an emerging interdisciplinary domain, in addition to advanced data analysis techniques,
AmI also incorporates multiple cutting-edge technologies such as Internet of things (IoT)
and wireless sensor network (WSN), etc [24, 27, 28]. Recent advances in these techniques
present unprecedented opportunities to research and develop intelligent living environments.
They embed computer intelligence into home devices that allow electronics, software and
actuators to connect, interact and exchange data. They can also provide a convenient way to
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measure home conditions and monitor home appliances [29].
AmI applications usually have the following characteristics: firstly, they are aware of en-
vironmental changes. Secondly, with the support of computational units, they can rapidly
respond to a variety of requirements in a short time. Thirdly, they can provide better personal
interactive experiences concerning context awareness. Context-aware systems offer entirely
new opportunities for application developers and for end users by gathering context data and
adapting systems behavior accordingly [30].
AmI utilizes IoT to build a network of objects embedded with measurable electronic com-
ponents like sensors, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags/readers, power analyzer or
actuators to gather data continuously from the smart environments [31, 32]. Target objects
include home appliances, household furniture, and the other daily commodities. In recent
years, considerable attention has also been paid to wearable devices, to collect user’s behav-
ioral information or vital signs [28]. These ubiquitous electronics make it possible to achieve
real-time monitoring and avoid risks at the earliest stages.
A wireless sensor network (WSN) can be defined as a network of sensor nodes, which are
spatially distributed and work cooperatively to communicate information gathered from the
monitored fields through wireless links [33]. In home care, sensor nodes can help to monitor
residents in a smart home in order to guarantee their safety and independence. However, the
gathered data are usually large-scale and chaotic. It is very hard to directly use it. At this
time, effective data analysis processing models are critical for parsing the behavioral data
of residents. Moreover, AmI could seamlessly integrate sensors, processing, and interfaces
such as touchscreen, speech processing, assisted social robots or any other advanced HCI
technologies with daily activities [34]. Ideally, AmI needs to be sensitive to the needs of
residents. Real-time situations will be analyzed and appropriate feedbacks or interventions
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will be given out.
Besides, due to heterogeneous components, AmI continuously produces large-scale data.
Such output data can involve environmental changes (positions, movements, temperature,
and pressure, etc.), and consumption (energy or resources) [6, 27]. It is usually temporal
and sequential, even unstructured and chaotic. Without advanced and effective data analysis
methods, it is not possible to analyze such numerous data. As a consequence, machine learn-
ing and data mining, two subfields of artificial intelligence, are indispensable to automatically
interpret, infer and understand the current situation, for the purpose of responding real-time
requirements of residents [25, 26].
1.4 SMART ENVIRONMENTS
Considering the advantages above, our future living environments will become more and
more intelligent [35], AmI shows great potential to offer personal assistance services for
people who cannot live independently [36, 37]. With the help of home automation and ubiq-
uitous computing, new generations of smart homes will be devoted to providing dynamic,
intelligent, suitable and considerate personal services to their residents.
Therefore, understanding the true intention of a resident has significant effects in ensuring
high-quality services for real-time assistance. Hence, activity recognition is the minimum
requirement, and prediction is the ultimate objective. Many intelligent applications in reality
often use the speech recognition technology to identify information such as user instructions
to obtain an user’s motivation in advance, and then provide services. In our case, the in-
formation are obtained by behavioral analysis. Accurate activity recognition is necessary
for intervention and behavioral monitoring. Furthermore, activity prediction is often more
practical in preventing serious situations.
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1.5 OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
AmI covers a wide range of AI research topics. However, the most important one is the hu-
man activity recognition and behavior understanding. The ultimate objective is to recognize
human behaviors and understand real-time situations within a smart environment, in order
to predict next behaviors, provide proactive services, detect abnormal activities and thereby
prevent undesirable consequences [38, 39]. Activity recognition is a sort of empirical science,
which involves the observations and hypothesis of human behaviors [7]. It analyzes massive
data gathered from heterogeneous data sources to recognize different behavioral patterns de-
scribing specific activities of interest [40]. According to different types of data sources, the
solutions of activity recognition can be broadly classified as two categories: vision-based
activity recognition and sensor-based activity recognition.
The vision-based activity recognition uses RGB/depth cameras to capture image or video
sequence. The captured information indicates the real-time positions of moving objects or
the latest states of monitored objects. Each image (or each frame of a video sequence) is a
set of pixel values. According to information entropy [41], the vision-based activity recogni-
tion captures more details about living environments than the sensor-based one. Thus, it has
better performance in AmI applications [42, 43, 44]. In contrast, efficient image processing,
machine learning and pattern recognition algorithms [45, 46, 47, 48] have to be used to han-
dle large-scale pixel values. The characteristics of pixel values with known patterns which
resemble existing images are compared and analyzed. Also, because vision-based activity
recognition directly acquires highly sensitive personal information, the trade-off between pri-
vacy and excellent performances has always been controversial [49].
Besides, rather than use the natural characteristics of data, the vision-based activity recog-
nition takes more time in the preprocessing phase. Derived features have to be generated
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from the pixel values to detect desired portions or shapes. As a consequence, more AmI
applications have chosen the sensor-based activity recognition.
For the sensor-based activity recognition, it has some advantages such as a smaller amount
of data to be analyzed, fewer controversies about privacy, and more accurate ability to cap-
ture environmental conditions. Non-intrusive sensors like electromagnetic contacts, motion
detectors, radio-frequency identification readers/tags, power analyzers, smart plugs and pres-
sure mats are used to collect diverse measures of current states within a smart environment
(e.g. distances, motions, environmental changes, usages of household appliances, energy
consumptions, etc.).
In this thesis, we only take into account the sensor-based activity recognition except for wear-
able accelerometers [39] and mobile phone sensors [50, 51]. This is because not everyone
can accept their ways to gain data. In Appendix A, we discuss in detail the infrastructure
design of experimental sensor-based testbeds, and those non-intrusive sensors used in smart
environments.
A general architecture of any AmI system is defined in [52]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, in the first
place, massive data are monitored and collected from smart environments at the preparing
stage. In the second place, by using data-driven, knowledge-driven or hybrid approaches,
raw data are processed and segmented from continuous data. After that, human activities
are inferred and recognized by mixed activity inferences to guide and provide assistance or
intervention. In the third place, advanced HCI technologies can ensure that the assistance
and interventions are fed back to residents in various ways. Likewise, we use a similar ar-
chitecture to capture sensor data from smart environments, infer ongoing activities, provide
assistance, and use multi-modal interaction to assist or intervene residents in the completion
of activities.
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Figure 1.1: General architecture of an AmI system with different stages [52]
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1.5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In order to provide relevant feedback or assistance to residents, almost all AmI applications
need to understand the current situation within a smart environment as soon as possible, es-
pecially the behavioral information of residents [53]. Understanding the current situation can
also determine if residents have difficulty completing their activities [54]. On the contrary, in-
accurate activity prediction and recognition will mislead residents, and lead residents to lose
trust in the proposed suggestion. Furthermore, residents have to spend more time to correct
or cancel inappropriate assistance.
Indeed, the most effective way is to directly inform the AmI applications what is the real
intention of residents. Nevertheless, most of the time, it is impractical to allow residents
to communicate their intentions directly with the applications. Thus, as one of the most
important prerequisites, activity recognition takes responsibility of mining, translating and
understanding the real intentions indirectly behind a series of observable behaviors. More-
over, modeling human behavior and understanding behavioral patterns involve a number of
tasks [53] and each of them can affect the final recognition results.
1.5.2 ABSTRACTION OF ACTIVITY RECOGNITION PROBLEMS
In computer science, abstraction is a modeling process that removes minor, unnecessary or
irrelevant reality details in order to focus on other details of interest. This is essential when
building appropriate models, designs, and implementations for a specific purpose [55]. A
good abstraction can improve the generalization of constructed models as well. For this
reason, we present the formal definitions of activity recognition problems.
Data mining can be applied to multiple data types such as temporal data, sequential data,
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spatial data, and multimedia data, etc. These types bring new challenges about how to mine
patterns that carry rich structures and semantics. However, the form used in the AmI issues
depends on the adopted sensors. Let X = {x(0),x(1), ...,x(m)} be a collection of captured
sequences of sensor data. Each sequence x(i) in X is a sequential description of human behav-
iors, called an “instance” or a “sample”. Inside a sequence, smaller data fields that represent
characteristics or natures of a sample in certain points of view, are called “attributes” or “fea-
tures”, represented as x(i)d . If there are d different attributes existing in the sample space X
, then they constitute a d-dimensional attribute space (or universe of attributes) at the same
time.
The literature of data mining and formal concept analysis to be introduced later trends to use
the term attribute, while statisticians prefer the term variable. Pattern recognition profession-
als commonly use the term feature, and we do here as well. Every attribute has a feature
value. It can be either an enumerable or a discrete value such as nominal (categorical), binary
or ordinal [56]. In contrast, the numeric values are usually quantitative and continuous, repre-
sented in an integer or real format. Based on the attribute space or universe of attributes, any
sequence of sensor events x(i) = {x(i)0 ,x
(i)
1 , ...,x
(i)
d } can be transformed into a d-dimensional
feature vector ai = [ad], where a∈ {0,1}. For example, if the universe of attributes is equal to
M = {m0,m1,m2,m3}, and an observed sequence of sensor events is x0 = {m1,m0,m3,m1},
then the feature vector is equal to [1,1,0,1].
Meanwhile, datasets are made up of samples. Pair (x(i),y(i)) is called the i-th training sample
if sequence x(i) is labeled by the ground truth y(i) for training. In fact, the sensor-based ac-
tivity recognition is a multi-class classification that learns regularity from a training dataset
D= (X,Y) = {(x(0),y(0)),(x(1),y(1)), ...,(x(i),y(i))}, where y(i) ∈ Y and | Y |≥ 2. The objec-
tive of an activity recognition system is to build a mapping f : X→ Y from the input space X
(i.e. sensor data) to the output space Y (i.e. inferred activity labels).
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1.5.3 DATA GRANULARITY
Figure 1.2: Multiple data granularity in smart homes
In the research of ubiquitous computing, the data produced by the facilities in a smart environ-
ment can be divided into three layers according to different granularity [45, 57]. Each layer
represents a type of behavioral data. As shown in Fig. 1.2, they are low-layer sensor data,
intermediate-layer atomic actions and high-layer activities of daily living. Based on facts,
their interrelationships can be defined as follows: each atomic action (hereafter referred as
action) is the smallest meaningful behavioral unit describing a short-term intention of resi-
dents. An action is transitory and indivisible, and can be detected by one or more sensors. At
the same time, an activity consists of multiple actions. Each activity indicates a real long-term
intention of residents.
There are two main many-to-many mappings among them. Figure. 1.2 indicates such map-
pings. The first one is from low-layer sensor data to high-layer activities (i.e. Sl ⇒ An).
The second one is from intermediate-layer actions to high-layer activities (i.e. Cm ⇒ An).
Fine-grained elements are located at relatively lower layers (e.g. Sl or Cm for An). Each
coarse-grained element is composed of one or more fine-grained elements. For instance, an
activity “prepare dinner (A1)” consists of several actions like “take out something from a re-
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frigerator (C1)” and “preheat an oven (C2)”. Furthermore, both C1 and C2 can also be detected
and represented by one or more sensor data (Sl). Both of the mappings will be validated by
our proposed method.
The LIARA datasets, which are used in our experiments and will be introduced in Appendix
A, are sequences of actions labeled with timestamps. These actions are obtained by the previ-
ous research of LIARA laboratory. In the work of Fortin-Simard et al. [58], the topological
relationships among the objects attached by RFID tags are analyzed to infer actions done by a
resident. In the work of Belley et al. [59, 60], the load signatures of appliances are extracted
to identify the power-consuming actions related to electrical devices. Thus, in the following
chapters, we ignore the mapping Sl ⇒Cm, and directly use the above results of previous stud-
ies to recognize complex human activities from the sequence of actions, that is the mapping
Cm ⇒ An. It is worth mentioning that any Cm could belong to more than one activities An in
some complex scenarios.
The CASAS datasets described in Appendix A, which are a collection of benchmark datasets
used in our experiments, contain the sequences of sensor data labeled with the information
about the ground truth, such as performer ID, activity ID, and timestamps, etc. Consequently,
we directly validate our proposed method by mapping low-level sensor data to high-level
activities, that is the mapping Sl ⇒ An.
For activity recognition task, higher layers of representation amplify discrimination and sup-
press irrelevant variations. Coarse-grained behavioral units have a stronger semantic repre-
sentation and differentiation ability than fine-grained ones, and the correlations among them
are clearer. This is the reason that recognizing activities by coarse-grained actions [61, 62]
have better results than the one by fine-grained sensor data [57]. For example, sensor data
can appear in several sequences describing different irrelevant activities due to weak semantic
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representation and differentiation.
1.5.4 CHALLENGES
For the scientific community, human activity recognition has always been a serious task [63].
AmI applications bring us new challenges about how to explore useful patterns from be-
havioral data having sequential structures and rich semantics. Therefore, in the following
subsections, we investigate some key factors that can greatly affect the accuracy of activity
recognition.
Mining Massive Data
Figure 1.3: Real-time assistance in smart homes.
Smart environments are designed to monitor and record situations that occur in the living
environments all the time. Nowadays, more and more household appliances and daily ne-
cessities are integrated seamlessly with wireless networks as intelligent components in smart
environments. Due to lack of uniform specifications widely used and accepted by industry,
these intelligent components made by different manufacturers may produce disparate data
with various types or structures [27, 64]. Related solutions [65, 66] are still in the start-up
stage. Therefore, captured data that recorded in a log system are usually massive, unlabeled
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and continuous with various data types [67, 68].
As shown in Figure 1.3, the data type of captured data can be discrete, continuous, nomi-
nal (categorical), binary, ordinal or numeric values that describe continuous changes about
environmental states in a smart environment [69]. Analyzing and mining such data is an im-
portant need for AmI applications. Massive data should be turned into knowledge by efficient
knowledge representation and management techniques.
Moreover, determining the boundaries between activities, which means the beginning and
the end of a sequence describing an activity in a data flow, is another challenging problem
[52]. To obtain the best results of activity recognition, most of the methods choose data
segmentation to roughly classify the data segments by activities.
Generally, there are two common ways to identify the boundaries between activities. A res-
ident may take a break to perform the next activity after completing an activity. Thus, one
is to differentiate data segments by identifying longer time intervals between data segments
describing different activities. The other is from the perspective of the different semantic
gaps between different activities.
In other scenarios, where composite activities [57] are involved, not only the boundaries
of data segments describing different activities are difficult to be identified, but also the se-
quences or fragments describing multiple activities are mixed, that makes it difficult for a
model to identify which data belong to which activity. What’s more, a piece of data fragment
may belong to multiple collaborative activities when a collaborative task is completed in a
multi-resident scenario. When there is more than one resident in the same monitored zone, it
is also difficult to identify who triggered the sensor events by non-intrusive sensors, without
labeled data.
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Various Categories of Behavioral Patterns
A behavioral pattern can be understood as a set of sequential and temporal data that contains
a sequence of characteristics describing a particular activity. It can also be treated as a per-
mutation of a set of characteristics under specific constraints. If a characteristic is repeatable,
optional, and its position in the sequence can be variant, the number of permutations, in other
words, the number of behavioral patterns describing the same activity, will be infinite.
For the reason of varied living habits, personal preferences or the other external factors, an
activity can have multiple different lifestyle patterns to describe itself. Even if having almost
the same constituent data, two patterns could be totally dissimilar due to repetitive or optional
data, and their different execution orders.
For example, if a resident keeps staying in a certain area, the movements will be frequently
captured by several motion sensors. Another example, in the process of preparing a cup of
coffee, you can add milk first, and then add sugar, or conversely (flexible execution order), or
without adding milk (optional action) due to different personal tastes.
Additionally, according to the number of residents and different ways of human-object in-
teractions, activities can also be classified as basic, composite and multi-resident ones [70].
For the basic activities, the sensor data collected in a period only describes a single activity.
In other words, the boundaries of behavioral patterns are precisely segmented by activities.
However, it is the most basic situation and unrealistic in reality. Most of the time, a resident
performs activities in composite ways, such as sequential, interleaving and concurrent [52].
If there is more than one resident, the situation will be more complicated. This is because
each resident may perform basic or composite activities, and it is also difficult to identify who
triggered which sensors.
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Temporal and sequential sensor data with human behavioral information collected in a fixed
time interval can be referred as a sequence of sensor events. Each sensor event corresponds
to a feature. Because of varied living habits or other external factors, an activity may be
described by diverse behavioral patterns having different optional features. Even if having
the same sets of features, two patterns may be completely different due to different orders and
unavoidable repetition of certain sensor events. Thus, activity possessing j different sets of
features can derive Ni different patterns, and Ni ≫ j. To simplify various activity recognition
and anomaly detection, we formally define a variety of behavioral patterns.
Single Patterns Single patterns are the simplest form among numerous behavioral patterns.
All data captured during a fixed time interval describe only one activity. Although all data is
related to only one resident, the recognition task is still a complicated task. This is because
there may be a variety of behavioral patterns that describe the same activity.
Pattern 1: abdefgh (standard pattern)
Pattern 2: abaadaeafagah (reurrent sensor reading `a')
Pattern 3: eadfgbh (flexible exeution order)
Pattern 4: eadfgb (without optional sensor reading `h')
Pattern 5: aedfgbhi (with optional sensor reading `i')
Figure 1.4: Different behavioral patterns describing the same ADL.
Figure 1.4 illustrates an example about the diversity of behavioral patterns. Suppose that each
letter in the five patterns indicates a sensor reading generated or affected by a human behavior.
Although some of these patterns are dissimilar in their compositions, they may also describe
the same activity (e.g. prepare a cup of coffee).
For instance, if Pattern 1 is a standard pattern that most people follow to prepare a cup of
coffee, then Patterns 2 to 5 indicate other four deviations. Compared to the other sensor
readings that indicate meaningful behaviors, some meaningless ones like motion sensor data
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may recur in a pattern (e.g. reading “a” in Pattern 2). In another case, the orders of two
or more readings may be reversed due to lack of order constraints (e.g. in Pattern 1 and 3,
the orders of “c” indicating “take out a coffee cup from cabinet” and “d” indicating “take
out a spoon from cabinet”). In fact, different people usually have different ways to carry out
an activity, their habits and personal preferences are reflected as optional behavioral data in
patterns [68, 71].
As a consequence, the variety of human behaviors makes it difficult to recognize correspond-
ing behavioral patterns by conventional similarity-based [56, 72], frequency-based [73, 74]
and case-based [56, 75] data mining methods. The reason is that the number of variations
that describe the standard pattern of an activity is theoretically infinite, and it is impossible
to cover all possible situations due to the repetition and optional data. The unbalanced distri-
butions of patterns in a training dataset can cause high rates of misdetection, especially the
false alarm rate.
Composite Patterns We present some composite patterns in this paragraph. In the follow-
ing definitions, we assume that each pattern is performed by only one resident, which means
that the patterns belonging to the multi-resident scenario are not considered here.
1. Sequential Pattern: The sequential mode is a typical composite pattern in which activi-
ties are performed one after another in a sequential way without interweaving. Figure
1.5 illustrates such an example. There are 4 steps in task a followed by 3 steps in task
b. For instance, a resident may prepare a cup of coffee after preparing a sandwich. In
addition, each activity is independent, and there are few shared behaviors between two
successive activities.
2. Interleaved Pattern: In the interleaved pattern, the behaviors of different activities are
interwoven with pauses. As shown in Fig 1.6, a resident may temporarily suspend cur-
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Figure 1.5: Example of the sequential pattern of single-resident activity recognition
rent ongoing activity and begin to do another one, the suspended one will be completed
later. In fact, when an ongoing activity needs to wait for processing, a resident usually
carries out another activity during the waiting time (e.g. while waiting for cooking
spaghetti, a resident may start to prepare a cup of coffee). In other words, a resident
may frequently schedule or plan his/her behaviors among different activities. Further-
more, some behaviors belonging to different, but similar activities may be shared in
some cases.
Figure 1.6: Example of the interleaved pattern of single-resident activity recognition
3. Concurrent Pattern: In the concurrent pattern, a single resident may perform multiple
activities at the same time. As a result, many behaviors are shared or interwoven among
different activities. Although these patterns are similar to the interleaved ones, the
biggest difference is that different behaviors can be done at the same time (see a2 and
b1 in Fig. 1.7). For example, because there is no order inversion, a person can make a
phone call while cooking.
In fact, the composite patterns appear more frequently in reality than the single ones.
In addition to the various behavioral patterns mentioned earlier, the composite patterns
focus more on classifying unbounded and mixed sensor data. In other words, it is
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Figure 1.7: Example of the concurrent pattern of single-resident activity recognition
necessary and important to roughly determine each sensor data belongs to which un-
recognized activity before it is processed to activity recognition process.
Multi-resident Patterns Compared with the single-resident activity recognition, recogniz-
ing activities in the multi-resident scenario is equally important. People usually live with the
other family members, such as their parents, spouses and children, so that there will be more
than one resident in a smart environment. Thus, the number of residents in a smart home is
usually more than one. At this time, the behaviors of different activities performed by dif-
ferent residents may be captured by the sensor network at the same time, and will be mixed
together. There are two common kinds of multi-resident behavioral patterns:
1. Parallel Pattern: In the parallel pattern, many residents perform more than one activity
at the same time. It is the multi-resident version of concurrent activities. Their patterns
look like the one shown in Fig. 1.7, however, activities are carried out by different
residents (indicated as “P1” and “P2”, similarly hereinafter, see Fig. 1.8).
Figure 1.8: Example of the parallel pattern of multi-resident activity recognition
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2. Collaborative Pattern: In the collaborative pattern, residents work together in a collabo-
rative way to finish the same goal. As shown in Fig. 1.9, an activity can be implemented
by more than one resident. For example, two residents cooperated in preparing a dinner,
and both of them are involved in the preparation of each dish. For activity a, behaviors
a1,a3 are performed by P1 and a2,a4 are performed by P2.
Figure 1.9: Example of the collaborative pattern of multi-resident activity recognition
The analysis of each sequential and temporal pattern is essential to help us find the
regularity of data in different scenarios. More detailed information about recognizing
activities is described in the next chapters.
1.6 OBJECTIVES OF THESIS
With the help of advanced HCI technology, intelligent assistance can be reflected in multi-
modal interactions such as synthetic voice, image, video or text modality. Many IT vendors
have increased the investment of research and development, in order to design their own
smart home devices and applications, such as Google home, Google assistance, Siri, and Cor-
tana etc. They also provide rich APIs that allow researchers to develop their personalized
smart device. Once such assistance is needed to guide or warn residents, a multi-modal mes-
sage can be sent to corresponding interactive devices like information terminals or wearable
devices, to prompt the next step. In some extreme situations like forgetting to turn off the
stove, preventive interventions such as shutdown could be executed to avoid further severe
consequences.
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AmI integrates a variety of sensors to understand human behaviors. As a promising solution,
smart homes attempt to support residents by providing appropriate assistance, health, and
safety monitoring [76]. In order to achieve this goal, in this thesis, we propose a prototyp-
ical inference engine based on graphical models to dynamically analyze human behaviors
from ubiquitous sensor data. The thesis includes work on knowledge representation, pattern
recognition, and anomaly detection. As a consequence, we define the following objectives:
• how to represent and manage knowledge information
• how to predict and recognize various human activities
• how to formally define and detect errors
• how to ensure the robustness of the constructed model
In the following subsections, we discuss each objective in details, such as their descriptions,
significances, the roles in AmI applications and our expectations.
1.6.1 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND MANAGEMENT
Good knowledge representation can facilitate the representation and management of discov-
ered knowledge. Compared with other non-graphical models such as decision trees, associa-
tion rule learning or K-means clustering, graphical ones can better represent the state transi-
tions and context-aware features of sensor data. This is because these transitions or features
can be represented as edges or nodes. In this thesis, we use an innovative graphical model
to represent, organize and retrieve useful patterns in sensor data. The hierarchical relations
between sensor data, behaviors and human activities are reflected. In [61, 77], we propose
a lattice model based on formal concept analysis to represent and manage binary relations
among hierarchal behavioral data.
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From raw data to the discovered knowledge used for inference, there are several critical
processes. After acquiring data from disparate data sources in a pervasive sensor network,
massive sensor data have to be sorted according to their timestamps in order to convert them
into sequential and temporal data. After that, the feature selection will filter irrelevant features
and choose the most representative ones to build models. Some optional operations, such as
pruning, can remove redundant data, or complement missing values by default ones. Finally,
we use data mining algorithms to extract knowledge from the data and build the knowledge
base.
Moreover, through a good knowledge management, we hope that the constructed knowledge
base can be reused for other similar smart homes with similar infrastructure design, and can
be extensible with new and homogeneous knowledge and scenarios.
1.6.2 REAL-TIME ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In AmI applications, one of the most important preconditions for appropriate assistance is
to understand the current context of residents [38], in other words, the real requirements
of residents. In the broader sense, context awareness uses observed sensor data to abstract
information about the current situation. Context-aware systems are able to adapt their opera-
tions to the current context without user intervention and thus aim at increasing usability and
effectiveness by taking environmental context into account. It is desirable that services re-
act specifically to environment attributes and adapt their behavior according to the changing
circumstances as context data may change rapidly [30].
Each assistance offered by the smart environments should satisfy user’s real needs, otherwise,
it will increase the burden of residents to correct the mistakes. Historical data is a great trea-
sure for data analysis. Most of them contain valuable information including regular patterns
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or useful cases. At the same time, they are usually difficult to be used directly to solve practi-
cal problems due to the lack of efficient knowledge discovery and retrieval strategies. Thus, it
is essential to choose an effective representative form to index, organize and retrieve unstruc-
tured information [35]. Because of the periodicity and regularity of human behaviors caused
by the habits and preferences of residents, it is possible to discover and analyze behavioral
patterns in smart environments by means of data analysis techniques, such as data mining and
pattern recognition. Instead of short-term intentions (i.e. actions) describing instantaneous
human behaviors or human-object interactions, long-term intentions (i.e. activities) are more
meaningful and have enough intervals to provide follow-up assistance.
The nature of AmI requests that the adopted recognition algorithm itself cannot spend too
much time to process continuous data. Furthermore, conventional solutions mainly focus
on the finished activity recognition, which means that they only analyze entire sensor data
describing an activity. Although their performances are encouraging, the main drawback is
also evident: appropriate assistance cannot be provided on time, in other words, only a few
assistance can be provided after an activity has been done. In this case, the related advice is
useless. For example, the dosages and recommended directions should be provided before a
resident takes dietary supplements. Thus, tips should be provided before taking supplements.
Consequently, we hope that the proposed method will be able to handle partially observed
data and give reasonable candidates about ongoing activities. With the increase in observed
data, the scope of potential candidates should be reduced.
1.6.3 ACTIVITY PREDICTION
As studied in [38], another important precondition for appropriate assistance is the antici-
patory capability. It allows a system with the predictive capability to produce a timely and
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useful response.
In some cases, especially in the context of AmI, recognizing a completely finished activity
may not be helpful because no assistance was provided during execution. Compared with
activity recognition task, activity prediction is required to infer the most possible ongoing ac-
tivity using limited observed data. The performance of smart homes can be greatly improved
if it enables to predict an ongoing activity as early as possible according to cumulative ob-
served data.
1.6.4 DEFINITION AND DETECTION OF ABNORMAL BEHAVIORS
Summarizing common human abnormal behaviors, we will analyze their regular patterns
and features from captured data streams. Those patterns having the anomaly in the execution
order, completeness and composition parts will be extracted. Some errors are related to the
composed behaviors, such as irregular repetition or omission. The others are related to the
order constraints, or the semantic difference of data.
After formally defining characteristics of each abnormal behavioral pattern, for each error,
we will design a custom-built extension module to detect similar abnormal patterns in the ex-
periments. In some specific cases, weights will also be used to control detection sensitivities.
1.6.5 ROBUSTNESS
In software engineering, the robustness of a system refers to the ability that handles excep-
tions or erroneous inputs during execution. For machine learning or data mining algorithms,
it refers to the performance of dealing with the datasets with noisy data or missing values
[78]. A dataset with noisy data means that its data contain errors. They can be of two types:
inaccurate attribute values or incorrect class labels. They can make the algorithms have poor
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classification accuracy on unseen examples.
In terms of our research issues, collected sensor data in smart environments is usually un-
reliable. This is because the data usually comes from a variety of unreliable sources, which
makes it difficult to guarantee the integrity and correctness of data. Frequent sampling and ac-
cidental triggering can result in redundant data and inaccurate attribute values. Some sensors
may also fail and cause missing values. Sometimes the ground truth is ambiguous, especially
in the multi-resident scenario. It is difficult to determine exactly who triggered certain sensor
events or an ongoing action belongs to which activity. At this time, the data annotation usu-
ally depends on the subjective decisions of observers in an experiment. Thus, incorrect class
labels may be assigned.
As a consequence, we hope that our system can get rid of the difficulties caused by data qual-
ity and maintain stable accuracy in complex and changeable smart environments. Moreover,
we also hope that the system can make a reasonable inference on the examples with unseen
patterns.
1.7 THESIS FRAMEWORK
This thesis proposes an innovative activity inference engine to address the aforementioned
objectives. It tries to avoid specifying the required knowledge through domain experts. Our
proposed solution considers the ontological correlations among interested activities. At the
same time, it allows smart environments to learn knowledge automatically from experience,
such as historical data, and to understand the context inside a smart environment in terms of
conceptual hierarchy.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the summary
of recent research about data mining technique applied to AmI. We classify the data mining
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algorithms into graphical and non-graphical categories according to the structures of their
built models. In addition, we compare and analyze their performances in the AmI scenarios.
In the end, because of the better representation of dynamic state transitions, we are more
inclined to use graphical models to solve AmI problems.
In Chapter 3, we introduce the theoretical basis of our research, a mathematical theory called
formal concept analysis. It is used as an efficient tool to represent and manage discovered
knowledge. It is composed of five major components, which are respectively responsible
for extracting features, reformulating captured data, maximizing similarity among patterns,
merging and encapsulating similar patterns as inferences, sorting inferences for fast infor-
mation retrieval, and visualizing the discovered knowledge. Besides, how to apply formal
concept analysis into ambient intelligence and the role of each component in activity recogni-
tion are described in detail. Moreover, in order to overcome the natural limitation of formal
conceptual analysis in dynamic search, a new lattice search algorithm is proposed to retrieve
the inferences in a graphical knowledge base incrementally. These studies have been sum-
marized as a conference paper [61]. So far, we establish an embryonic model for activity
prediction and recognition. Furthermore, to improve the prediction accuracy when only a
few data are available in the recognition process, we propose an ontological clustering ap-
proach to further cluster discovered inferences. For example, a more general inference like
“prepare something to drink” will be prompted to residents instead of a precise inference like
“prepare a cup of coffee”. This part of the research has been summarized as an article [77]
published in the Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Humanized Computing.
After accurately predicting and recognizing human behaviors, another important AmI appli-
cation is the anomaly detection and composite activity recognition. When a resident has a
tendency to make abnormal behaviors, corrective suggestions or interventions may be pro-
vided in an appropriate moment. Chapter 4 consists of two parts. In the first part, the study is
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devoted to more complicated activity recognition. Unlike the basic activity recognition that
the data collected in a period of time only describes one activity, in reality, a resident normally
performs more activities concurrently, intermittently or successively with more complicated
patterns. As a reaction to such an issue, we propose an extended search strategy to identify
these specific patterns in the lattice knowledge base. This study has been published in the
Journal of Reliable Intelligent Environments [57].
In the second part, through analyzing the behaviors produced by volunteers, we formally
define several abnormal behavioral patterns and propose self-built modules to detect those
anomalies. This study has been published as a conference paper [62].
After taking into account all the complicated scenario of single resident activity recognition,
Chapter 5 discusses the multi-resident activity recognition. In this case, each collected data no
longer has a unique trigger source. It may be produced by one or more residents. Moreover,
an activity can be completed in collaboration with multiple residents. Besides another specific
multi-resident search strategy, to identify cooperative activities with highly similar patterns,
we propose transition matrices to represent the context of collected data. This research has
been published in the Journal Neurocomputing [79].
An optional extension, incremental learning, is developed in Chapter 6. In order to avoid
retraining the entire model when new training data or features are available, we improve an
efficient algorithm of lattice construction to adapt to the smart environments that constantly
change its infrastructure design. This research will be submitted soon as a journal article
[80].
In Appendices A, we present basic infrastructure designs of typical sensor-based smart homes.
We introduce the datasets collected from different scenarios to solve different AmI prob-
lems, such as basic activity recognition, composite activity recognition, multi-resident activ-
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ity recognition, and anomaly detection. We briefly introduce several common methods to
measure the model performance in terms of generalization and recognition in Appendix B.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE ON DATA MINING APPLIED FOR AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the issues about recognizing activities in sensor-based smart
environments can be regarded as a problem about mining behavioral patterns in sequential
and temporal data flow. Data mining focuses on discovering interesting patterns from data in
various applications, and furthermore, developing effective, efficient and scalable tools [56].
In fact, we can make an effective prediction because we have accumulated a lot of experi-
ence, and through the use of experience, we can make effective decisions in new situations.
Data mining is such a sub-discipline of artificial intelligence that focuses on the automatic
summarization and induction of useful information from historical data. It is also an essential
process of knowledge discovery that extracts data patterns (see Fig. 2.1).
Because of the fast development of powerful data collection and storage tools, people live in
smart environments where vast amounts of data are collected daily. However, numerous cap-
tured data have far exceeded our human ability to handle with them without powerful tools.
Such a dilemma has been described as “data rich but information poor” situation [56]. More-
over, the manual knowledge extraction and discovery with the intervention of domain experts
are prone to biases as well as errors, and is extremely costly and time-consuming. As a conse-
quence, we must find ways to automatically analyze the captured data containing behavioral
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information, characterize trends, discover interesting patterns and flag data fragments having
anomalies.
Figure 2.1: Data mining, a step of knowledge discovery [56].
Therefore, this chapter will focus on the core methods of data mining and machine learning,
and their applications in activity recognition.
2.1 MACHINE LEARNING VERSUS DATA MINING APPROACHES
Data mining is a practical learning technique that turns a large collection of data into knowl-
edge [56]. In other words, it extracts implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful
information from large-scale data for further inference. Besides knowledge discovery, it also
involves the efficient data management and analysis. The main objective is to automatically
seek and sift regularities and representative patterns from databases. Discovered knowledge
will be used to make accurate decisions on the future data [81]. Similarly, the goal of machine
learning is to develop methods that can automatically detect patterns in huge data reposito-
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ries, and then to predict future data. Some classic problems in machine learning are highly
related to data mining, but differs slightly in terms of its emphasis [56, 73, 82]. Most machine
learning approaches are inclined to use the systematic application of probabilistic reasoning
to explore the best prediction given some data in a precise and quantitative manner [46, 83].
Compared with machine learning, data mining focuses on discovering unknown knowledge
from raw data and forecasting what will happen in new situations. It concentrates more on
data features, statistical correlations, data similarity, dissimilarity, semantic relationships as
well as relational characteristics to discover useful patterns [56]. For the machine learning
technique, it prefers to apply calculus, linear algebra, and probability theory for quantification
and manipulation of uncertainty [46].
In this thesis, we prefer to use data mining to recognize human behaviors, because the cap-
tured sensor data have rich contextual, semantic and relational features. These features have
better distinguishable abilities to classify different activities.
2.2 DATA-DRIVEN VERSUS KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN APPROACHES
In the early stages of AI development, due to more limited computer hardware calculation
and data processing ability, several AI projects have sought to hard-code knowledge about
the world in formal languages [5]. These systems used logical inference rules or ontologies
to reason cases automatically. However, the biggest drawback is that those AI systems have
to devise enough confident and accuracy rules to describe the world.
Compared with data-driven approaches, knowledge-driven ones have several advantages [73].
First, knowledge representation is easier to be understood and interpreted by researchers and
domain experts [84]. This is because knowledge-driven approaches have sought to hard-code
knowledge about the world in formal languages using logical inference rules [5]. Second,
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classification results can easily be explained. Third, knowledge-based models can be easily
extended by new domain knowledge.
However, domain knowledge or datasets produced by experts are often expensive, inflexible
or simply unavailable. Even in the ideal case, they may impose a ceiling on the performance
of systems trained in this manner [85]. Thus, we wish to find out a solution that allows
expert systems to operate in complex sensor networks where human expertise is lacking. As
a consequence, the expert system provides lookahead inferences to narrow down the search
for high-probability ongoing activities.
In many domains, especially in the applications involving complex pattern analysis, inter-
pretable models are more desirable [84]. Domain experts prefer transparent predictive mod-
els rather than black-box ones [86], because the former ones make easier to find out the key
factors involving the performance of models and then improve it.
2.3 SUPERVISED VERSUS UNSUPERVISED APPROACHES
Data mining approaches can be categorized into two main tasks based on whether training
data has been labeled: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The task of supervised
learning can be described as follows: given a training set of N input-output pairs
(a1,y1),(a2,y2), ...,(aN,yN) (2.1)
where each ai is an input vector of features and the corresponding yN is a label information.
Supervised learning can be further subdivided into two categories: classification and regres-
sion [83, 87]. In the supervised learning, the goal is to predict the value of y on unseen
instances on the basis of each input vector [46, 88]. If the desired output y is one of a finite
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number of discrete categories, the task is called classification problem, and y means the la-
bel of the target class. If y consists of one or more continuous variables, the task is called
regression, and y is the value of the target variable to predict.
On the contrary, unsupervised learning does not rely on explicit label information, and its goal
is to discover some inherent density estimation [46, 89] or distribution information [88] in
the data. Compared with supervised learning, unsupervised one is nearer to human learning
and more widely applicable. This is because unlabeled data is easy and cheap to acquire, it
does not require a human expert to manually label the data.
2.4 GRAPHICAL MODELS
From the point of view of model visualization, commonly used data mining approaches can
be divided into two categories: graphical and non-graphical models. This is also the point of
entry for detailing each classic method.
Graphical models can provide a concise description about the structure of constructed models.
From the perspective of data analysis, they have several advantages. First, graphical models
are more suitable for representing dependencies relations between sequential, spatial or tem-
poral data [90]. Second, the changes in states over time, such as transitions and shifting, are
more easily described. Third, most graphical models are in the form of directed or undirected
graphs, thus, they are homogeneous and easier to combine with other ones to produce new
improved models.
2.4.1 BAYESIAN NETWORK
A Bayesian network (BN), also known as belief network or causal network, is a probabilistic
graphical model that represents discrete or continuous variables as well as their conditional
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dependencies via a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [82, 91]. Each node in the DAG corre-
sponds to a random variable, and pairs of nodes are connected by the arrows that represent
probabilistic dependences and causal knowledge. An arrow from node x to node y indicates
that x is a parent of y and y is a descendant of x [56]. Each variable xi has a corresponding con-
ditional probability table (CPT) specifying the conditional distribution P(xi|Parents(xi)) that
quantifies the effect of the parents [7], where Parents(xi) are the parents of xi [56]. Equation
2.2 shows how a BN can be used to answer probability of evidence queries [56, 82, 92].
P(x1,x2, ...,xd) =
d
∏
i=1
P(xi | Parents(xi)) (2.2)
where P(x1,x2, ...,xd) is the joint probability of a particular combination of evidences X =
(x1,x2, ...,xd), and the values for P(xi | Parents(xi)) correspond to the entries in the CPT of
xi.
Figure 2.2: Bayesian network for sensor-based activity recognition
Thus, a BN 〈G,Θ〉 is defined by two components, where G represents the directed acyclic
graph, and Θ represents the set of CPTs that quantitatively describes conditional dependen-
cies of each variable. Figure. 2.2 gives an example of the sensor-based activity recognition
model using Bayesian network [93]. The symbol Ai denotes human activities, and s1 to s j
denote sensor data. All related causal constraints are described by arrows. Therefore, the
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network topology, also known as the layout of nodes and arcs, can be constructed by human
experts or inferred from training data by several algorithms [92]. Experts must specify condi-
tional probabilities for the nodes involving direct dependencies [56]. For the activity recogni-
tion problems, an activity may involve many internal or external factors, those dependencies
among many activities, features and sensor data are difficult to be defined and specified by do-
main experts. In addition, it is also difficult to accurately measure the conditional probability
that indicates the direct influence of one variable on another.
Another extension of the Bayesian network, the dynamic Bayesian network (DBN), is a
Bayesian network that represents a temporal probability model widely used in the time-series
analysis [7]. It consists of a series of time slices that record the snapshots representing the
state of all variables at a certain time [90]. For simplicity, we assume that the variables and
their links in a DBN are exactly reduplicated from slice to slice in a first-order Markov pro-
cess [7]. As shown in Fig. 2.3, the nodes Zt = {Xt,Yt} in a DAG represent random variables
and the arcs direct the dependencies between variables [90]. The graphical structure encodes
a set of conditional independent relations between the variables.
Figure 2.3: Dynamic Bayesian network applied to activity recognition problems [70]
To solve activity recognition problems, Yt = {yt ,y′t} denotes activities, and Xt = {xt ,x′t} de-
notes sensor data. Thus, a DBN is defined to be a pair (B1,B→), where B1 is a BN defining
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the prior P(Z1), and B→ is a two-slice temporal BN defining P(Zt | Zt−1) by means of a DAG
as follows [94]:
P(Zt | Zt−1) =
n
∏
i=1
P(Zit | Parents(Z
i
t)) (2.3)
where Zit is the i’th node at time t, which can be a component of Xt or Yt , and Parents(Zit) are
the parents of Zit in the DAG. Similarly, the joint probability is given by Equation 2.4:
P(Z1:T ) =
T
∏
t=1
N
∏
i=1
P(Zit | Parents(Z
i
t)) (2.4)
where Z1:T indicate T time-slices. The inferences algorithms of DBN are summarized as
exact and approximate inferences [91, 94].
Nazerfard et al. [95] proposed an activity prediction model using the Bayesian network with
a two-step inference process to predict the next activity and its behaviors. In [96], Liu et
al. presented a Bayesian network-based probabilistic generative framework to characterize
the structural variabilities of complex activities. Kasteren and Krose [93] carried out activity
recognition in a DBN to model the temporal aspects of activities. The dynamics of sensor
data are taken into account by a k-observation history matrix.
2.4.2 HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be represented as the simplest DBN, it is a probabilistic
model composed of hidden and observable variables [97]. In our AmI issues, captured sensor
data represent observable variables, and the activities to be recognized refer to the hidden
variables. A sequence of observable sensor data X = {xt}Tt=1 and a sequences of activities
Y = {yt}Tt=1 to decoder. In HMM, hidden variables (i.e. activities to be recognized) are linked
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as a chain and governed by a Markov process. Observable sensor data are independently
generated given the hidden state, which form a sequence.
The elements and the mechanism of HMM are listed below. There are two assumptions based
on the Markov properties to simplify the inference process. One is that each state yt depends
only on its predecessor state yt−1. Another one is that each observable variables xt depends
only on the current state yt .
The modeling of the AmI issues via HMM are made according to three probability distribu-
tions: the distribution p(y1) over initial states, the transition distribution p(yt | yt−1), and the
observation distribution p(xt | yt).
The most probable inference is inferred by the maximum joint probability p(x,y). The la-
bels of activity class for observations are not only dependent on the observations, but also
dependent on the adjacent states.
Figure 2.4: Representation of a global HMM [70]
As one of the most efficient technique interpreting sensor data at the early stage of AmI devel-
opment, several solutions have achieved excellent results. Van Kasteren et al. [98] proposed
a two-layer hierarchical model using the hierarchical hidden Markov model to cluster sensor
data into clusters of actions, and then use them to recognize activities. Another Markov-based
technique is called Markov decision process that analyzes collected continual observations
and makes decisions based on the state of environment [99]. Chiang et al. [100] adopt two
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graphical models, parallel HMM (PHMM) and coupled HMM (CHMM), to identify activ-
ities in a multi-resident environment. Benmansour et al. [70] developed an HMM-based
combined label (CL-HMM) and a linked HMM (LHMM) to compare their performances
against the PHMM and CHMM methods.
As shown in Fig. 2.4, HMM could infer the most possible hidden activities through observ-
able sensor data. However, the inferences obtained by HMM are hidden to the knowledge
experts and hard to explain when the results are unreasonable. Furthermore, the model should
be totally retrained when new unseen knowledge enriches current knowledge base. Datasets
with unbalanced data or unstable distribution can affect the classification results [101]. Be-
cause a classifier can be heavily biased toward the majority class, or the learned conditional
dependence structures between random variables are unstable in reality.
2.4.3 CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELD
Figure 2.5: Simple CRF model [102]
Conditional random fields (CRFs) are one of the most popular discriminative probabilistic
models for sequential data processing [70]. A CRF is an undirected graphical model which is
used to label an observation sequence X by selecting the label sequence Y that maximizes the
conditional probability P(Y |X). Avoiding the limitation of HMMs, CRFs do not require the
independence assumptions on the observations, thus there is no wasted effort on modeling
the observations [90]. Figure 2.5 gives an example of CRFs graphical structure and Fig. 2.6
shows that how CRFs model and represent different activities [102]. The illustration shown in
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Fig. 2.7 depicts another example of how a CRF is applied for activity recognition. Activities
are represented as hidden states and the sensor readings correspond to the observations [70].
Figure 2.6: CRF model representing different activities [102]
In the work of Nazerfad et al. [102], CRFs are successfully used for activity recognition. They
tested their model on the CASAS Cairo-14 dataset, which includes the activities performed
by two residents and a pet, and gave an average accuracy as high as 91% for all activities.
The comparison between CRFs and HMMs has demonstrated that the former has better per-
formance for some specific activities. CRFs have also been applied to multiple-resident AR
problem in smart homes cooperating with decomposition inference [103]. They achieved
an average accuracy as high as 58.41% on the CASAS Kyoto-4 multi-resident dataset. The
multiple-resident problem is decomposed into sub-problems using single-resident models.
Under the assumption about the negligible influence of interactions between residents, single-
resident models are used to infer the activities of each person by single-resident activity se-
quences. Yin et al. [104] developed a novel spatio-temporal event detection algorithm in
large-scale sensor networks based on a dynamic CRF model. They tested their method on
their own datasets containing both real and synthetic data. The performance is higher than
other three baselines (precision 88.2%, recall 93.8% and F1-score 87.6%).
Although CRFs are flexible enough in terms of feature selection, the most evident disadvan-
tage is the high computational complexity in the training stage. This fact makes them more
difficult to retrain the models when new training data samples become available. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.7: Representation of a global linear-chain CRF [70]
CRFs can not work with unknown observations, which means that it is difficult to apply them
to the anomaly detection.
2.5 NON-GRAPHICAL MODELS
For non-graphic models, their visualization is no longer based on the graph structure. Their
decisions are usually based on statistical correlations, data similarity, and dissimilarity. How-
ever, the state changes and transitions in variables are difficult to describe with these models.
2.5.1 DECISION TREES
A decision tree is a flowchart-like tree structure, where each internal non-leaf node denotes a
test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf node holds a
class label [56]. Unlike most other techniques, decision trees often generate understandable
rules [105]. As an expanded work on concept learning systems, Quinlan firstly developed
a well-known decision tree algorithm named ID3 [106]. He later presented an improved
version of ID3, known as C4.5 [107, 108], to handle both continuous, discrete and missing-
values attributes. Another famous variant about decision tree is called CART that describes
the generation of binary decision trees.
The performance of decision tree-based activity recognition models was experimentally mea-
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Figure 2.8: Decision tree used to recognize activities by sensor data [109]
sured by Ravi et al. [110]. Maurer et al. [111] have employed decision trees to learn the
logical description of the activities. In the work of Prossegger and Bouchachia [109], as
shown in Fig. 2.8, an incremental decision tree algorithm was proposed to model activities
in a multi-resident context. Leaf nodes were augmented and allowed to be multi-labeled.
Another application was demonstrated by Fan et al. [112]. Various behavioral features are
extracted and later modeled by the ID3 decision tree.
Compared with learning-based approaches, rule-based decision trees are more readable and
comprehensive. Bao et al. [113] tested various machine learning approaches to recognize
activities from user-annotated acceleration data, and concluded that C4.5 decision tree re-
ceived the highest recognition accuracy. Chen et al. [114] proposed a heterogeneous feature
selection approach using J48 decision tree to create a classification model.
However, it is difficult for rule-based decision trees to achieve real-time classification due
to incomplete information. Moreover, most of them do not have the capacity to consider
sequential constraints.
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2.5.2 ASSOCIATION RULE LEARNING
Association rule learning is a rule-based classification. Rules are represented in the “condition-
conclusion” logic form. The learning is about finding interesting rules between features in
relational data. The discovery process is generally related to the occurrences of particular fea-
tures appearing in the dataset. In order to select interesting rules, two important indications
called support and confidence are used to measure the degrees about significances and inter-
ests. The most common approaches for mining frequent patterns are FP-growth and FP-tree
approaches [56].
Association rule-generation is a two-phase process. The first phase determines all the frequent
patterns at a given minimum support level. Frequent patterns satisfy a downward closure
property, according to which every subset of a frequent pattern is also frequent. The second
phase extracts all the rules from these patterns [115]. The discovery of association can help
in many decision-making processes such as expert systems in various domains. In the AmI
issues, activities are composed of essential constituent actions or sensor events, thus, these
essential data are definitely in the frequent patterns while applying association rule learning
techniques and guide the recognition process.
Chikhaoui et al. [116] introduced an activity recognition method based on the frequent pattern
mining technique. A mapping function calculating the matching degrees between training be-
havioral patterns and test data was proposed to recognize activities. In this research, activities
were decomposed into tasks and subtasks. In another research, Rashidi et al. [117] discovered
frequent patterns and their variations from event sequences. Considering the discontinuous
property and the varied orders of behavioral patterns, the Levenshtein distance [118] was
used to define a similarity measure between the already-discovered frequent patterns and a
new one extended by prefix and suffix.
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However, the biggest problem of association rule learning is that its concept ignores the con-
text of data, which means that the sequential order and the temporal factor are not considered
in this approach.
2.5.3 ENSEMBLE METHODS
The appearance of ensemble methods is to improve the accuracy of the classification task.
Ensemble methods combine multiple learned classifiers for creating an improved composite
classification model [56]. In contrast to ordinary learning approaches constructing one learner
from training data, they try to construct and combine a set of learners [88]. As shown in
Fig. 2.9, ensemble methods generate a group of classifiers M1, ...,Mk. Given a new tuple to
classify, each classifier votes for the class label of that tuple. The ensemble combines those
votes to return the best class prediction [56].
Figure 2.9: Ensemble methods generate multiple classifiers M1, ...,Mk for voting [56]
Jurek et al. [119] explored a cluster-based ensemble method, which models activities as col-
lections of clusters built on different subsets of features. A classification process is performed
by assigning new data with numeric and binary values to its closest cluster from each collec-
tion. The final prediction is made based on the class labels of the selected clusters. Another
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study [120] designed an ensemble learning algorithm integrating several independent random
forest classifiers based on different sensor feature sets to build a more stable, more accurate
and faster classifier for human activity recognition.
Krawczyk’s comparative study [121] used a weighted Naive Bayes classifier and a weighted
combination to form a committee of simpler and diverse learners. In another investigation
[122], a template-based multiple classifiers fusion using k-NN was proposed to enhance
recognition rate through the ensemble framework. Generally, the performance of the ensem-
ble classifier is better than those single classifiers [119, 120], however, ensemble methods are
usually computationally expensive.
2.5.4 K-MEANS CLUSTERING
K-means clustering is a widely used unsupervised learning algorithm. It attempts to generate
k clusters in a dataset, where k is a hyperparameter determined by data scientists [123]. Same
to other clustering algorithms, its objective aims for high intra-cluster similarity and low
inter-cluster similarity [56].
Suppose objects in a dataset D are partitioned into the k clusters C = {C1, ...,Ck}. The center
of all the objects that make up a cluster is called the centroid of the cluster, represented as µi.
It can be defined as the mean of the objects assigned to the cluster, see Equation 2.5.
µi =
1
ni
∑
x j∈Ci
x j (2.5)
where ni =| Ci | is the number of objects in cluster Ci, x j is the point in multidimensional
space representing a given object.
The quality of cluster Ci can be measured by the sum of squared error (SSE) between all
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objects in Ci and the centroid µi [56, 124], defined as Equation 2.6:
SSE(C) =
k
∑
i=1
∑
x j∈Ci
dist(x j,µi)2 (2.6)
where dist(x j,µi) is the Euclidean distance between the point x j and the centroid µi in cluster
Ci. The goal is to find the clustering C∗ that minimizes the SSE score:
C∗ = argmin
C
{SSE(C)} (2.7)
However, finding the optimal clustering is NP-hard in general Euclidean space even for k =
2. To overcome the prohibitive computational cost, k-means partitioning algorithms using
greedy iterative approaches are often used in practice [56, 124].
Additionally, k-means algorithm is usually applied for preprocessing or subtasks of AmI
problems, such as data labeling [125], data annotation [126] or clustering deviations [127].
On one hand, the predefined hyperparameter k is difficult to be precisely determined for these
problems. On the other hand, some data may belong to multiple clusters at the same time,
thus, the k-means algorithm cannot well distinguish similar activities and just cluster them as
deviations.
2.5.5 K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS
K-nearest neighbors (KNN) is a classical supervised learning algorithm, it is also an example
of instance-based learning that all learning is essentially based on instances [73]. KNN is a
lazy learner that simply stores each given training instance and waits until an observation to
classify is available.
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Given a positive k and an observation x0, the KNN classifier first identifies the closest k
training instances to x0, represented by N0. A commonly used distance metric is Euclidean
distance. KNN estimates the conditional probability for class label y = j by the following
equation [128]:
P(y = j | x0) = 1K ∑i∈N0 I(yi = j) (2.8)
where I(yi = j) is an indicator variable that equals one if the class label yi equals j and zero
if yi 6= j.
A comparative study [119] demonstrated that KNN is an efficient and effective algorithm
with excellent results, but not robust to imbalanced datasets or noisy data [129]. However, as
an extension [130] or the basic classifier of ensemble methods [122], KNN can improve the
performance of classification.
2.5.6 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support vector machine (SVM) is a classic method for the classification of both linear and
nonlinear data. It uses a nonlinear mapping to transform training data into a higher dimension
[56]. Thus, all the transformed data in a sufficiently high dimension is separable by a linear
optimal hyperplane. SVM finds this hyperplane using support vectors and the maximum
margin [56]. Geometrically, the margin is defined by the support vectors and corresponds to
the shortest distance between the closest data points to a point on the hyperplane [131]. The
SVM solution with the maximum margin hyperplane offers the best generalization ability.
SVMs can be used for numeric prediction as well as classification [56]. An SVM classifier
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attempts to maximize Equation 2.9:
Lp =
1
2
‖~w‖−
t
∑
i=1
αiyi(~w ·~xi +b)+
t
∑
i=1
αi (2.9)
where t is the number of training examples, and αi are non-negative numbers and the La-
grange multipliers, Lp is called the Lagrangian. ~xi are training vectors with associated class
labels yi ∈ {+1,−1}. The hyperplane is defined by the vectors ~w and constant b [56, 131].
SVMs have been proved that they are much less prone to overfitting than other methods [56].
Some AmI applications using SVMs were described in [95, 132, 133]. SVMs are usually
used for binomial classification, However, activity recognition is a multi-class classification
problem. Thus, the multi-class classification has to be transformed into a set of binomial
classifications. Alternatively, extended multi-class SVMs are proposed by [134, 135]. SVMs
are also integrated with other methods [136, 137]. Although SVMs are highly accurate, their
training time can be extremely slow.
As a short summary, for the AmI problems, graphical models have natural advantages in
the aspect of representing dynamic changes of variable states. However, most probabilistic
inferences are sensitive about the datasets with imbalanced or unstable distributions. For non-
graphical models, their decisions are usually based on statistical correlations, data similarity,
and dissimilarity. Their performances are limited by data with high similarity and complex
scenarios with concurrent, parallel or cooperative activities. Moreover, they can not construct
a unified framework that is suitable to solve various AmI problems. For this reason, we pro-
pose an inference engine based on formal concept analysis (FCA) theory in the following
chapter that constructs a graphical knowledge-based model. It combines the advantages of
both graphical and non-graphical algorithms. Its independent design about knowledge repre-
sentation and inference can separate the inference logic and knowledge modeling. Thus, each
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solution of AmI problem can be abstracted as an independent module and all such modules
can be grouped as a unified inference engine.
The algorithms discussed in this chapter are only part of methods used for activity recog-
nition. More specific methods for particular AmI problems will be given in the following
corresponding chapters. Activity recognition and related AmI issues are dynamic problems
that describe behavioral or environmental changes due to human activities. For this reason,
dynamic graphical models can better describe such state transitions or changes than the other
ones. However, traditional probabilistic models rely on reliable transition probabilities and
emission matrices which depend on a large amount of training data having stable probability
distributions. For knowledge-driven models, the domain knowledge is hard to be defined au-
tomatically and has to be personalized with significant artificial costs. As a consequence, the
proposed FCA-based model can automatically mine inference rules from data without human
expert interventions. As one of the homogeneous graphical models, it is possible to combine
the FCA-based model with the others to improve the performance.
CHAPTER 3
FORMAL CONCEPT ANALYSIS AND ACTIVITY RECOGNITION OF BASIC
HUMAN ACTIVITIES
Formal concept analysis (FCA) is a mathematical theory based on conceptual hierarchies
[138, 139]. It is an efficient solution for discovering, expressing and organizing knowledge
from a large number of unstructured data [140, 141]. FCA activates the mathematical think-
ing of conceptual data analysis and knowledge discovery, especially the extraction of poten-
tially interesting regularities from the initial data [142]. With its help, the heterogeneous
correlations existing between two sets, the target classes of interest and the observed data,
can be unified as homogeneous binary relations. FCA was first introduced in the early 1980s
by Rudolf Wille [143], and now it is widely used in various domains such as knowledge dis-
covery [142, 144], ontology engineering [145, 146], information retrieval [147], recommen-
dation system [148, 149], semantic annotation [139] and data visualization [150, 151, 152],
etc. It provides an efficient way to store, retrieve, and organize information.
FCA is an inductive learning method that summarizes regularities and rules from concrete
examples without giving any preamble to guide how to generate them. Unlike black-box
models, its learning process is more transparent. In the training phase, after extracting fea-
tures from specific examples, FCA firstly clusters similar target classes sharing the same
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ontological features, then encapsulates them as inferences, and finally orders them for quick
retrieval. The above processes can be achieved by any FCA lattice construction algorithm
[153, 154]. In the recognition phase, we can regard the recognition process as a continuous
search of the patterns adapted to the hypothesis in the training space. In the case of sensor-
based activity recognition, the target classes of interest are the activities to recognize, and the
ontological features are the captured sensor data. The set of inferences based on the observed
data is a set of precomputed rules. Considering continuous observations at different stages,
an FCA-based model can infer the possible activities incrementally.
In order to achieve these goals, we extend the static formal concept analysis and introduce
an innovative pattern recognition system, which can be used to search for specific patterns
inside a constructed lattice knowledge base, so as to recognize and predict current activities
quickly and accurately. We introduce a generative model, which yields inferences on the
basis of partially observed data. The recognition process begins with self-inference, without
any supervision or intervention from domain experts. Our goal is to design recognizable and
predictive models that are as accurate as the top-level activity recognition algorithms, but are
highly interpretable and convincing.
Figure 3.1: Overview procedure of FCA learning
As with other data mining methods, the process of obtaining formal lattice from raw data is
called “learning” or “training”. Figure. 3.1 depicts the overview procedure of FCA learning.
It represents how to construct the Hasse diagram, a visual knowledge base, from sequential
sensor data. First of all, the binary relations between activities and sensor data are extracted
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from the captured data stream. The extracted relations are represented by an FCA binary
matrix. It is usually implemented by an ad-hoc script, according to the original format of
captured sequences. Then, any lattice construction algorithm introduced in Section 3.3 will
explore all the maximal clusters through FCA matrix, and sort them by their partial orders.
They are the key processes in the FCA modeling and are highlighted in gray in the figure.
The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.1 presents the relations
between FCA and the other data mining theories. Section 3.2 introduces the components of
FCA, and how each component coordinates with the others. Then, various algorithms for
lattice construction are outlined in Section 3.3. After that, how to infer human activities by
using FCA is introduced in Section 3.4. An innovative lattice search algorithm is proposed. It
is also the core algorithm of the FCA-based model to retrieve appropriate inferences accord-
ing to a series of continuous observations. An ontological clustering method is also proposed
to further cluster FCA concepts in order to improve predictive accuracies. Finally, in Section
3.5, a candidate assessment is proposed to measure the pertinence of each inference in order
to refine results. The primary results recognizing basic activities and relative discussions are
introduced in Section 3.6 and Section 3.7. It is worth mentioning that these works of this
chapter were published in [57, 61].
3.1 RELATIONS WITH OTHER THEORIES OF DATA MINING
As an independent mathematical theory, FCA is different from traditional data mining meth-
ods, but they are closely related. It is more like the fusion of these methods. In the following
subsections, we compare it to these methods in order to clarify their similarity and use classi-
cal data mining terminology to explain it.
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3.1.1 RELATIONS WITH ASSOCIATION RULE LEARNING
As described in Section 2.5.2, association rule learning is a rule-based data mining approach
for discovering interesting relations between variables in large databases. Association rules
are usually required to satisfy user-specified minimum support and confidence at the same
time. Although discovering frequent itemsets is a prerequisite to generate association rules,
finding all of them in a large database is also computationally expensive. Similar to some
well-known frequent itemsets mining algorithms such as Apriori [155] and FP-Growth [156],
FCA can help to explore frequent itemsets by a predefined threshold in order to provide
intermediate data for the rule generation [157].
Additionally, FCA can generate similar “condition-conclusion” pairs instead of association
rules to infer activities. We call these rough pairs as inferences, which are encapsulated in
a data structure called formal concepts. More information about using these inferences to
recognize activities are discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
3.1.2 RELATIONS WITH CASE-BASED REASONING
Case-based classification, or case-based reasoning, is an approach of summarizing and reusing
old similar experiences to understand and solve new situations [75]. It is also a unified ap-
proach of knowledge representation, classification, and learning. It usually integrates cases
as distributed subunits within an indexable knowledge structure to match similar cases later.
A typical case-based reasoning is normally a four-step process [158]. The first step named
retrieve retrieves relevant solutions from memory cases to solve a given problem. The second
step named reuse maps the solution from previous cases. The third step named revise tests
the found solution in the real world, and revises again if necessary. The final step named
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retain keeps the past experience as a new case in memory for the future retrieval.
Our FCA-based method is such a case-based reasoning that organizes the past patterns for
identifying current ones. Compared to the hierarchical indexing structures used in the case-
based reasoning, we adopt a more readable and comprehensive lattice structure to manage
and infer knowledge in real-time.
3.1.3 RELATIONS WITH ONTOLOGY
Ontologies are formal definitions of types, properties, and interrelationships between existing
entities in a particular domain of interest. Its objective is to build a shared understanding that
enables people, organizations and software systems to communicate well with each other
[159]. Shared understanding represents detailed descriptions such as individuals, classes,
attributes, relations, restrictions, rules, axioms and events about a common set of scenarios
in a domain. However, defining important concepts and terms within a domain is guided by
enough brainstorming, collaborations and domain expertise [159].
Due to the complexity and heavy workload of building ontologies, much research focuses on
the ontology engineering, which investigates the methods and methodologies for building and
managing ontologies by tools and formal languages [160]. The purpose of both ontologies
and FCA is to model concepts by evaluating the similarities among individuals. Therefore,
some research has also applied the FCA theory to build domain ontologies from data [145,
161].
3.1.4 RELATIONS WITH DATA CLUSTERING
Data clustering is the process of grouping a set of data objects into multiple subsets called
clusters. Without specific labeled information, clustering can be considered a concise model.
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The basic problem of data clustering is broadly defined as follows: given a set of data points,
divide them into groups as similar as possible [74]. Grouped objects within a cluster are
similar to each other, yet very dissimilar to objects in other clusters. Dissimilarities and
similarities are often assessed by distance or density measures [156].
The FCA theory can be regarded as a special clustering approach that data items are grouped
according to their similarity in ontology. On the one hand, similarity metrics are essential
for data clustering [74]. On the other hand, the FCA theory does not clearly define its own
metrics. However, from their similarities, we are still trying to establish the relationship with
the conventional clustering approaches, which puts a theoretical foundation for our innovative
research. Alternatively, data clustering serves as a preprocessing step for other algorithms,
such as classification. This is because a cluster of data objects can be treated as an implicit
class [156].
FCA is a mixture of learning by observations and by examples. First, the process of construct-
ing an FCA-based model is done in an unsupervised way, because the label information of
each formal concept does not exist. Second, the internal objects of each automatic clustered
formal concept are treated as the label information about patterns to infer ongoing activities.
From this point of view, FCA is also supervised that learns inferences from labeled examples.
The FCA theory is closely related to two clustering methods: hierarchical clustering and
conceptual clustering. They all build a hierarchy of clusters, which may be browsed for
taxonomy, semantic insights and visualization [124, 162].
In Table. 3.1, the synonyms about different theories discussed in this subsection are summa-
rized. It is to make the FCA theory more understandable.
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Table 3.1: Synonyms about Different Theories of Data Mining.
Association
Rules Ontology [163] Clustering FCA AR Scenario Real World
rules classes clusters formal
concepts inferences/groups semantic definitions
individuals instances data objects objects activities (labels) entities of interest
attributes properties features attributes sensor/behavioralfeatures
descriptors and properties
of different natures
conditions rules - intent partial observed data requisite states of affairs
conclusion consequents - extent possible activities consequence of proposition
3.2 COMPONENTS OF FORMAL CONCEPT ANALYSIS
In order to construct an efficient knowledge base from input data, the internal FCA compo-
nents cooperate with each other. In this section, we introduce the key FCA components and
their roles in knowledge base construction and knowledge inference.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, from the raw input data to the final knowledge base, there are three
intermediate results: formal context, formal concepts and concept lattice, and three processes:
reformulation, clustering, and sorting. Firstly, raw input data is represented and reformulated
into a structured form called the formal context, which is a data structure that reorganizes
sequential and temporal data to a machine-readable format. Secondly, formal concepts are
explored from the formal context through a pair of concept-forming operations. Thirdly,
these formal concepts can be sorted and linked with each other according to the partial order
in mathematics. The sorted set of formal concepts is called concept lattice, which is also a
graphical knowledge base.
To illustrate the relationship between the FCA components and the AmI problems, we make
the following assumptions: behavioral patterns are sequences of sensor data captured in some
time intervals, and captured sensor data are ordered by their timestamps.
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3.2.1 FEATURE EXTRACTION BY FORMAL CONTEXT
To analyze temporal and sequential behavioral patterns, first of all, correlations between tar-
get classes and features are extracted from data and reformulated into a specific data structure
named formal context. Formal context K(G,M, I) is triplet consisting of two disjoint sets,
G and M, and their Cartesian product set I= G×M. It can be represented and visualized
by a |G| × |M| matrix. The elements in set G are formally called objects, which represent
coarse-grained target classes of interest (i.e. activities to recognize). The ones in set M are
called attributes, which represent fine-grained observable features (i.e. captured sensor data).
If g ∈ G is correlated with m ∈M, the correlation can be written as gIm [138].
Figure 3.2: Feature extraction
Because of the limitation of the triplet structure of formal context, first of all, the most rep-
resentative features should be selected from the input data. Normally, the captured data in
a smart environment for supervised learning usually has several essential data fields: times-
tamps, sensor ID, sensor value and a label indicating the ground truth. As shown in Fig. 3.2,
we refine the input data and only keep the fields of sensor IDs, sensor values and labels.
To extract and reformulate correlations from sensor data, if the sensor data m j appears in
a pattern describing an activity gi, it means giIm j, then a cross will be filled in the row gi
and column m j in the binary matrix. Fig. 3.3 shows a concrete example which is generated
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Simplified CASAS Activities [164]
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:
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Fill medication dispenser g1 × × ×
Hang up clothes g2 × × × ×
Move furniture g3 × ×
Read magazine g4 × × ×
Water plants g5 × ×
Sweep floor g6 × × × × × × ×
Play checkers g7 × ×
Prepare dinner g8 × ×
Set table g9 × × ×
Read magazine g10 × ×
Pay bills g11 × ×
Pack picnic food g12 × ×
Retrieve dishes g13 × × × × ×
Retrieve dishes g13′ × × × ×
Pack picnic supplies g14 × × ×
Pack and bring supplies g15 × × × × × ×
Figure 3.3: Binary matrix representing the relations between activities gi and sensor events m j.
from a simplified version of the CASAS benchmark dataset [164]. In this simplified example,
fifteen activities are described by thirteen non-intrusive sensors passively capturing human
behaviors in a smart apartment. It is worth mentioning that g13 and g13′ are two different
behavioral patterns implementing the same activity “Retrieve dishes”.
Pruning Since our predictive model is entirely learned from pervasive sensors, in order to
enhance the generalization capability and improve modeling efficiency, in the feature selec-
tion phase, we propose two optional pruning processes to filter the useless attributes from a
formal context. The first pruning is global. The attributes that have extremely high or low
occurrences should be removed from the context to avoid overfitting. This is because the
attributes with extremely high occurrences among activities have very limited ability to dif-
ferentiate different activities. Similarly, the ones with extremely low occurrences are usually
identified as noisy or meaningless data. This is because their ability to distinguish between
different activities may be related to their occurrences, not to the semantic correlations be-
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tween activities.
The second pruning is local. Training data can be first grouped by homogeneous activities
according to their labels, and then a pruning operation is used to filter redundant correlations
(i.e. crosses in the matrix) with extremely low occurrences in a group. In our previous
research [62], attributes were divided into two categories: essential and optional. Essential
attributes mean that they are indispensable for an activity, in other words, they appear in
all the patterns describing the same activity. Optional attributes usually represent personal
preferences, and they do not appear in each pattern. Therefore, in a group that contains all
the patterns describing the same activity, the correlations with low occurrences are considered
to be noisy data.
3.2.2 SIMILARITY MAXIMIZATION BY CONCEPT-FORMING OPERATIONS
In data mining, especially in data clustering technique, similarity metrics are essential to
generate clusters [74]. To exploit useful information from an FCA matrix and cluster similar
target classes sharing the same feature variables, the FCA theory defines its own metrics to
maximize similarity. Items in the same cluster have high similarity because they share some
of the same ontological features.
In the FCA theory, the similarity is measured by a pair of metrics, so-called the concept-
forming operators.
For a subset G1 ⊆ G, we define
G′1 := {m ∈ M | for all g ∈ G1, gIm} (3.1)
as a closure operation to find out the common features G′1 ⊆ M shared by all the objects in
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G1. Conversely, for M1 ⊆M, we define
M′1 := {g ∈ G | for all m ∈M1, gIm} (3.2)
as another operation to find out all the objects M′1 ⊆G sharing the common features M1 [138].
Using the two operators at the same time, FCA can generate stable closures, named class-
feature pairs, to cluster correlated classes and features for maximizing their dependency and
the similarity. For AmI problems, the operator 3.1 can find out the common sensor data
shared by a set of activities, and the operator 3.2 can reveal which activities have the given
set of observations (sensor data).
For instance, as shown in Fig. 3.3, if {m3m10} are observed, according to {m3m10}′ =
{g2g6g9g15}, the most possible ongoing activities are g2,g6,g9 and g15. However, such a
class-feature pair is not stable due to {g2g6g9g15}′ = {m3m10m13}. The stable one {m3m10
m13}
′ = {g2g6g9g15} is called formal concept.
3.2.3 CLUSTER REPRESENTATION BY FORMAL CONCEPT
Given the training data, FCA partitions behavioral patterns into distinctive groups based on
the different features shared among those patterns. Similar to data clustering, the different
features used to partition patterns are called centroids. Therefore, patterns in the same group
share similar behavioral characteristics.
Let us come back to our activity recognition scenario. In order to infer ongoing activities
from given observable sensor data, FCA first clusters similar patterns according to different
centroids, and encapsulate these class-feature pairs in itemsets. Moreover, to ensure the relia-
bility of inferences, FCA only uses the itemsets that simultaneously satisfy the two concept-
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forming operations. The satisfied itemsets are so-called formal concepts.
Formal concept c := (G1,M1) is a closure itemset under the limitation of the concept-forming
operations, where (G′1)′ = (M1)′ = G1. G1 is called the extent of c, written as ext(c). Like-
wise, M1 is called the intent of c, written as int(c) [138], which is also treated as the centroid
of a cluster [74, 81]. The space of all the formal concepts is denoted by B(G,M, I). The
process that enumerates B(G,M, I) is done by lattice construction algorithms (see Section
3.3).
Figure 3.4: Key-value structure of formal concept
As shown in Fig. 3.4, each formal concept has a key-value structure that consists of two parts.
The extent is the value part that indicates the labels of patterns, also used as inferred results
in the inference process. And the intent is the key part that represents common features, also
indicates the observed data in the inference process. A concept c clusters similar patterns
ext(c) based on their common features described in the int(c). Furthermore, if α ⊂ int(c) is an
observed sequence, the elements in the ext(c) indicate inferred activities given the observed
data α .
{ g2g6g9g15︸ ︷︷ ︸
possible ongoing activities
,
current observed data︷ ︸︸ ︷
m3m10m13 }
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Consider the above example, ext(c) = {g2g6g9g15} and int(c) = {m3m10m13}. As described
in Section 3.2.2, the sensor events in int(c) exist in all the patterns of activities in ext(c).
Therefore, if current observed data are m3,m10 and m13, the scope of possible ongoing activ-
ities should be g2,g6,g9 or g15. Therefore, based on such key-value tuple structure of item-
sets, FCA-based models can infer the ongoing activities of residents according to partially
observed sensor data.
3.2.4 CLUSTER INDEXING BY FORMAL CONCEPT LATTICE
After the generation of concepts clustering similar patterns by different centroids (i.e. feature
variables), lattice construction algorithms automatically index all the discovered concepts ac-
cording to a mathematical order called the partial order [138]. The objective is to efficiently
manage and construct a graphical knowledge base to quickly retrieve inferences.
Formal concept lattice B is an ordered version of B(G,M, I). All the concepts in B(G,M, I)
are ordered by a predefined partial order  indicating hierarchical relations between two
concepts [138].
Suppose (G1,M1) and (G2,M2) are two concepts, (G1,M1) is called the subconcept of (G2,M2)
if either G1 ⊆G2 or M2 ⊆M1, written as (G1,M1) (G2,M2). The symbol is named as the
hierarchical order. Meanwhile, (G2,M2) is the superconcept of (G1,M1). It is worth point-
ing out that the subconcept and the superconcept of a concept are not unique in B(G,M, I)
due to the existing transitive relation.
For instance, three concepts, {g6g8g13g13′,m10m11}, {g6g13g13′ ,m8m9m10m11} and {g13,m4,
m8m9m10m11}, are discovered from the matrix in Fig. 3.3. As shown in Equation (3.3), the
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last two concepts are the superconcepts of the first one.
{g6g8g13g13′ ,m10m11}  {g6g13g13′ ,m8m9m10m11}
 {g13,m4m8m9m10m11}
(3.3)
The relations among concepts having different centroids are established and linked by the
hierarchical order. Thus, a lattice B can be visualized as a graphical model.
3.2.5 KNOWLEDGE VISUALIZATION BY HASSE DIAGRAM
In mathematics, a finite partially ordered set can be depicted by a Hasse diagram. In our case,
a formal lattice B can also be visualized as an undirected graph, such as the one shown in Fig.
3.5. Each node refers to a discovered concept, and partial orders are represented by edges,
which are also named Galois connections [138].
As can be seen from Fig. 3.5, concepts are organized by different levels. There are two special
nodes in a Hasse diagram: the topmost one {G,∅} named Supremum and the lowermost
one {∅,M} named Infimum. They separately represent the initial and the final states of the
recognition process.
3.3 LATTICE CONSTRUCTION
The lattice construction plays an essential role in the FCA applications. It can quickly start
from a context K(G,M, I) to efficiently enumerate all the concepts B(G,M, I), and order
them by the partial order. Compared with brute-force ways, a lattice construction algorithm
can be more efficient to complete the time-consuming sorting and combination operations.
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Figure 3.5: Hasse diagram of the binary matrix shown in Fig. 3.3
The time complexity also drops from O(| G |! | M || L |) to O(| G |2| M || L |), where | L |
is the size of lattice [154]. There are two main types of algorithms: batch algorithms and
incremental algorithms [154, 165]. Their difference is that the batch ones have to load and
deal with the whole training data at the same time, but the incremental ones can update a
lattice once new data are available. However, some incremental algorithms also sacrifice
their efficiency in exchange for functional extensions.
For the batch algorithms, they can still be divided into three subtypes: descending, ascend-
ing and enumeration algorithms [166]. For the descending ones, a lattice is built from the
Supremum, such as the typical Bordat algorithm [167]. On the contrary, the ascending ones
build a lattice from the Infimum, such as Chein algorithm [168]. The enumeration ones enu-
merate all the nodes of a lattice by a certain order, such as the Ganter’s algorithm [169] using
lexicographical order.
For applications based on the FCA models, no matter which lattice construction algorithm is
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used, there is no effect on the application itself. This is because all the construction algorithms
generate the same lattice with the same structure. However, for activity recognition, the most
suitable construction algorithms are the incremental ones. Because continuous new data
will be captured and used to update the existing model, and the sensor layouts for smart
environments can be modified if needed. All these requirements will change the structure
of the current lattice. For incremental algorithms, the cost of frequent updating is much
lower than the one of retraining. This is because for incremental algorithms, only a few parts
of lattice may be modified, not the entire structure. However, for the other algorithms, the
lattice should be reconstructed from scratch.
3.4 APPLICATIONS IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS
As shown in Fig. 3.1, in the training phase, correlations are first extracted from the sequences
of captured sensor data, and then saved into an FCA matrix. In the matrix, the first column
indicates “activity with pattern id” and the rest indicates “correlations” between patterns and
sensor data. If a pattern contains some sensor data, we can affirm that the pattern itself has
binary relations with the data. Correlations are represented as crosses in the matrix.
As a result, implicit ontological correlations are revealed by FCA. Once different patterns
describing the same activity are clustered together, most of their internal attributes are aggre-
gated by formal concepts due to their similarity in ontology. This is because an activity is
usually associated with some particular locations and constant interactive items. For example,
the behavioral patterns involving preparing coffee will always interact with coffee cups. An-
other example is that the patterns about preparing dinner always involve some fixed positions
in a kitchen. Therefore, the related correlations in the FCA matrix are clustered together and
generate a formal concept in the visualization.
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3.4.1 STATIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
Once the Hasse diagram is built, the next step is to use efficient algorithms to retrieve knowl-
edge encapsulated inside concepts from the graphical structure. The concept lattice can rep-
resent knowledge in a very simple and effective way. Through its hierarchical structure,
relevant inferences are well indexed for efficient retrieval. From the top to down in a Hasse
diagram, the scope of inferred results shrinks when more data are observed.
If we treat observed data as query conditions and retrieve them within all the concepts with the
key-value structure, suitable inference results may be obtained from the value parts of certain
concepts. However, as a static information retrieval method, it cannot guarantee that suitable
results are returned each time according to the observations. If all the data observed during a
period of time is used as query conditions for retrieving inferences in the lattice knowledge
base, due to mixed noisy data or irrelevant one (data belonging to different activities), the
returned result is likely to be a null value. For this reason, we propose another continuous
retrieval algorithm to avoid null inference.
3.4.2 CONTINUOUS INFERENCES
Figure. 3.6 illustrates the principle of continuous FCA inference for activity recognition. The
scope of inferred possible activities (e.x. gi in the ext(c)) decreases when more and more
sensor data (e.x. m j in the int(c)) are observed. As shown in Fig. 3.6, possible activities
are gradually refined to g14, when observed data are extended from M09 to D07M09M7.
Thus, the real-time activity recognition task can be transferred into a diagram search problem.
Each time the model infers possible activities by locating the most relevant concept insides
the Hasse diagram. To locate the most relevant one according to the observed data, we need
an efficient inference retrieval algorithm. For this reason, we propose a diagram search algo-
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rithm called Half-Duplex Search (HDS) algorithm. It can be treated as an algorithm using
observed data as query conditions to search for the most optimal key-value formal concept
with the best corresponding value. It is the basic algorithm used in our published research
[57, 61, 62]. It consists of two parts: the top-down search described in Algorithm 1 can
quickly locate an intermediate concept with the value satisfying the query conditions, and the
bottom up search described in Algorithm 2 can further find the most optimal one through the
intermediate concept. Each search starts from the previous position p (p = 0 in the initial
stage of recognition) where the last inference was located.
Figure 3.6: Continuous inference for activity recognition
The HDS algorithm only provides the basic function that retrieves suitable inference quickly
and incrementally. For one resident performing simple activities in smart homes, we can
directly use it to recognize activities without complex patterns [61]. For more complex sce-
narios, other auxiliary search strategies are required. Besides, the choice of these strategies is
also affected by the number of residents. For example, once there are more than one resident
in a smart home, they may perform parallel or cooperative activities. We propose a specific
strategy to distinguish their highly similar behavioral data.
For more complex situations such as composite activities or multi-resident activities, their
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Algorithm 1: Top-down search of HDS algorithm
Data: previous position p, sequence α .
Result: first met concept containing α .
1 begin
2 fifo ← node[p]
3 while fifo do
4 if fifo[0] not visited then
5 mark as visited
6 if α ⊆ fifo[0].intent then
7 return fifo[0]
8 else
9 add fifo[0].successors into fifo
10 remove fifo[0] from fifo
11 end
12 end
Algorithm 2: Bottom up search of HDS algorithm
Data: located position p, sequence α .
Result: topmost concept containing α .
1 begin
2 fifo ← node[p].predecessors
3 S ← ∅
4 while fifo do
5 if fifo[0] not visited then
6 mark as visited
7 if α ⊆ fifo[0].intent then
8 add fifo[0].predecessors into fifo
9 S ← S ∪ fifo[0]
10 remove fifo[0] from fifo
11 end
12 return argmin
s∈S
(| s.intents |)
13 end
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auxiliary search strategies pay more attention to the analysis of the behavioral characteristics
shown in Section 1.5.4. In [62], we propose another solution for detecting errors. We sum-
marize six common errors [58, 170] and their typical abnormal behavioral patterns in Section
4.
3.4.3 ONTOLOGICAL CLUSTERING
In the initial stage of activity execution, the accuracy of identification and prediction is not
as accurate as in other periods due to the small amount of observational data. Moreover,
some semantically similar activities with almost the same subsequences, especially those
with multilevel inheritance relations, may confuse predictions at early stages.
The purpose of this subsection is to automatically create an alternative level on the basis
of the multiple data granularity presented in Fig. 1.2 for integrating similar target variables
of interest, reducing semantic gaps between two layers, and enhancing data interpretation.
Figure 3.7 illustrates such a structure: the intermediate layer is an alternative abstraction of
some clustered target variables of interest.
Figure 3.7: Alternative level created by ontological clustering
In Section 3.2.5, we concluded that the fewer data were observed, the more ambiguous in-
ferred results there are. Instead of seeking precise predictions by few observed data at the
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early stages, approximate predictions are more useful in our case.
For example, if there are three observed actions, BoilWater, TakeOutSpoon, and TakeOut-
Milk, it is difficult to precisely predict which one is being done, maybe PrepareCoffee or
PrepareMilkTea. However, due to the irrelevant action BoilWater for the behavioral patterns
relating to make instant oatmeal, we can at least determine that the ongoing activity is related
to preparing something to drink. Therefore, the system may pay more attention to the cogni-
tive assistance and preventive interventions for preparing something to drink, rather than the
ones about preparing something to eat.
As a potential solution, our objective is to cluster target variables of interest according to
their semantic similarities. Each new cluster is a more general semantic definition that can be
renamed on the basis of their common semantic features. The research of Formica [161] has
demonstrated that there are some shared characteristics between ontologies and FCA theories
(see Table. 3.1). Consequently, we propose an ontological clustering method based on FCA
to improve our predictions in the early stages.
Ontological Similarity Metric
To generate ontological clusters, first of all, we need to define a metric to evaluate semantic
similarity among target variables of interest. As shown in Fig. 3.8, there are three possible
semantic relations between two patterns, which are related to the number of shared features.
(a) inherited (b) semantically similar (c) independent
Figure 3.8: Semantic relations between two activities
Suppose that A and B are two patterns. The first relation is called inherited. It is true if and
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only if a pattern is the subset of another one. In Fig. 3.8a, A contains all the features of B,
referred as B⊂ A, called A is inherited from B. Such a relation is very common in reality due
to the multilevel inheritance caused by diverse living habits and personal preferences. For
instance, PrepareCoffeeWithSugar (A0) is inherited from PrepareBlackCoffee (A1) because
of A1 ⊂ A0.
The second one is called semantically similar. It is true if and only if two patterns have partial
common parts among their features. In Fig. 3.8b, A and B have a partial intersection, referred
as A∩B 6= /0. No matter how few the common features are, two semantically similar objects
have always semantic similarity.
The third one is called independent, which means that two patterns are mutually independent.
In Fig. 3.8c, A has no common feature shared with B, referred as A∩B = /0.
Because of the limitation of shared features, some newly clustered target variables of inter-
est cannot be easily renamed, but it will not affect their generation. The construction of
ontological clusters is the process enumerating those patterns mutually having inherited or
semantically similar relations.
There are a wide variety of methods that can be used to address the clustering problems. The
objective is to maximize the similarity of objects in a cluster and simultaneously maximize
the dissimilarity among clusters. Distance-based and density-based algorithms are the two
most common categories, especially the distance-based one. The former is desirable because
of the simplicity and ease of implementation in a wide variety of scenarios [74]. In our case,
each clustered target variable has inherited or semantically similar relations with others. Like
classical distance-based clustering algorithms [171], in the final clusters, ontological cluster-
ing is also required to find out the clustroids which are the closest on average to the other
patterns in their clusters. In practice, these clustroids are the commonly shared features of
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those patterns. However, there are also some special differences. One of them is that pat-
terns from different clusters are relatively dissimilar, which means there are overlaps among
clusters of target variables.
Our ontological clustering further discovers the target variables of interest having inherited
or semantically similar relations on the basis of the current Hasse diagram. The process of
ontological clustering based on the FCA can be summarized as follows:
1. Select relevant features (attributes) and prune the noisy or irrelevant ones [74].
2. Initially define each indexed target variable of interest as an independent cluster by
itself.
3. Define a metric to measure similarity.
4. According to the predefined minimal threshold of ontological similarity, repeatedly
merge two nearest clusters into one (see Algorithm 3).
In our clustering algorithm, patterns gi in a cluster A⊂G share the same attributes (clustroid).
In other words, all the objects sharing the same clustroid should be merged in a cluster. The
cardinality of clustroid should be greater than the predefined threshold t0 (see Equation 3.4).
∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
i=1
g′i
∣∣∣∣∣> t0, gi ∈ A⊂ G (3.4)
where g′i are the attributes of gi obtained by the concept-forming operation defined in Section
3.2.2.
Furthermore, the merger based on a fixed threshold is not sufficient due to various cardinal-
ities of clustroids in different clusters. Thus, the percentage threshold should be better to
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Algorithm 3: ontological clustering algorithm
Data: start position sp, Hasse diagram diag, threshold t1.
Result: topmost superconcept containing α .
1 begin
2 fifo ← diag[sp].successors
3 S ← ∅
4 while fifo do
5 if fifo[0] not visited then
6 mark as visited
7 if fifo[0].extent.len < fifo[0].children.extents.len then
8 cluster ← fifo[0].extent
9 similar ← True
10 foreach o in fifo[0].extent do
11 n0 ← fifo[0].intent.len
12 N ← o′ .len
13 if n0/N < t1 then
14 similar ← False
15 end
16 if similar then
17 cluster ← fifo[0].extent
18 remove fifo[0] from fifo
19 clusters.add(cluster)
20 end
21 return clusters
22 end
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evaluate the ontological similarities in different clusters. On the basis of Equation 3.4, we
propose another metric as:
∣∣∣∣∣
n⋂
i=1
g′i
∣∣∣∣∣
max
∣∣g′i∣∣ > t1, gi ∈ A⊂ G (3.5)
where the numerator is the commonly shared attributes among internal patterns, which is also
the clustroid of a cluster. The denominator is the cardinality of the maximal set of observed
attributes among sequences describing gi.
In fact, Equation 3.4 is as same as the definition of the concept-forming operation 3.1. As
a consequence, every concept in a Hasse diagram is an ontological cluster with a dynamic
threshold.
Figure 3.9: Clusters in a Hasse diagram.
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If the process of ontological clustering is based on the semantic relations described in Fig. 3.8,
to repeatedly merge two nearest clusters into one, there will be two mechanisms to generate
clusters. The process is to traverse the whole Hasse diagram to find out all the concepts
having corresponding semantic relations.
The first one is to discover inherited relations shown in Fig. 3.8a. The main characteris-
tic is that some patterns in the extent of one concept cannot be found in the extents of its
subconcepts. It refers to Line 7 to 9 and 16 to 19 in Algorithm 3.
Example: in Fig. 3.9, the red rectangle including nodes 4, 6, and 7 highlights the inherited
relation. Pattern g1 in node 4 disappears in the extents of the sub nodes 6 and 7. This is be-
cause the disappeared patterns are the superclasses having fewer attributes than the subclasses
in the sub nodes.
The second one is based on the semantically similar relation in Fig. 3.8b. If one node has
more than one branch, it means that the patterns in its extent are the clustroids and current
concept is an ontological cluster. Nevertheless, it is necessary to use the threshold defined in
Equation 3.5 to control the merging of clusters. It refers to Line 10 to 19 in Algorithm 3.
Example: in Fig. 3.9, the yellow rectangle including nodes 1, 3 and 4 highlights the se-
mantically similar relation. Patterns in nodes 3 and 4 commonly having an attribute a. If the
cardinality of the intent in node 1 is bigger than the predefined threshold, the following sub
nodes should be merged.
With the help of ontological clustering, the prediction accuracies at the early stages will be
improved. When observed data are few and limited, the inference engine will predict the
ontological superclass instead of directly predicting an activity. For example, PrepareCoffee
will be no longer directly predicted, the inference trace will be PrepareDrinks → Prepare-
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BlackCoffee → PrepareCoffeeWithoutSugar → PrepareCoffee.
3.5 CANDIDATE ASSESSMENT
Because of few observed data, a concept usually has more than one element in its extent,
which means that there are several candidates (possible ongoing activities) according to the
observed data. Redundant candidates are ambiguous and useless to make decisions for real-
time assistance. In this case, we desire to evaluate the relevance of each candidate in a concept
and choose the most relevant one as the local optimal prediction. The relevance is defined as
the similarity between existing learned patterns and the pattern to recognize.
As mentioned in the previous sections, an activity can be accomplished by alternative patterns
gi because of different personal preferences. Furthermore, these derived patterns may have
flexible execution orders, repetitive or optional data. At the same time, each resident may
have a relatively stable preference to execute an activity. Namely, for the same resident
executing an activity, there are only a few deviations among each execution. Based on this
hypothesis, we take advantage of historical patterns containing the preferences of residents to
generate a knowledge database called accumulated matrix. For each sensor data, we calculate
its expectant position appearing in each pattern to establish a series of naive distributions.
To measure the contextual similarities between historical patterns and the captured one, av-
erage deviations are calculated using Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD). The RMSD
serves to aggregate the magnitudes of the errors in predictions. It measures the differences
between values predicted by a model and the values observed. In our case, it evaluates the
differences between the predicted positions of sensor data and the observed ones. Thus, it
makes a quantitative comparison to estimate how well the current behavioral pattern fits accu-
mulated historical data. A lower RMSD score indicates that the prediction is more accurate
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due to the better adaptation to the historical patterns.
We propose our assessment as follows: for each candidate in the extent, under the condition
of executing gi, we calculate the deviation between actual average positions in α and the accu-
mulated ones in the matrix. Thus, the local optimal prediction should be the one with minimal
deviation which has the best adaptation in comparison with historical data. Obviously, our
assessment consists of two modules: accumulation and evaluation.
3.5.1 ACCUMULATION
For each sensor data α j in a training item α , which is a complete sequence of sensor data
describing activity gi (i.e. α j ∈α , α ∈ gi), we update the accumulated value of corresponding
element (gi,α j) in the accumulated matrix by Equation (3.6):
σi j = σ ′i j + j (3.6)
where j is the position of α j in α . σ ′i j is the previous accumulated value and σi j is the newly
updated one. The number of accumulated values σi j is the sum of positions of sensor data
α j that appears in each pattern describing activity gi. If a pattern is stored in an array, the
position of sensor data can be defined as its index value in the array. We accumulate such a
value in order to calculate the average positions and to calculate the standard deviation for
the purpose of measuring the confidence of each average position. Equation (3.7) represents
the same accumulation in another global view:
σi j =
Ni j
∑
k=1
σ(i j,k) (3.7)
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where Ni j represents the occurrences of sensor data (gi,α j) existing in the whole training
dataset. σ(i j,k) is the position of α j in the k-th training item describing activity gi.
3.5.2 EVALUATION
When sensor data α j was observed, first of all, we calculate its average position ϕ j in current
sequence α . It is calculated by Equation (3.8).
ϕ j =
1
#α j
|α|
∑
k=1
k[αk = α j] (3.8)
where |α| is the size of current sequence α , and #α j is the occurrences of α j in α . The
condition αk = α j surrounded by the Iverson bracket is to integrate all the discrete positions
of α j.
And then, for each candidate, we calculate the deviation of α given gi. Equation (3.9) ex-
presses the root-mean-square deviation Di of current sequence α executing gi:
Di =
√
1
|α| ∑∀α j∈α(ϕ j−
1
Ni j
σi j)2 (3.9)
where σi j/Ni j is the expectant position obtained from accumulated matrix.
Thus, RMSD scores {D1,D2, ...,Di} of candidates in the current extent G1 = {g1,g2, ...,gi}
were calculated. The element gi having the minimal RMSD value is the local optimal predic-
tion because of the best adaptation to historical patterns.
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3.6 PRIMARY RESULTS
In this section, we use the 10-fold cross-validation and the following criteria to evaluate
the experimental results: time cost (in both training and inference phases), activity predic-
tion, and recognition accuracies. The experiments are based on the basic dataset named
RDATA, the synthetic dataset named DDATA, and the CASAS benchmark dataset introduced
in Appendix A. All the evaluations were carried out on a laptop with Intel Core i7 Processor
(2.4GHz) and 8GB RAM, under the Ubuntu 14.04 operating system.
3.6.1 TIME COST
The time costs for training lattices with different sizes are shown in Table 3.2. Compared to
RDATA, DDATA has the same statistical information in size because the lattice construction
only depends on the binary relations (i.e. lattice structure only depends on the set of con-
stituent actions of each activity). That is also the reason why FCA-based models can well
handle the patterns with flexible execution orders without additional training costs. More-
over, in the training phase, the time cost of lattice construction is proportional to the number
of classes to classify and the number of features. Thus, training data with fewer classes to
classify and a smaller feature space can be trained faster. Compared with Table 3.3, the recog-
nition time is greater that the time taken for training, because the time cost of recognition is
proportional to the size of test data and the size of constructed lattice. After comparing the
impact factors of the two time costs, we can find that there is no correlation between them.
The CASAS benchmark dataset named Kyoto-1 (see more details in Appendix A) is a dataset
mapping from lower-level sensor data to higher-level activities as mentioned in Fig. 1.2. A
series of motion and analog sensors monitor five activities in the smart environment. How-
ever, every ADL class has diverse behavioral patterns (i.e. 120 different behavioral patterns
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derived from five activities, see Table 3.2). Once any pattern is identified by our approach,
the affiliated ADL class will be predicted and recognized as well.
Table 3.2: Time Cost for Training Concept Lattices
Dataset Lattice Size Time Cost (seconds)No. Activity Classes No. Features No. Concepts
RDATA 12 69 24 0.0023
DDATA 12 69 24 0.0047
Kyoto-1 5 (120) 25 430 0.7112
3.6.2 RECOGNITION ACCURACY
Table 3.3 shows the recognition performance of the FCA-based model for different datasets.
It is worth mentioning that the ontological clustering does not change the structure of con-
structed lattice. As an optional extension, it only provide additional information about the
superclass of the previous prediction which is predicted without using the clustering. There-
fore, the accuracies of recognition will not be affected after the clustering.
Table 3.3: Time Cost and Accuracy of Activity Recognition
Dataset No. Items Accuracy Accuracy Without Clustering Time Cost (s)
RDATA 240 100% 100% 0.0081
DDATA 96972 100% 100% 5.1789
Kyoto-1 120 86.7% 86.7% 0.0261
We evaluate the three datasets using 10-fold cross-validation. The k-fold cross-validation can
reduce the unreliable estimation of future performance while increasing the bias [172]. As
the results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 of the research work published by Chien and Huang
[72], the recognition accuracy of the Kyoto-1 dataset is better than the experimental results
(less than 85%) using incremental training by the classical HMM method, but inferior to the
ones using off-line training (with 95.39% accuracy). Cook [173] has shown the accuracies of
different data mining approaches, such as naive Bayes classifier (78.38%), HMM (78.38%)
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and CRF (97.30%).
Figure 3.10: Ontological clusters of LIARA dataset
After the ontological clustering, twelve classes of different activities from the LIARA dataset
are reclassified into four clusters (see Fig. 3.10). Two clusters that respectively indicate “Pre-
pareSomethingToDrink” and “PrepareSomethingToEat” are generated. Another two small
clusters only represent two separate classes, because they are not similar to others. In ad-
dition, we automatically classify activities in the Kyoto-1 dataset based on the spatial areas
defined by motion sensors. The clustering results are shown in Fig. 3.11.
3.6.3 PREDICTION ACCURACY
Real-time activity prediction and related assessment occur when new data are observed and
the corresponding activity is not completed. Successive operations loading new observed
data into sequence α are called the serial stages and a local optimal prediction will be chosen
at each stage. For the LIARA dataset, the total time cost of predictions is 2.1925 seconds,
and each prediction takes about 2.03×10−5 seconds. For the CASAS dataset, the total time
cost of predictions is 0.0204 seconds, about 1.72×10−4 seconds per prediction.
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Figure 3.11: Ontological clusters of CASAS dataset
Figure 3.12: Prediction accuracies based on the RMSD at different stages.
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Figure 3.12 depicts the average predictive accuracies at different stages and shows the evolu-
tion trend. For the RDATA and DDATA datasets, the range of valid stages is from 1 to 20,
and for the CASAS dataset, the one is from 1 to 80 (accuracies after Stage 25 are 100%). For
the RDATA and DDATA datasets, the accuracies of predictive assessment will be improved
gradually when more and more data are being observed and loaded. In the CASAS dataset, a
resident must first move to the right place to carry out an ADL. Thus, its predictive accuracies
are better than another two datasets at the early stages due to the motion sensors. However,
for the CASAS dataset, the accuracies of activity prediction are more susceptible to noise,
because the sensor data with weaker semantic correlations are used to describe activities,
rather than using the atomic actions with stronger correlations. Therefore, the accuracies will
fluctuate.
Figure 3.13: Comparison of LIARA recognition results
In Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14, through the clustering method, we can see that the predictive
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of CASAS recognition results
accuracy has been improved. This is because the inference engine predicts the superclass
instead of directly predicting a more precise subclass using few observed data in the early
stages. However, for the CASAS dataset, because the behavioral patterns describing the
same activity performed by different participants are quite different and motion sensors have
limited ability to distinguish different activities, many unseen patterns in the test data may
be misclassified as similar patterns existing in the training data. Since new data are continu-
ously observed, the most possible superclass is also gradually corrected and changed among
predicted superclasses.
3.7 DISCUSSIONS
The FCA-based model is based on a rigorous mathematical theory. FCA provides a clear
framework for better understanding the principle behind inferences. All the things above can
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demonstrate that it can work well in practice.
Summing up the results obtained in the previous section, it is possible to conclude that the
FCA-based model is suitable and efficient for real-time activity prediction and recognition in
ubiquitous computing environments.
3.7.1 ADVANTAGES
First, unlike most expert systems based on scattered deductive reasoning, the hierarchical
model based on FCA provides a unified and powerful deductive logic framework. It regards
complicated activity prediction and recognition as a graph search problem and spontaneously
achieves progressive deductive reasoning. Through representing the relations between ac-
tivity and sensor data as binary relations, we can obtain enumerable concepts consisting of
sensor data (intent) and affiliated activities (extent). With the successive manner loading data
in real-time, the scope of probable activities in the extent shrinks gradually and the global
optimal concept will be located at the end. All related inferences are automatically deduced
by the closure transitions in the Hasse diagram.
Then, as an improved version of BFS, our graph search algorithm has obvious advantages
in efficiency and consistency of reasoning. Unlike classical graph traversal algorithms aban-
doning all the previous reasoning, our incremental way to retrieve inferences needs neither
to start over again nor to traverse the whole graph to look for the local optimal concept after
observing new data. On the premise of no effect for the final results, our HDS algorithm con-
tinues inference retrieval from previous interrupted positions. Moreover, our graph search
strategy can also distinguish most activities with multilevel inheritance.
Next, compared with the other statistical or probabilistic methods, our FCA-based model has
fewer requirements about the volume of training data due to the data structure based on the
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set and graph theories (see RDATA and DDATA statistical information in Table 3.2). In the
training phase, because of the same binary relations, new patterns with the same sensor data
but different execution orders will not change the structure of the existing FCA model, and
only need to update the accumulation binary matrix for the RMSD-based assessment. After
that, the real-time predictive assessment will be triggered when new data are observed and
evaluated. The relevance of each inference will be evaluated in order to choose the most
probable activity that may occur.
Moreover, the FCA-based models have considered the robustness problem about handling
noisy sensor data. For each unseen pattern that is not in the training dataset, but in the test
dataset, the models will compare its similarity with learned patterns and propose the most
possible label as the recognition result. In the worst case, unreliable sensor data will be
evaluated and classified into a similar one.
Finally, our approach has great superiority in the knowledge reuse and self-adaptation. The
trained Hasse diagram and the accumulation of binary matrix are designed as two independent
uncoupled modules. If one module has been modified, there is no influence to another one.
As a consequence, accumulation binary matrices can also be reusable for the other scenarios.
3.7.2 DISADVANTAGES
First of all, classical lattice construction methods can only build lattices from Boolean binary
relations [169]. This restriction limits that if we try to analyze certain numerical relations, we
have to convert them into categorical values by losing precision. For example, in the CASAS
dataset, we convert all the positive sensor values into Boolean True when we describe the
interactions between ubiquitous sensors data and human activities. Briefly, if a tiny difference
between numerical values in binary relations is crucial, we need at least transfer them into
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the enumerable nominal values. Even then, it is not achievable in some extreme cases.
Then, activities with multilevel inheritance relations are more readily affected by unreliable
data and recognized as one of their similar derivations. Next, for the assessment based on
RMSD, the natural lattice structure does not contain temporal information about execution
orders, so the bias in the assessment due to incidental factors cannot be completely avoided.
At last, as a common problem appearing in the other state-of-the-art prototypes, unseen ac-
tivities cannot be predicted or recognized if no corresponding training data is available in the
dataset [174].
CHAPTER 4
COMPOSITE ACTIVITY RECOGNITION AND ERROR DETECTION
Composite behavioral pattern analysis is always a major challenge for smart home applica-
tions [175]. In most activity recognition studies, the processed data streams need to be well
segmented with clear boundaries. Moreover, each stream is limited to describe only one ac-
tivity. However, these assertions are too ideal to be fulfilled in reality. In general, human
behaviors are planned and executed in a continuous and composite manner. Compared with
the behavioral patterns of basic activities, the composite ones are usually sequential, without
clear boundaries. Sometimes, activities are even executed in advanced ways such as inter-
leaved or concurrent manner due to complex personal thinking. Thus, in this chapter, we first
address the issue of recognizing composite human activities. The relative research [57] has
been published in Journal of Reliable Intelligent Environments.
In addition to revealing suspicious behaviors, error detection is crucial to discover threatening
events [176] in order to help people stay supported and safe. In this chapter, we also analyze
abnormal behavioral patterns and define them as common errors. The formal definitions of
these errors can help us clarify the features of each error and better understand the reason
behind those abnormal behaviors. Custom-built error detectors are designed and integrated
into our FCA-based inference engine. The inference engine not only recognizes and predicts
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human activities, but also detects predefined errors in the sensor data streams. The relative
research has been published in the Pervasive Technologies Related to Assistive Environments
(PETRA) conference [62].
4.1 RELATED WORK ABOUT COMPOSITE ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
Because of the complexity of analyzing composite human behaviors in non-intrusive smart
environments, there are only a few studies in this field. For example, Ruotsalainen et al.
[177] introduced a genetic algorithm for detecting interleaved patterns from the sequences of
sensor events. It has been used to partition the sequences and only matches them with specific
pattern templates. Thus, this method is limited by the low generalization performance.
In other studies, Gu et al. [178] built their activity models based on Emerging Patterns to
describe significant changes and differences between two classes to recognize sequential, in-
terleaved and concurrent activities. Rashidi et al. [117] introduced an unsupervised approach
in order to discover frequent interesting activity patterns and group similar discovered ones.
They created an enhanced HMM to represent and recognize activities and their variants. One
of the limitations of these methods is that they only consider specific sequences that occur
frequently, but ignore some important problems such as imbalanced distributions in datasets.
As reported by Modayil et al. [179], an interleaved HMM was introduced to recognize multi-
tasked activities. After minor modifications to the classical HMM model, the improved model
is able to better predict the transition probabilities by recording the last behavioral pattern
observed in each activity. Hu and Yang [180] proposed a two-level probabilistic framework
for multiple-goal recognition including concurrent and interleaved activity recognition. They
used skip-chain conditional random fields (SCCRF) and a correlation graph for modeling
interleaved and concurrent activities. The results offered by Singla and Cook in [181] showed
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a detailed performance comparison of different techniques involving naive Bayes and the
variations of HMM. These methods often have strong noise immunity. Their drawbacks are
mainly related to the computational complexity of the training stage. It is usually difficult to
train a model with a large number of parameters or large state spaces.
For the other methods, Hallé et al. [182] used the finite-state automaton to decompose the
total power load and distinguish the use of each appliance. Consequently, interleaved activ-
ities related to energy consumption are indirectly discriminated. However, it cannot handle
activities without the use of appliances.
For the knowledge-driven approaches, Riboni et al. [183] proposed an unsupervised method
to recognize composite activities by exploiting the semantics from the target activities and
contextual data through ontological and probabilistic reasoning. Roy et al. [184] proposed a
hybrid recognition model based on the probabilistic description logic. Okeyo et al. [185] com-
bined ontological and temporal knowledge representation to recognize composite activities.
Their model established relationships between activities and involved background knowledge.
The temporal one defined correlations between constituent activities of a composite activity.
Saguna et al. [186] proposed a conceptual framework for spatial-temporal context-aware sys-
tems to infer interleaved and concurrent activities. However, these knowledge-based methods
require more extra knowledge or predefined inference rules. Their high requirement about
domain knowledge makes the maintenance or extension difficult without domain experts.
Another interesting research introduced by Ye and Dobson [187] proposed a knowledge-
driven approach for concurrent activity recognition [188]. However, their methods largely
depend on domain knowledge, predefined logic expressions, and operations. These factors
greatly reduce the efficiency and flexibility. In [52], a semantic-based segmentation approach
is proposed to infer whether the incoming sensor event is related to an observed sequence. It
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separates and segments the real-time sensor stream into multi-threads by the ontology. The
approach consists of terminology and assertion reasoning, generic and user-specific logical
rules, dynamic window size analysis and continuous RDF querying language. Its perfor-
mance is limited by the number of activity threads that request incrementally inferences.
4.2 RECOGNIZING COMPOSITE BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS
Compared with the basic activity recognition, the composite one mainly concentrates on
distinguishing composite behavioral patterns belonging to different activities. Recall that
there are three types of composite patterns defined in Section 1.5: sequential, interleaving
and concurrent ones.
As mentioned, every formal concept (i.e. node) of a Hasse diagram is a cluster regrouping
ontological-similar objects that share common features. As a consequence, the behavioral
patterns describing the same activity are almost in the same node. Furthermore, a pattern can
derive many inherited ones with optional behavioral data that are represented as adjoining
nodes. Thus, similar and derived patterns of an activity are represented within a group of
clusters having similarly ontological relations. That is, formal concepts provide a powerful
way to effectively aggregate long-range correlations among inter-dependent data objects.
If incoming data are excluded by such a cluster, it means that the data have strong ontological
differences with other internal activities. As a result, the incoming data are classified as
outliers of the current plan which is being executed, and have to be put into another one. The
new plan starts a new search from the Supremum.
The principle of deciding whether observed data are necessary to be excluded or not by the
current plan is determined by the hierarchy of a Hasse diagram. Suppose that a node (G1,M1)
is located by the HDS algorithm, the set of relevant data Re given a target class g is obtained
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by Equation (4.1).
Re =
⋃
∀g∈G1
g′ (4.1)
where g′ is the concept-forming operation shown in Equation (3.1). All the other data, no mat-
ter indexed or not by the lattice, will be classified as the outliers of the current plan because
the Infimum is immediately located. Once an outlier is detected, a provisional boundary will
be marked and a new plan for caching will be created at the same time. The search of the
current plan will also rollback from the Infimum to the previous position.
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PrepareHotChocolate g1 × × × × ×
PrepareMilkTea g2 × × × × ×
PrepareSpaghetti g3 × × × ×
PrepareCaffèMocha g4 × × × × ×
PrepareCereals g5 × × × × ×
PrepareToast g6 × × ×
PrepareSandwich g7 × × ×
Figure 4.1: Matrix representing the activities gi carried out in the kitchen and their atomic
actions m j.
Suppose that there are seven activities about preparing breakfast: PrepareHotChocolate (g1),
PrepareMilkTea (g2), PrepareSpaghetti (g3), PrepareCaffèMocha (g4), PrepareCereals (g5),
PrepareToast (g6) and PrepareSandwich (g7). There are also twelve actions shared among
these activities: boil water (a), prepare tableware (b), add cocoa powder (c), pour cereals
(d), take out breads (e), take out teabags ( f ), take out spaghetti (g), add sugar (h), add milk
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(i), add sauce ( j), use toaster (k) and use microwave oven (l). The binary matrix is shown in
Fig. 4.1.
{∅,abcdefghijkl}
{g1g2g3g4g5g6g7,b}
{g5,bcdil}{g1,bchil} {g4,abchi} {g2,abfhi}
{g1g5,bcil} {g1g4,bchi} {g2g4,abhi} {g3,abgj}
{g1g4g5,bci} {g1g2g4,bhi} {g7,bej} {g6,bek}
{g1g2g4g5,bi} {g2g3g4,ab} {g3g7,bj} {g6g7,be}
1
2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17
18
Figure 4.2: Hasse diagram of the binary matrix shown in Fig. 4.1
Considering the lattice shown in Fig. 4.2, suppose α = {b ≺ e ≺ b ≺ c ≺ i ≺ b ≺ l ≺ g ≺
k≺ h} indicating two interleaved activities PrepareHotChocolate (g1) and PrepareToast (g6).
There is also an unreliable data g (take out spaghetti). Table 4.1 depicts the whole composite
activity recognition process. The symbol In f imum indicates a rollback operation from the
Infimum to the previous search result.
At round 4, when c is observed, {bebc} is excluded by the current plan because no subconcept
of node 5 contains these observations except the Infimum. Thus, a new plan is created to
cache c and launches a concurrent search. At round 8, because g is excluded by all the
existing plans. A new concurrent one is created at that moment to cache g. Activities g6 and
g1 are finally recognized at round 9 and 10, because their sizes of extent are equals to 1 and
all the required observations in the intents are observed.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the interweaving situation. There are three plans Pi (i ∈ {0,1,2}) in
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Table 4.1: Inferring Process of Composite Activity Recognition
Round
Observed Located Predictive
Data α Topmost Concept Activities
1 {b}
node 1
g1g2g3g4g5g6g7{g1g2g3g4g5g6g7,b}
2 {be}
node 1y node 5
g6g7{g6g7,be}
3 {beb}
node 5
g6g7{g6g7,be}
4 {bebc}
node 5 In f imum g6g7{g6g7,be}
node 6
g1g4g5{g1g4g5,bci}
5 {bebci}
node 5 In f imum g6g7{g6g7,be}
node 6
g1g4g5{g1g4g5,bci}
6 {bebcib}
node 5
g6g7{g6g7,be}
node 6
g1g4g5{g1g4g5,bci}
7 {bebcibl}
node 5 In f imum
g6g7{g6g7,be}
node 6y node 10
g1g5{g1g5,bcil}
8 {bebciblg}
node 5 In f imum
g6g7{g6g7,be}
node 10 In f imum g1g5{g1g5,bcil}
node 13
g3{g3,abgj}
9 {bebciblgk}
node 5y node 9
g6{g6,bek}
node 10 In f imum
g1g5{g1g5,bcil}
node 13 In f imum
g3{g3,abgj}
10 {bebciblgkh}
node 9
g6{g6,bek}
node 10y node 15
g1{g1,bcilh}
node 13 In f imum g3{g3,abgj}
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Figure 4.3: Interweaving plans appearing in the process of composite activity recognition
the figure. P0 is the initial plan. P1 and P2 are created when observed data is irrelevant to
all the existing plan. Squares indicate two states of observed data: the black ones indicate
the observed data is relevant to the patterns in the present Pi (i.e. hit), and the hollow ones
indicate the data is irrelevant (i.e. miss). For any incoming data, it can trigger one of the three
possible states:
• strictly belongs to one plan: the observed data belongs to a unique plan. For example,
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R7, R8, R9 and R10 in Fig. 4.3.
• belongs to more than one plan: it always happens to concurrent activities. For example,
R6 in Fig. 4.3.
• belongs to none of the existing plans: In sequential activities, it is the moment trig-
gering the boundary detection. In interleaved patterns, the resident may start to do
another activity or an irrelevant action, or the system may receive an unreliable data.
For example, R4 and R8 in Fig. 4.3.
At the end of the data stream, a completeness check will verify all the existing plans. There
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are two objectives: first of all, the amount of predictive activities will be checked. The plan
having too many predictive activities will be abandoned due to ambiguity. Otherwise, a
further check will verify the completeness of each activity calculated by Equation 4.2.
Ci =
|g′i∩α|
|g′i|
and gi ∈ G (4.2)
where |g′i∩α| indicates the number of observed data and |g′i| indicates the required one. An
activity having low completeness will be abandoned. In Table 4.1, activity g3 was finally
abandoned due to low completeness, and the cached g was identified as unreliable data.
4.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF ANOMALY DETECTION IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS
In our daily lives, some normal activities such as cooking or adherence of medical instruction
may become risky as well [189]. The increasing need for appropriate intervention leads to the
emergence of smart homes, which is a typical AAL application [170]. Smart environments
desire to avoid some of the potential daily threats. For example: forget to turn off the stove,
excessive sodium & sugar consumption, or unintentional overdose of drugs, etc.
4.4 RELATED WORK ABOUT ANOMALY DETECTION IN SMART ENVIRON-
MENTS
As a common problem, sequential anomaly detection has been discussed in many aspects
such as machine learning, data mining and applied mathematics [190, 191, 192]. So far, for
AmI problems, we can conclude that errors in sensor data are a kind of the contextual anomaly
because a human behavior or sensor data is normal and not inherently unusual. It is only
considered abnormal under certain contexts [193]. However, those errors are usually difficult
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to detect. Firstly, because of context-sensitive and diverse forms, it is difficult to ensure that
all possible anomalies are considered and covered in the training datasets. Moreover, the
annotation of abnormal samples is also prohibitively expensive [193]. Fortunately, in the
training data, abnormal patterns may be dissimilar under certain criteria in the comparison of
normal ones, or they often have rare occurrences [176]. Therefore, most solutions are based
on two assertions and are classified as similarity-based and frequency-based methods.
Similarity-based methods are based on the assumption that normal sequential data are dissimi-
lar in several criteria. Thus, these solutions usually focus on the methods such as classification
or cluster analysis. Park et al. [194] defined a similarity scoring function using the longest
common subsequence (LCS) to determine abnormal human behaviors among low-level sen-
sor data. Zhao et al. [195] clustered activities in the temporal aspect and used Markov chain
model to measure whether a sequence of activities is abnormal or not. Duong et al. [196]
used a hidden semi-Markov model and durations of activities to detect abnormal deviations
from normal patterns. Besides, El-Kechaï and Després [197] proposed a domain-independent
formalism to classify possible errors.
For frequency-based methods, most of them are based on the assumption that patterns con-
taining errors occur rarely in the training dataset. They try to identify abnormal patterns with
low occurrences which are seemingly biased towards the normal ones. For example, Yin et al.
[198] presented a model based on the support vector machine to filter out most of the normal
activities, and then handle suspicious ones using kernel nonlinear regression (KNLR) model
for further detection.
A key limitation of these previous studies is that they do not address the customization prob-
lem and more or less ignore the behavioral features of anomalous patterns. Thus, it is easy
to suffer from high missing and false alarm rates. Some abnormal behavioral patterns were
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also analyzed in the studies of Roy et al. [170] and Fortin-Simard et al. [58]. On the ba-
sis of these previous works, in this chapter, we further analyze significant features existing
in the abnormal data streams, and summarize common errors from their abnormal patterns.
Relative solutions will be proposed for each predefined error.
4.5 ANOMALY DETECTION PROBLEM SETTINGS
Besides the activity recognition module, we also create an error detection (CED) module to
detect particular characteristics in the patterns. In this section, we summarize common errors
and discuss how to detect them based on their behavioral characteristics.
Derivative patterns are defined as the various behavioral patterns having changeable data
with flexible execution orders, but derived from the same activity. Suppose that there are Ni
derivative patterns describing an activity Ai. Thus, a pattern α j describing Ai is defined as a
container (not a set) of:
• Essential Data Set E, where E =
Ni⋂
i=1
αi, which contains all essential data existing in all
Ni derivative patterns of Ai. That is, the data exists in all the derivative patterns. The
arbitrary intersection
⋂Ni
i=1 αi ensures that all the data in the intersection appeared in
every pattern describing the activity Ai.
For example, “boil water” and “pour water into a teacup” are two essential actions for
“PrepareTea”, because they exist in any pattern αi describing the process of making a
cup of tea, no matter who does it.
• Optional Data Set O, where O =
Ni⋃
i=1
αi−
Ni⋂
i=1
αi, which indicates optional data for the
patterns of Ai. The arbitrary union
⋃Ni
i=1 αi aggregates all the data that described Ai.
In other words, it indicates all the data that are related to Ai. Thus, the difference of
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⋃Ni
i=1 αi and the essential data
⋂Ni
i=1 αi is the set of optional data, because they described
the activity, but not appeared in all the patterns.
For example, ‘add milk’ can be somebody’s personal taste when drinking tea, but not
exists in all the patterns describing ‘prepare a cup of tea’. So it is a typical optional
action.
• Possible Irrelevant Data Set I, where I∩
Ni⋃
i=1
αi = /0.
For example, ’take out pasta from cabinet’ is an irrelevant action for ‘prepare a cup of
tea’ and it will not exist in any of its normal execution sequences.
• Possible Redundant Data Set R, where R ⊆
Ni⋃
i=1
αi, which contains all the data existing
in the entire Ni derivative patterns of Ai. This is because any data can appear twice or
more times, and becomes redundant.
All these sets are generated automatically from data without any prior domain knowledge. So
we give out our generic symbolic representation of a pattern α j in the form of a triplet:
α j = ({E ∪O′∪ I′∪R′},≺ j,C) (4.3)
where O′ ⊆ O, I′ ⊆ I, and R′ ⊆ R. The symbol ≺ j refers to a possible permutation of the
union (i.e. a possible execution order). C is a set of order constraints limiting the permutation
≺ j. Thus, we assert that α j is a normal sequence of data without errors if and only if set E is
complete, sets I′ and R′ are empty, and ≺ j satisfies all the constraints in C.
From the definitions above, we can find out that different sets and their permutations play a
key role in the constitution of errors. In the next section, we will explain how to detect each
error using our inference engine.
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4.6 ERROR DEFINITIONS
In this section, by observing and tracking the daily lives of people, first of all, we describe
each type of abnormal behavioral pattern appearing in the historical data and define those
patterns as errors. And then, through behavioral pattern analysis, we explain how to detect
those errors and give out corresponding solutions.
4.6.1 INITIALIZATION
The initialization error is to do nothing at the beginning of an activity. A simple solution is
to set a temporal threshold to detect whether a resident does something for accomplishing an
activity at the early stage. Because it is not associated with behavioral data analysis, in this
section, the initialization error will not be considered.
4.6.2 OMISSION OF ESSENTIAL DATA
The omission of essential data is a failure to do something that ought to be done, but was
forgotten, according to the initial planning. It is a very usual scenario in daily life. Sometimes,
there is only a limited influence for performing an activity. For example, there is no big deal
if a resident forgets to do some behaviors related to the optional data summarized in set O
like personal preferences. However, most of the time, the omission of essential behaviors will
break the integrity of implementation (e.g. forgetting to add some ingredients while cooking)
and the quality of accomplishment will also be affected. In some extreme cases, it will lead
to serious or fatal consequences (e.g. forgetting to turn off the oven after use).
As we mentioned above, the optional data in set O are less important than the ones in set E,
and bring less trouble while being omitted. Due to the set-based dual structure of concepts,
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it is easy to check the final completion of implementation using set theory: if the universal
actions of an activity Ai is denoted as Ui, the forgotten actions can be calculated as the relative
complement SC =Ui−S, where S is currently observed data. It is worthy to mention that Ui
can be quickly obtained by executing the concept-forming operation A′i or searching the cross
table.
m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6
g1 × ×
g2 × × ×
g3 × ×
g4 × × × × ×
g5 ×
g6 × ×
Figure 4.4: Example of cross table for error detection
Figure 4.5: Simplified lattice for illustrating how to detect errors
Example: suppose that the actions in sequence α = {a≺ c≺ b≺ f} are successively loaded.
Considering Fig. 4.5 obtained from the binary matrix shown in Fig. 4.4, node 7 is located
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at the end of the extensions. To check the degree of completion of activity g4 indicating in
the extent, we compare current observed sequence α = {acb f} with g′4 = {abcd f}, and the
complement g′4−α = {d} is not an empty set, so d is omitted during the execution of g4.
4.6.3 UNREASONABLE REPETITION
The reason of redundant information existing in the data stream can be various: the peri-
odic sampling of sensors, reasonable intention or anomaly etc. In our case, the redundant
information should be the repetitive data existing in the observed sequence of data. All the
repetitions, no matter reasonable or not, will be successfully detected, because it is just a
simple set operation. In most cases, repetitive behaviors are harmless, even reasonable and
necessary to accomplish an activity. For example, we need to regularly check the degree of
cooking or intermittently stir the ingredients while preparing a meal. In the other extreme
cases, unreasonable repetitive actions will lead to potential threats like excessive consump-
tion (condiments or medications).
The simplest solution is to check if the incoming data exists in the current sequence α . To
distinguish the unreasonable repetition and the reasonable ones, we define a weighted array
to measure the harm degree of each data being repetitive. For this reason, the detection accu-
racy of harmful redundancy could be reinforced and the false-positive alert warning harmless
redundancy could be reduced. For example, almost all the repetitive data generated by the
motion sensors are harmless. If data m is captured periodically in the patterns describing
activity A, then its weight is defined as a low value in the array of activity A. In contrast, if m
exists only once in each pattern and it is generated by an object sensor, then its weight should
be carefully defined as a high value.
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4.6.4 MIXTURE OF IRRELEVANT DATA
Sometimes, people may forget current long-term intention or confuse with another one, and
then add irrelevant data into the current ongoing activity. From Equation 4.3, we can see that
irrelevant dataset I of activity Ai has no intersection with the relevant one E ∪O. In other
words, an extension caused by incoming data a is acceptable for current planning if and only
if a ∈ E ∪O. Thus, full elements in I will be excluded by all the concepts containing Ai.
After a new extension, if updated α is no longer compatible with any concept except the
Infimum, there are probably one or more irrelevant data which have mixed into the current
sequence, especially the last incoming one should be suspected.
Example: considering Fig. 4.5, suppose sequence α is successively extended by {a ≺ c ≺
e ≺ d ≺ b ≺ f}. Node 6 is located after the first two extensions α ← ac. In the third round,
α ← e, updated α = {ace} is incompatible with current planning because there is no sub-
concept (A,B) having α ⊆ B except the Infimum. As a consequence, last incoming e will be
treated as irrelevant data which have to be removed from the initial cache and put it aside,
into a newly created cache indicating another planning. At the end of the extensions, node 7
is located and the irrelevant data e is identified.
We summarize the logic above and represent it in Algorithm 4. Cache P0 always denotes the
initial planning of a resident. New data a is observed and loaded for an extension at step 3.
Step 4 to 7 is to check whether there exist one or more caches in Pi compatible with current
observed data. If a is irrelevant to all existing caches (step 9), then create a new cache to save
it (step 10 to 11). After extensions, we choose the longest cache, P0 in most of the time, as
the normal sequence performing Ai (step 12), and the data in the other caches will be treated
as irrelevant one.
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Algorithm 4: detect mixture of irrelevant data
Data: sequence α , lattice L, caches Pi.
Result: set of irrelevant data I.
1 begin
2 while α do
3 a ← α .popleft
4 foreach Pi do
5 if ∃(A,B) ∈ L, Pi∪a⊆ B then
6 Pi ← Pi∪a
7 end
8 end
9 if ∄(A,B) ∈ L, Pi∪a⊆ B then
10 Pi+1 ← a
11 Pi ← Pi +Pi+1
12 PM ← max(size(Pi))
13 end
4.6.5 ORDER INVERSION
Suppose two data (actions or sensor data), αi ≺ αi+m, appear successively in the sequence
α = {α0 ≺ ...≺ αi ≺ ...≺ αi+m ≺ ...≺ αn}. If the set of order constraints C has limited that
αi+m must occur before αi, represented as αi+m  αi, then there is a order inversion in the
sequence [58].
We manually define order constraints and then verify them among data in α . For any data
αi in the sequence, we generate its order pairs by scanning all the data on its right. If one
generated pair (αi,α j) has the opposite one (α j,αi) in C and no α j appeared before αi, then
the sequential execution αi ≺ α j is against the predefined constraints. The time complexity
of order inversion check is T (O(n2)).
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4.6.6 DISTRACTION
The distraction is similar to adding irrelevant data. Compared to original planning, the two
errors have the same feature that they are mixed irrelevant data into their sequences, but
distraction has created a transformation of quantitative into qualitative changes. Different
from the mixture of irrelevant data, this error can be classified as a collective anomaly [193].
The feature of distraction is that at the beginning of the sequence of data, all the performed
behaviors belong to a real expected long-term planning. At a specific singular point, the
performed behaviors started to differ from the original objective.
Figure 4.6 is an example of distraction. Planning 0 is used to indicate the original planning of
a resident and Planning 1 and 2 denote his/her distracted traces. A Black point represents a hit
that the loaded data used for extension in this step is accepted by the positioned cache and the
Hasse diagram, and a white one indicates a missing. The difference between the distraction
error and the concurrent tasks concentrates on their completenesses. The concurrent tasks
can always be finished in a period, but the distraction error always has an unfinished original
planning.
The distraction really happens in the fourth extension and T1 indicates this singular position.
The loaded data a4 has not been accepted by the Planning 1 due to its irrelevance. Once data
are not acceptable for all existing caches, we need to put them in a new one. There is only
one black point at the moment of new cache creation. Moreover, if data are compatible with
more than one cache, they must be distributed into each compatible cache. At the end of
the extensions, we choose the longest cache having the most compatible data as the normal
sequence of data. If the longest cache is not Planning 0, we can assert that the resident has
derived from his/her real objective.
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Figure 4.6: Example of distraction
4.7 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we separately evaluate the performance of our inference engine in recognizing
composite activities and detecting errors.
4.7.1 EXPERIMENTS ABOUT COMPOSITE ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
The performances of the inference engine are tested using two datasets created in two smart
environments, LIARA, and CASAS testbeds. More information about the two datasets are
described in Appendix A. We use the behavioral patterns describing basic activities to train
the model and then use it to recognize patterns describing composite activities. The reason
is that we hope to establish precise semantic correlations between activities and sensor data
(or atomic actions). The common classification metrics, F-measure and accuracy [83, 199]
(see Appendix B), are used to evaluate the performance of activity recognition. All the exper-
iments are carried out on a computer with tech specs of Intel Core i7 Processor 2.4GHz and
8GB RAM, under Ubuntu 16.04.
In Table. 4.2, statistical information and F-measure results using FCA-based inference engine
are given out. Activities without multilevel inheritance relations have better recognition accu-
racies in the composite mode. This is because activities with multilevel inheritance relations
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Table 4.2: Statistical Information and F-measure Results of LIARA Dataset
Classes Activities Amount of Actions F-measure
ac1 PrepareSandwichWithoutMustard 11 0.947
ac2 PrepareCoffeeWithoutSugar 11 0.947
ac3 PrepareCereals 8 1.000
ac4 PrepareMilkTea 12 1.000
ac5 PreparePudding 5 1.000
ac6 PrepareToastsEggs 20 1.000
ac7 PrepareMilk 5 0.952
ac8 PrepareSandwichWithoutButter 9 0.869
ac9 PrepareSpaghetti 18 1.000
ac10 PrepareCoffee 14 0.976
ac11 PrepareSandwich 15 0.902
ac12 PrepareCoffeeWithoutMilk 11 0.806
Overall F1 score - 0.954
Overall accuracy - 0.985
Table 4.3: Comparison of Accuracies of CASAS Dataset
Classes Naive Bayes [181] HMM [175] FCA-based
ac1 50% 58% 100%
ac2 62% 78% 100%
ac3 27% 43% 60%
ac4 39% 46% 95%
ac5 78% 80% 95%
ac6 83% 82% 100%
ac7 89% 81% 100%
ac8 57% 67% 100%
are easier to be affected by unreliable data and recognized as one of their similar derivations.
In Table. 4.3, we compared the recognition accuracy with different methods [175, 181]. In
Fig. 4.7, our method achieves the highest accuracy (93.75%) among naive Bayes (66.08%)
and HMM (71%) [181]. In Table. 4.4, we compared the performance of our method with an-
other two methods described in [175, 183] by F-measure. Composite behavioral patterns are
classified as eight classes (activities). From these comparisons, we can see that our method
outperforms in each recognition case.
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Figure 4.7: Recognition accuracy of different methods on the CASAS Kyoto-3 dataset
Table 4.4: Comparison of F-measure of CASAS Dataset
Classes HMM [175] MLN (supervised) [183] FCA-based
ac1 0.656 0.803 1.000
ac2 0.862 0.882 1.000
ac3 0.285 0.740 0.750
ac4 0.589 0.688 0.973
ac5 0.828 0.807 0.974
ac6 0.826 0.873 1.000
ac7 0.881 0.781 1.000
ac8 0.673 0.904 1.000
avg 0.700 0.810 0.962
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For the time complexities in both the training and test phases, we give out the statistical
information in Table. 4.5. The training phase includes sequential pattern extraction, formal
lattice construction, and historical data accumulation. While handling with LIARA dataset,
the training and testing times are both very low. Compared with LIARA dataset, CASAS
data has much fewer training items, but the training time is much longer than the LIARA
one. The reason is that the number of target classes greatly affect the number of clusters. The
augmentation of clusters also increases the complexity of searching in the Hasse diagram.
Table 4.5: Statistic Information and Performance of FCA-based Algorithm in Different Datasets
Datasets Classes Features Nodes Training Items Training Times Test Items Test Times
LIARA 12 70 25 25207 0.0062s 2520 0.8093s
CASAS 160 84 5089 160 40.3625s 20 1.6961s
4.7.2 EXPERIMENT ABOUT DETECTING ANOMALIES
Our experiment is first carried out on two datasets: the LIARA abnormal dataset described in
Appendix A that involves predefined errors, as well as the CASAS error dataset described in
Appendix A involving the omission and repetition errors.
Table 4.6 sketches the accuracies about errors detection applied on the two test data sets by 3-
fold cross-validation. To our best knowledge, very few benchmark publications are available
in the literature that use the same dataset to evaluate the performance of error detection.
Table 4.6: Accuracies of Error Detections in Two Datasets
Errors Datasets / AccuracyLIARA Errors CASAS Kyoto-2
Omission of Essential Data 100% 88.5%
Mixture of Irrelevant Data 100% -
Unreasonable Repetition 100% 100%
Order Inversion 100% (M) -
Distraction ≥ 97.8% -
From the listed results in Table 4.6, we can see that our model received excellent detection
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rates in four errors except for the distraction. One of the reasons is that the detection accuracy
of distraction error depends on the singular position when the distraction occurs. Figure 4.8
shows the F-measure at different singular positions. The precision at each position is always
equal to 1 (TP=1.0 and FN=0.0). It is worth mentioning that the result of order inversion
detection was based on the manually defined order constraints (marked as “M”). The total
time cost of the error detection is about 0.4182 seconds.
Figure 4.8: Distraction detection of LIARA dataset at different singular positions
For the CASAS dataset, there are only two predefined errors existing in the test samples:
omission (did not turn the water off, did not turn the burner off, did not bring the medicine
container, did not use water to clean and did not dial a phone number) and repetition (dialed a
wrong phone number and redialed, duplicate sampling of motion sensors, etc.). We used “-”
to represent the nonexistent results in Table 4.6. Furthermore, we evaluated its results under
evaluation metrics, including precision, recall, and F-measure in Table 4.7. The total time
cost of the error detection is about 1.01×10−3 seconds.
The architecture of CED is sketched in Figure 4.9. After the features analysis of common
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Table 4.7: Results of Error Detection in CASAS Kyoto-2 Dataset
Errors Precision Recall F-score
Omission of Essential Data 0.656250 1.0 0.792453
Unreasonable Repetition 1.0 1.0 1.0
abnormal behavioral patterns, we gave out different solutions for detecting predefined errors.
Figure 4.9: Architecture of FCA-based inference engine with error detectors
The omission of essential actions and unreasonable repetition are two errors strongly related
to the set theory of discrete mathematics. Through simple algebra of sets and binary oper-
ations on sets, they can be easily detected. As shown in Table 4.6, repetitive actions in the
sequence were 100% detected, but not all of them are unreasonable. For example, in CASAS,
due to the deployment of motion sensors and periodic sampling, sequences are filled with
repetitive events. The presence of motion sensors in CASAS also affects the result of the
omission error detection. Irregular movements of residents produce massive derivative sets
of actions having negligible movements as elements of the optional actions set O. Thus,
the repetition and omission existing in the sequence of sensor data will lead to a high false-
positive rate (12.3%).
In order to reduce the false-positive rate and to increase the true-positive rate at the same time,
it is worthy to note that a weighted array was defined for the unreasonable repetition error
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to automatically adjust the detection sensitivity on the basis of the severity of each repetitive
data.
To detect order inversion in a sequence, compared to simple binary operations on set, the
biggest challenge to overcome is the source of order constraints. As the result shown in Table
4.6, order constraints defined by human experts are accurate and easy to be deployed into
conflict detection, but the definition was also prohibitively expensive.
The rest two errors, the mixture of irrelevant data and distraction, are more complex than the
others because of the ambiguous singular position between original intention and the abnor-
mal one. Multilevel inheritance and varied singular positions also aggravate the complexity
of situations. In the worst case, some samples with distraction errors will be identified as a
series of repetition errors in this case. Unlike probabilistic models, our FCA-based model is
not easily affected by imbalanced class distributions. Only normal classes corresponding to
normal behavior can be used for training a model to identify anomalies in the test data.
4.8 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we first proposed another search strategy to recognize composite behavioral
patterns from complex activities. Unlike most of the data-driven methods depending on large-
scale data to discover regularity of probability distribution and drive internal reasoning, FCA-
based model emphasizes the internal correlations of activities to recognize. According to the
ontological differences, the FCA-based model differentiates sequential, concurrent or inter-
leaved behavioral patterns belonging to different activities in the continuous data flow. The
model does not require clear boundaries of the beginning and the end of a sequential pattern
describing an activity. Based on the ontological relevance, sensor data can be automatically
classified to the most appropriate patterns.
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We also formulated the most common errors existing among people. Combined with the FCA-
based activity inference engine, we proposed several errors detectors to detect predefined
errors in the sequences of data. Moreover, we also defined several dynamic mechanisms to
reduce the false-positive rate according to predefined weights. Unlike the other similarity
or frequency-based approaches, our approach does not require the fault samples should be
available in advance.
However, our approach also has some constraints. The training data are required to cover
diverse behavioral patterns describing the same activities as many as possible. Insufficient
samples will cause high false alarm rates while detecting omission of essential data and the
mixture of irrelevant data. The results of error detection will be more stable in a larger
dataset, because the classification of essential and optional data is more precise. All the error
detections depending on such a classification will be more accurate.
CHAPTER 5
MULTIPLE RESIDENT ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In this chapter, we focus on a more complicated issue about multi-resident activity recogni-
tion. Section 5.1 outlines why multi-resident activity recognition is an indispensable research
subject for smart environment applications. Section 5.2 introduces the recently published re-
lated work. Section 5.3 examines how to identify different patterns by using an FCA-based
model. Section 5.4 shows excellent recognition results and compares them with other meth-
ods using the same benchmark datasets. This chapter has been summarized in the paper
“Recognizing Multi-Resident Activities in Non-intrusive Sensor-Based Smart Homes by For-
mal Concept Analysis” recently accepted in the journal Neurocomputing [79].
5.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF RECOGNIZING MULTIPLE RESIDENT ACTIVITIES
The complexity of activity recognition increases when there are multiple residents in a smart
environment [200]. Multiple inference rules must be applied to the same sensors at the same
time in the same place. Most living environments have more than one resident. For example,
family members get together to prepare dinner, or to do housework at the same time. Multi-
resident activities can be carried out in an individual, parallel or cooperative manner. Because
of the social characteristics of human beings, activities can be coordinated by multiple resi-
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dents. In these cases, each sensor reading may involve more than one resident.
Compared with the single-resident activity recognition, recognizing activities in the multi-
resident scenario is equally important. People usually live with other family members like
their parents, spouse and children. Based on this assumption, ambient living assistance to
monitor the multi-resident activities is still necessary. Moreover, due to obvious differences
in behavioral patterns, the inferences of single-resident activity recognition cannot be directly
applied to the multi-resident one.
5.2 DEVELOPMENT OF MULTI-RESIDENT ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
In the literature, different solutions are proposed to solve the problem of multi-resident ac-
tivity recognition based on the sensor-based infrastructure design. They can be categorized
as data-driven and knowledge-driven models. However, both of them regard graphical mod-
els as the first choice to describe the association among activities and to provide a dynamic
description of state transitions. Besides, all the related works in the literature are based on a
common hypothesis that we know exactly who has triggered which sensors.
5.2.1 DATA-DRIVEN MODELS
Compared with knowledge-driven models, data-driven ones place more emphasis on using
large-scale data to drive internal reasoning [201]. Some mainstream solutions are the models
based on the statistical and probabilistic theories, such as HMM, CRFs and their variants.
They identify all relevant variables in the smart environment and build dynamic probabilistic
models that take into account the regularity of probability distribution and the state transition
probabilities.
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Probabilistic and Statistical Models for Classification
Using historical behaviors and profiles of residents, Crandall and Cook [202] combine an
HMM with a Naive Bayesian Classifier (NBC) to identify residents. The system maps sensor
events to the residents who triggered them, and then predicts residents’ desires and further in-
teracts with them. In [96], authors present a Bayesian network-based probabilistic generative
framework to characterize the structural variabilities of complex activities.
Chiang et al. [100] adopt two graphical models, parallel HMM (PHMM) and coupled HMM
(CHMM), to identify activities in a multi-resident environment. Besides, they also propose
a new dynamic Bayesian network extending CHMM. To model activity patterns, domain
knowledge has been added and sensor data has been categorized in the preprocessing. Ben-
mansour et al. [203] develop an HMM-based combined label (CL-HMM) and a linked HMM
(LHMM) to compare their performances against the PHMM and CHMM methods. Besides,
Wang et al. [204] study a temporal probabilistic model called Factorial Conditional Random
Field (FCRF) to model interacting processes in a sensor-based, multi-user scenario.
In [205], Chiang et al. propose a feature-based knowledge transfer framework to extract
and transfer knowledge between two different smart environments. They first use a PCA-like
method to reformulate input feature sets, and then measure the divergence among the features
by Jensen-Shannon divergence. After that, a graph matching algorithm is used to derive the
best feature mapping between training and testing datasets. Liu et al. [206] propose another
two-stage approach to firstly cluster the training data by K-means using temporal features
like start time, end time and approximate duration, and secondly to recognize the activities in
each cluster.
In fact, all these methods suffer from the same drawback, they rely on reliable transition
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probabilities and emission matrices which depend on large amounts of training data having
stable probability distributions. The probabilities should be calculated from a dataset which
probability distributions are quite close to the reality. Generally, data-driven models stress
on discovering probabilistic or statistical regular patterns over training data. Thus, reliable
probability distributions and statistical stability are the most important factors for the final
results. However, small-scale training data could not ensure the distributions of training data
are infinitely close to the reality. As a consequence, results of probabilistic models will be
sensitive to unbalanced distributions.
Models using Association Rules
Chen and Tong explore a two-stage activity recognition method in [207]. It is an extension of
the typical HMM and CRF. It uses association rules to learn combined training sequences at
the first stage, and then maps test sequences to multi-resident activities at the second stage.
Prossegger and Bouchachia [109] propose an application of incremental decision trees to clas-
sify activities in a multi-resident context. Their model allows leaf nodes to be multi-labeled
for representing single or multiple classes and incrementally accommodates new instances as
well as new activities.
Deep Learning
Fang and Hu [208] built a deep belief network through restricted Boltzmann machines to
recognize human activities. They also compare their results with HMM and NBC. They
tested their model in their smart home environment and gave an average accuracy as high as
96.53%. In another work, Zhang et al. [209] combine HMM and DNN models to recognize
activities. They tested their model on their created dataset and achieved the best average
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precision (93.37%) and the best average recall (93.22%) compared with the Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) and random forest.
Moreover, for a part of methods like deep learning algorithm, there is no efficient mechanism
to organize discovered knowledge. As black-boxes, if the results are not good in some cases,
it is hard to explain the reasons and find out the solutions.
For the data-driven approaches, they try to use mathematical theories to establish probabilistic
or statistical models based on the analysis of historical data. However, due to the sensitivity
of noisy data, they typically have high requirements for data quality and volume to generate
a stable and reusable model. Data scarcity may cause underfitting. Additional operations,
such as data cleansing, may be applied before processing. Moreover, most of them have
insufficient extensibility. If new training data greatly affects the probability distribution or
statistical stability of previous training dataset, the entire model needs to be retrained.
5.2.2 KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN MODELS
Compared with data-driven approaches, knowledge-driven models are easier to be under-
stood and interpreted by researchers and domain experts in knowledge representation. Their
classification results are also easier to explain. When their performance is unsatisfactory, it is
easier to find the reason for optimization. Instead of retraining models to find the regular pat-
terns by probability and statistical theories, knowledge-driven models can be easily extended
by adding homogeneous new domain knowledge.
Ye and Stevenson [210] presented a knowledge-driven approach combining ontologies with
semantic matching techniques to recognize daily human activities. The proposed approach
works well for the activities having explicit semantics, but it is limited in distinguishing
the ones having ambiguous semantic features. Their successive research [188] continues
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to focus on recognizing multi-user concurrent activities from an unsegmented continuous
sensor sequence. Combining ontological reasoning with statistical methods, the boundaries
of different activities are automatically detected by dividing a continuous sensor sequence
into partitions.
Alam et al. [211] investigate the challenges of improving the recognition of complex activ-
ities in multi-resident smart homes. They propose a loosely-coupled hierarchical dynamic
Bayesian network to identify coarse-grained activities using fine-grained atomic actions and
sensor data. Because of the prohibitive computation, they have to discover the key spatio-
temporal constraints in the activity contexts across users and learned association rules on
the basis of Apriori algorithm to prune the state space of the Bayesian network. However,
the context correlations and constraints among activities cannot be generated automatically.
These constraints well defined the conflicts for extra and inter-user activities in spatial and
temporal correlations.
Explicit semantics are essential for most of the knowledge-driven models. The models usu-
ally depend on prior knowledge defined by domain experts or an open ontology to infer re-
sults. Thus, their maintenance and extension are difficult for the persons who are not familiar
with specific domain knowledge. Moreover, their customization usually requires significant
artificial costs. Sometimes, they can distinguish activities with great semantic gaps among
sensor events, but cannot well recognize two concurrent activities with similar semantic fea-
tures [188].
5.3 BEHAVIORAL PATTERNS OF MULTIPLE RESIDENT ACTIVITIES
As shown in Section 1.5.4, multi-resident activities are classified in two categories: parallel
and cooperative. Therefore, their behavioral patterns can also be divided into two types.
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For multi-resident activities, behavioral data belonging to different residents or activities are
often interweaved in their executions. This proposition is based on the analysis of the be-
havioral patterns of these two categories of activities. For parallel activities, two or more
behavioral patterns are independent of each other. Since there is no order constraint between
different activities, their behavioral data will be interweaved. In addition, almost all sensor
events are triggered by only one resident (see the patterns of reading magazine and hanging
up clothes in Fig. 5.1). For cooperative activities, due to the interaction and cooperation of
residents, most sensor events are triggered by multiple residents at the same time, it is diffi-
cult to determine exactly who triggered which sensor event (see the pattern of play checkers
in Fig. 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Regular behavioral patterns of multi-resident activities in smart homes
In order to simulate the interweaving situation, we create several temporary caches to sim-
ulate the long-term intentions of residents (i.e. the activities they are willing to do). As
shown in Fig. 5.2, each cache stores the search result of last knowledge retrieval in the Hasse
diagram. It indicates the inference about all possible ongoing activities given partially ob-
served sensor events. The system continuously loads subsequently observed sensor events.
If a newly captured sensor event makes the new retrieval return the Infimum as the search
result, it means that this sensor event is very different from the previously observed data in
the ontology. It will be rejected by the current cache (i.e. the current intention) and the cache
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itself will rollback. The system will perform a roll polling operation to check if any existing
cache can accept it. If all existing caches have triggered the rollback operation, the system
will create a new cache to store this sensor event. In other words, a new parallel or coop-
erative activity may be in progress. In the beginning, there is only one primary null cache
for each resident without initial training. As time passes, residents start to interact with the
other residents or carry out parallel activities, and more and more caches indicating different
inferences are added into the polling.
Figure 5.2: Recognition process using Hasse diagram
Once a cache has enough observed sensor events about an activity, the extent of the concept
located by the cache determines the final recognition result.
Fig. 5.4 gives a lattice of multi-resident activity recognition obtained from the binary matrix
shown in Fig. 5.3. Activities will be considered as recognized when there is only one object
in the extent of the final located concept, such as n13, n16 and n20, or an object have never
shown in its successive concepts, like g4 in n14 could not be found in its subconcept n18.
Suppose α = {M09≺M06≺M17≺D13≺D07≺M13≺M07} is a sequence indicating multi-
resident activities g13 and g14. Table. 5.1 illustrates the recognition process. The symbol
y represents a transition of inference and In f imum represents a rollback operation from the
Infimum. At round 2, the bottom-up search ensures that node 14 is located, not node 18. At
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Simplified CASAS Activities [164]
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Fill medication dispenser g1 × × ×
Hang up clothes g2 × × × ×
Move furniture g3 × ×
Read magazine g4 × × ×
Water plants g5 × ×
Sweep floor g6 × × × × × × ×
Play checkers g7 × ×
Prepare dinner g8 × ×
Set table g9 × × ×
Read magazine g10 × ×
Pay bills g11 × ×
Pack picnic food g12 × ×
Pack picnic food g12′ × ×
Retrieve dishes g13 × × × × ×
Retrieve dishes g13′ × × × ×
Retrieve dishes g13′′ × × × ×
Pack picnic supplies g14 × × ×
Pack and bring supplies g15 × × × × × ×
Figure 5.3: Matrix for illustrating multi-resident activity recognition
Figure 5.4: Lattice of multi-resident activity recognition
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Table 5.1: Example of Inferring for Multi-resident Activity Recognition
Round
Observed Located Predictive
Data α Topmost Concept Activities
1 {M09}
node 3 g2g4g6g8
{g2g4g6g8g9g13g13′g14g15,M09} g9g13g13′g14g15
2 {M09M06}
node 3y node 14
g4g6g13g13′{g4g6g13g13′,M06M07M09}
3 {M09M06M17}
node 14 In f imum
g4g6g13g13′{g4g6g13g13′,M06M07M09}
node 5
g1g6g7g10g11g14g15{g1g6g7g10g11g14g15,M17}
4 {M09M06M17D13}
node 14y node 20
g13{g13,D13M06M07M09M13}
node 5 In f imum g1g6g7g10g11g14g15{g1g6g7g10g11g14g15,M17}
5
node 20 In f imum
g13{M09M06M17D13 {g13,D13M06M07M09M13}
D07} node 5y node 12
g1g10g14{g1g10g14,D07M17}
6
node 20 
g13{M09M06M17D13 {g13,D13M06M07M09M13}
D07M13} node 12 In f imum g1g10g14{g1g10g14,D07M17}
7
node 20 
g13{M09M06M17D13 {g13,D13M06M07M09M13}
D07M13M07} node 12 In f imum g1g10g14{g1g10g14,D07M17}
8
node 20 
g13{M09M06M17D13 {g13,D13M06M07M09M13}
D07M13M07} node 12y node 16
g14{g14,D07M09M17}
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round 3, when M17 is observed, {M09M23M17} is excluded by previously located node 14
because there is no subconcept containing it except the Infimum. Thus, after the roll polling,
a new cache is created to store M17. At round 8, when there is no more observable sensor
event, the missing data M09 in the second cache will be automatically completed by the
previous one observed at round 1.
TRANSITION MATRIX
Figure 5.5: Identifying highly similar activities by transition matrix
Besides the FCA-based graphical model, for |G| indexed activities, we define a transition
matrix Ti for each of them to record the context information among sensor data (see Fig. 5.6).
The objective is to distinguish similar or multi-level inheritance patterns. For instance, g1
and g2 are two highly similar activities, and the sensor events of g1 are the subset of the ones
of g2. If they are performed by two residents at the same time, it is hard to correctly iden-
tify the real ongoing activities in the duplicate data without considering context information.
Fortunately, transition matrices provide a feasible solution because even two similar patterns
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having exactly the same set of sensor data, the transition states among sensor data will be
different.
Each Ti is a N×N square matrix where N = |M|+ 2 and |M| is the cardinality of indexed
sensor events. Its columns or rows indicate an array {start,m1, ...,m j, ...,m|M|,end} where
start and end are the boundary labels appearing in the training data.
For example, in the training phase, if a sequence describing activity g5 is {start,m8,m9,m9,
end}, the elements a0,8,a8,9,a9,9 and a9,N−1 in the matrix T5 should be updated.
T1 =


a00 2 · · · 4
0 a11 · · · 5
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 5 · · · aN−1,N−1

 ... ... T|G| =


0 0 · · · 20
7 6 · · · 11
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 2 · · · 0


Figure 5.6: Transition matrices of different activities
In fact, duplicate data indicating repeated sensor events comes from frequent sampling or
repeated triggering. In the recognition phase, when a new sensor event is repetitive, it will be
only checked by the transition matrix. This is because duplicate sensor data will always be
accepted by the caches containing it.
For example, because of few sensors deployed in an apartment, g4,g5 are two totally differ-
ent activities, but they have similar sensor data. g′5 = {m8,m9} and g′4 = {m8,m9,m10}, so
g′5 ⊂ g
′
4. As shown in Fig. 5.5, suppose the observed data are {m9 ≺ m8 ≺ m10 ≺ m8 ≺ m9}.
Duplicated data m8,m9 will be detected after being observed (see step 1 in the figure). Be-
cause of no clear boundary, we could not simply justify that the duplicated m8 belong to g4,
so we check the transition matrices to verify the transition a10,8 in T4. A cache will be created
to store the duplicated data (see step 2) if and only if ai j is lower than a threshold for any pat-
tern of g4. A roll polling operation (see step 3) will check each cache when a new duplicated
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Table 5.2: Comparison of Recognition Accuracies
Methods NBC [76] HMM [76] CRF [103] TSM-HMM [207] TSM-CRF [207] FCA
Accuracy 63.27 60.90 58.41 75.77 75.38 94.26
data is observed.
5.4 EXPERIMENTS ABOUT MULTI-RESIDENT AR
In this section, we use a benchmark dataset to evaluate the performance of our models. To
compare the results with other models under the same measures, the following experiments
are evaluated by both leave-one-out (LOOCV) and 3-fold cross-validations [212]. The bench-
mark dataset adopted in the experiments is the CASAS Kyoto-4 multi-resident dataset (see
details in Appendix A).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cooperative activities could also be called joint activities if and only if at the same time,
both of resident perform the same cooperative activity. The cooperative could be regarded
as well recognized when both of recognitions are correct. We compare our results with other
references using the same dataset [76, 100, 103, 133, 164, 203, 207]. The total time cost of
recognition is about 4.0756 seconds.
First of all, we compare each activity recognition result with [164] and show the results in
Fig. 5.7. Our results also surpass the results shown in Fig. 9 of [207]. The results are based
on the same 3-fold cross-validation. As described in [164], HMM-1 is a single HMM model
implemented for both residents. For HMM-2, an HMM model is built for each resident. In
the results, we could see that most of the recognition are excellent except for two activities:
water plants (activity 5) and picnic food (activity 12). The reason has been indicated in [164]
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Figure 5.7: Performance of recognizing each multi-resident activity
that the activities with insufficient sensor events will be difficult to differentiate from other
activities. In the view of FCA models, the distinguishable ability of a sensor is negatively
correlated with the number of shared activities. We also compare our results with other
classical algorithms, including naive Bayes classifier (NBC), HMM, CRF and their variants.
The results are summarized in Table. 5.2.
After that, we compare our results of independent parallel activity recognition with another
reference [203] (see Table. 5.3). In this comparison, we use the leave-one-out method to
evaluate the performance. The results are classified by different residents and the types of
activities. According to the results under different metrics, we could find that our FCA-
based method outperforms the other HMM-based methods. In the part of recognizing joint
activities, the FCA-based method also has excellent performance (see Table. 5.41). Although
the models based on TSM-HMM and TSM-CRF have better accuracies, our model has more
stable performance and obtains better results in terms of F-measure score.
1the methods marked by † use the leave-one-out cross-validation, the one marked by * uses the 5-fold cross-
validation, and the ones marked by ‡ use the 10-fold cross-validation.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of Results Categorized by Different Activity Types and Residents
Approach Residents Accuracy Individual Cooperative Average Precision Recall F-measure
CL-HMM [203] R1 91.33±8.15 91.11±8.41 92.76±21.87 91.78±11.68 92.25±6.99 92.54±6.59 92.38±6.71
R2 91.61±7.87 92.37±6.64 91.22±11.07 91.8±6.96 91.12±7.43 91.7±7.99 91.35±7.5
Average 91.47±7.5 91.74±6.07 92.33±11.24 91.91±7.3 91.68±6.1 92.12±6.42 91.89±6.17
LHMM [203] R1 92.36±8.48 93.86±7.89 65.19±43.57 81.4±21.32 93.25±7.46 91.93±7.56 92.48±6.98
R2 94.17±5.05 90.8±7.52 96.42±5.48 93.61±5.12 93.9±5.44 93.43±6.4 93.61±5.63
Average 93.27±6.21 92.33±6.95 82.77±21.3 87.53±11.22 93.58±5.41 92.68±6.18 93.1±5.62
FCA R1 97.25±7.94 97.25±7.94 96.26±10.17 96.75±0.49 98.90±5.49 98.35±6.04 98.42±4.60
R2 94.71±8.61 90.38±15.6 99.03±4.81 94.70±4.32 97.05±6.42 97.53±6.15 97.07±4.85
Average 95.98±1.27 93.81±3.43 97.26±2.11 95.53±1.73 97.97±0.93 97.94±0.41 97.75±0.68
Table 5.4: Comparison of Joint Activities Results
Methods Accuracy F-measure
FCA† 92.86±12.54 95.10± 9.32
LHMM† [203] 88.23±10.23 80.3±9.84
TSM-HMM∗ [207] 97.40 80.96
TSM-CRF∗ [207] 97.25 79.98
CHMM+Interaction vertices† [100] 78.26 -
Random Forest‡ [133] 88.60 -
SVM‡ [133] 83.70 -
Naive Bayes‡ [133] 81.20 -
The proposed FCA-based model has better capacity than the previous version [57] while iden-
tifying similar activities. This is because the newly added transition matrices can be useful
when two patterns are highly similar. On the premise of keeping the context information,
the FCA-based model with the transition matrices reduces the influence of imbalanced dis-
tributions of training data and enforce the impact of internal regulars of patterns. Even two
patterns consist of the same sensors events, their sequential contexts would be different. It
means that for a sensor event in two highly similar patterns, its previous and successive sen-
sor events will not always be the same ones. Compared with two HMM methods in [164],
the overall performance of activity recognition has increased 37.02% and 22.76%. In the
LOOCV experiments, our methods improve 4.51% and 2.71% accuracies.
Besides, the FCA-based model simulates the real scenarios that include the interweaving
patterns. There is no explicit segmentation to reveal the beginning and end of a sequence
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indicating an activity. To determine a sensor data belongs to which patterns, the conventional
HMM methods use a series of probabilities such as joint and transition probabilities to judge
the affiliations of a sensor data. If a posteriori probability is lower than a threshold, then
the systems will judge that it belongs to another pattern. In our method, we do not directly
use probability to evaluate the confidential degrees, however, we make the decision from the
semantic parts. If a sensor data has great semantic gaps with the others, then it will be judged
as one part of another pattern.
Comparing with the HMM methods, the FCA-based models can give a scope of possible on-
going activities and refine the results by the RMSD assessment. However, it works well only
for the independent activities performed in parallel. This is because one person’s activities
will be affected by another one, especially for the cooperative activities. Thus, the RMSD
assessment has to wait for enough data to infer the most reliable recognition in the case of
cooperative activity recognition.
5.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we address the problem of multi-resident activity recognition in non-intrusive
sensor-based smart homes. Using the lattice search strategy, we can automatically and in-
crementally infer the most possible ongoing activities given a part of observed data. The
incremental knowledge retrieval makes the static formal lattice containing ontological knowl-
edge become dynamic. The combination of the graphical knowledge base and the transition
information make the FCA-based model reduce the dependency of stable data distribution in
the training data. The experimental results show that the recognition accuracy outperforms
traditional statistical or probabilistic models. Due to the limited ability of multi-class clas-
sification or the complexity to construct a knowledge base, to the best of our knowledge,
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there are few available comparative results of the other data mining approaches such as de-
cision trees, association rules or knowledge-driven models solving the multi-resident activity
recognition on the same benchmark dataset.

CHAPTER 6
INCREMENTAL LEARNING
In this chapter, we propose a functional improvement of current models associated with incre-
mental learning. The new design for incrementally constructing concept lattice enables our
systems to meet the scalability requirement about integrating new training data with new fea-
tures into constructed models. The chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives a brief
overview of incremental learning in data mining. Section 6.2 emphasizes the significance of
incremental learning, especially for the applications in smart environments. Section 6.3 out-
lines a few studies about incremental learning in activity recognition in smart environments.
Section 6.4 details how to use the incremental learning algorithm to enhance the existing
FCA-based models. The experimental results are shown in Section 6.5. Brief advantages and
disadvantages of our incremental improvement in Section 6.6. The work presented in this
chapter will be submitted soon as a journal paper. [80].
6.1 INCREMENTAL LEARNING IN DATA MINING
In fact, many successful machine learning and data mining methods are based on a common
assumption that the training and future data must be in the same feature space and have the
same distribution [213]. When the distribution or feature space is changed, most statistical
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or probabilistic models need to be rebuilt from scratch using newly collected training data.
However, this assumption is not suitable for AmI applications.
Incremental learning is usually a higher level requirement with limited memory resources
for existing algorithms in the part of adaptation based on a constantly arriving data stream
[214]. Non-incremental learning approaches are usually static, which means they first load
and store all the available data in memory for training, and then use their unchangeable trained
models for prediction, classification or pattern recognition. Most of them can not achieve
self-adaption to automatically include new data or features. When non-incremental learning
models want to improve their performances with new training data, in most instances, they
have to be reconstructed, in order to adapt to new training entities or to bring in new features.
However, the time consumption of reconstruction increases with the augmented amount of
training data. Without an effective solution, frequent and time-consuming model construction
is intolerable for most smart environment applications.
6.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF INCREMENTAL LEARNING FOR AR
Incremental learning is meaningful for the smart environment applications. Although most
activity recognition systems can train their models from historical data, the gathered patterns
cannot cover all possible patterns. Moreover, different residents may perform the same activi-
ties in different ways. To ensure stable recognition accuracy, systems should learn additional
information from new training data to improve the accuracy and robustness. Sometimes, the
design sensor layout of a smart environment will be expanded by new sensors or new inter-
esting activities. We wish that our system could automatically self-adapt these changes and
only update the trained model with these new data.
The scalability of an activity recognition model in terms of integrating new data is one of
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the most important requirements for sensor-based smart environments. This is because a
smart environment keeps on considering and introducing new situations and the recognition
model need to constantly update itself to update these new changes. Moreover, if the current
layout of the smart environment is not suitable enough to identify all the activities of interest,
new and specific sensors can be deployed to enhance the ability to distinguish misclassified
activities.
6.3 STATE OF ARTS ABOUT INCREMENTAL LEARNING APPLIED ON AR
Considering the complexity, flexibility, and variability of the situations when recognizing
activities in smart environments, different methods and architectures have been proposed by
the scientific communities. Their common practice is to make appropriate changes based on
classic algorithms such as decision tree, random forests, naive Bayes and neural networks.
Lu et al. [215] proposed a hybrid user-assisted incremental model adaptation (HUIMA) that
reconfigures previously learned activity models within a dynamic environment. HUIMA
consists of an automatic mechanism for simplifying the unseen data annotation task, and
an enhanced Dynamic Bayesian Network model for incrementally updating the models by
new annotated data. They tested their method with their own dataset. However, the correct-
ness of data annotation cannot be always guaranteed. Thus, another data-annotation wizard
with human interventions was used in case of ambiguity. However, it will decrease the self-
adaptation of the model.
Zhao et al. [216] proposed a class incremental extreme learning machine (CIELM). It was
built on the basis of the ELM (Extreme Learning Machine), a neural network algorithm [217]
and was tested using their own datasets. In order to implement this non-incremental learning
algorithm, CIELM incrementally updates its model using individual samples or data chunks
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with new labels. Their performance is slightly worse than the batch learning method because
of the trade-off between optimization and restricted resources. Wang et al. [218] combined
probabilistic neural networks (PNN) and an adjustable fuzzy clustering algorithm (AFC) to
build an incremental learning method for sensor-based human activity recognition. Their
process of adding or removing an activity is almost independent of the pattern neurons of
other activities. They tested their method with their own dataset. However, the generalization
capability of the proposed method was limited by their subject-independent training.
Hu et al. [219] proposed an incremental growing mechanism of the decision tree and a novel
splitting strategy to construct Class Incremental Random Forests (CIRF). Their solution can
tackle the dynamic changes in activity recognition. However, the CIRF algorithm requires
maintaining large-scale training samples all the time.
Because the ID5R incremental decision tree algorithm [220] does not support to handle nu-
meric variables, multi-class classification tasks, or missing values, an extension of ID5R
which incrementally augments leaf nodes and allows them to be multi-labeled is proposed in
[109]. Because of the neglect of important sequence information, complex activities having
complicated relations need a better modeling than the straight and native application of deci-
sion tree. Their method was evaluated using ARAS dataset 1. However, based on the outcome
received from the experiments, the efficiency of multi-labeling and the use of counts has to
be further analyzed. A loosely-coupled Hierarchical Dynamic Bayesian Network (HDBN) is
proposed in [211] to exploit the spatiotemporal relationships across the activities of residents.
Their method was evaluated using their own dataset. However, a state space pruning should
be performed before employing the model for complex activity recognition.
In brief, the incremental designs of most of the previous studies are limited by their algo-
1https://www.cmpe.boun.edu.tr/aras/
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rithms, without considering the complicated situations and frequent layout updates in smart
environments. Thus, we propose an incremental learning approach which is independent and
only focuses on incremental knowledge management to integrate new data and new features.
6.4 NEW INCREMENTAL ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRUCTING CONCEPT LAT-
TICE
As mentioned in Section 3.3, different lattice construction algorithms have quite different
performances. Our incremental method is based on an algorithm proposed by Valtchev and
Missaoui [165]. This algorithm is an efficient lattice building approach which is more ef-
fective than many other classic incremental and batch ones. It investigates the incremental
updating of the constructed lattice by a set of previously unseen individuals. Its basic idea
is to recognize the lattice parts requiring restructuring and to carry out the reconstructing
at a minimal cost. Thus, two categories of formal concepts must be identified: those which
changed their extent and those which remain the same. Concepts in the latter category are fur-
ther validated to see whether they produce new concepts. However, its implementation [221]
does not consider about updating new data with new features. In other words, the scenario
about adding new sensors in a smart environment has not been considered.
Thus, in Algorithm 5, we illustrate the optimization of incrementally updating a constructed
lattice. As defined in Section 1.5.2, the input data is a collection of labeled sequences of
sensor events. To achieve the incremental manner, as an extension, the space of features
is incrementally updated (lines 2-3). The algorithm initializes a lattice if it does not exist
before (Lines 4-8). For each item in the new training dataset, an iteration of the lattice
verifies whether the iterated concept should be updated, created or ignored (lines 9-26). We
optimize and simplify the logic of an internal function called minAdjacentParent, described
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Algorithm 5: Optimized Valtchev Algorithm
Data: A constructed lattice B, a training dataset
D= (X,Y) = {(x(0),y(0)),(x(1),y(1)), ...,(x(m),y(m))}, the space of features M.
Result: Updated lattice B+.
1 begin
2 if M∩X 6= X then
3 M=M∪X
4 if B=∅ then
5 supremum = newConcept(y(0),x(0))
6 infimum = newConcept(∅,M)
7 createLink(supremum, infimum)
8 modified=∅
9 foreach (x(i),y(i)) ∈ X do
10 foreach c ∈B do
11 if int(c)⊆ y(i) then
12 ext(c) = ext(c)∪ y(i), mark it as modified
13 else
14 n = newConcept(ext(c)∪ y(i), int(c)∩ x(i))
15 m = minAdjacentParent(n,c)
16 createLink(m, n)
17 if ext(m) has been modified then
18 dropLink(m, c)
19 end
20 createLink(n, c)
21 if c==supremum then
22 supremum=n
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 end
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Algorithm 6: Discover Adjacent Super Concept
Function minAdjacentParent(m,c)
Data: Concept m to compare, current concept c
Result: Adjacent parent of c having minimal superset of ext(m)
1 parents = sorted(parents(c))
2 foreach p ∈ parents do
3 if ext(m) == ext(m)∩ ext(p) then
4 return p
5 end
6 end
in Algorithm 6. The updated lattice B+ normally exists in the memory and can be serialized
in a database or in a disk file.
APPLICATIONS OF FCA-BASED MODELS
An overview of the FCA-based activity recognition framework is given in Fig. 6.1. The
framework is divided into two individual modules. One module focuses on incremental learn-
ing, and the other one focuses on recognizing activities in smart environments. In the recog-
nition module, there are several ad-hoc inference retrieval strategies for different scenarios
mentioned in Chapters 3 to 5.
Figure 6.1: Recognizing activities in smart environments
When new sensor data is captured by the system, first of all, it will be judged whether it
is a training data. If yes, it will be used for updating current lattice. Otherwise, it will be
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processed by the basic, composite or multi-resident activity recognition module as well as
error detectors to recognize activities or detect abnormal errors.
6.5 EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are carried out on a desktop with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU and 8GB of
RAM running Windows 10. The benchmark dataset used in the experiment is the Kyoto-4
dataset 2, described in Appendix A.
The final binary matrix consists of 270 rows and 73 columns, and generates a lattice with
29,118 formal concepts. It is worth mentioning that both incremental and non-incremental
lattice construction algorithms using the same training dataset will produce the totally same
lattice without any difference. Thus, their recognition results are also the same, because
lattice construction and recognition depend on two independent modules.
Figure 6.2: Time of lattice construction
2http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/datasets/
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6.5.1 COMPARISONS ABOUT LATTICE CONSTRUCTION
We compare our results with both non-incremental and incremental algorithms published in
[153, 167, 169, 221], However, Godin and Norris algorithms [221] cannot handle the training
data having multi-level inheritance 3 [57]. Thus, Figure. 6.2 presents the time of lattice
construction of three incremental algorithms at different stages. The time consumption of
lattice construction increases while the amount of target classes (|G|) grows. However, almost
all the non-incremental algorithms load and generate the lattice by learning on the entire
training dataset at once. Once a lattice is constructed, it can not be modified by any new
training data. Thus, these algorithms do not update the lattice one by one. Compared with
the other two incremental algorithms, ours sacrifices the efficiency in speed in exchange for
the functional expansion to incrementally update new data with new features.
Figure 6.3: Time interval for each incremental update
The time intervals of all the iterations are shown in Fig. 6.3. As shown in this figure, in the
beginning, the time of each update tends to be stable, and later, the time intervals begin to
fluctuate. This is because when the lattice construction has reached a certain dimension, the
complexity of updating becomes uncertain, largely depending on the relationship between
3For two activities g1 and g2, their features having g′1 ⊆ g′2 or g′2 ⊆ g′1
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Results of Lattice Construction by Different Algorithms
Algorithm Type Time for Lattice Construction
Bordat [167] Non-incremental 49.625s
Ganter [169] Non-incremental 180.331s
Fast [153] Non-incremental 9216.659s
Valtchev 1 [221] Incremental 25.449s
Valtchev 2 [221] Incremental 29.598s
Proposed Incremental 33.664s
the new data and the old one.
In table 6.1, a comparison of different lattice construction algorithms including incremental
and non-incremental ones is given. As shown, incremental algorithms construct faster than
the non-incremental ones. This provides us a powerful practical basis for using incremental
algorithms.
Our extension has paid an extra cost in speed. However, instead of using all the data to
retrain the entire model, new features like sensor events and new activities are allowed to
incrementally update constructed lattice.
6.5.2 COMPARISONS ABOUT ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
First of all, we compare our model with another incremental one [211] and show the results in
Table. 6.2. Then, we also compare each activity recognition result with the non-incremental
method described in [164] and the results are shown in Fig. 6.4. The comparison is based on
the same 3-fold cross-validation. In the results, we could see that most of the recognition re-
sults are excellent except for two activities: water plants (activity 5) and picnic food (activity
12). The reason has been indicated in [164] that the activities with insufficient sensor events
are difficult to be distinguished from other activities and lead to lower recognition results. In
the view of FCA models, the distinguishable ability of a sensor is negatively correlated with
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Table 6.2: Comparison of F1-score of Two Incremental Models
Activity ID Activity CACE [211] FCA
1 Fill medication dispenser 0.932 1.0
2 Hang up clothes 0.965 1.0
3 Move furniture 0.973 1.0
4 Read magazine 0.607 1.0
5 Water plants 0.593 0.672
6 Sweep floor 0.955 1.0
7 Play checkers 0.945 1.0
8 Prepare dinner 0.976 0.958
9 Set table 0.943 1.0
10 Read magazine 0.923 1.0
11 Pay bills 0.98 1.0
12 Pack picnic food 0.955 0.724
13 Retrieve dishes 0.979 0.978
14 Pack picnic supplies 0.558 0.978
15 Pack and bring supplies 0.615 0.978
Overall Precision 0.965 0.989
Overall Recall 0.945 0.948
Overall F1-score 0.936 0.954
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the number of shared activity.
Figure 6.4: Performance of recognizing each multi-resident activity using both non-incremental
and incremental methods
To solve this problem, we use new training data with new features to help to distinguish the ac-
tivities g5 and g12. We find that activity g5 must interact with the watering can that is located
in the hallway closet, but activity g12 does not. Thus, we can add an RFID tag or other sensors
to monitor the moving states (e.g. iCAN_ON and iCAN_OFF) of the watering can. Likewise,
for activity g12, food has to be gathered from the kitchen cupboard. Thus, we can monitor
the open/close states (e.g. iCupbord_ON, iCupbord_OFF) of the kitchen cupboard. In the ex-
periment, simulative sequences with four new sensor events, iCupbord_ON, iCupbord_OFF,
iCAN_ON and iCAN_OFF, are incrementally introduced into the constructed lattice for the
enhancement of knowledge base (see Fig. 6.5).
As can be seen from Table. 6.3, the ability distinguishing activities g5 and g12 is greatly im-
proved by new training data with new sensor events. Moreover, the enhancement introducing
new features into existing lattice does not reduce the overall recognition rates.
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(a) new training data of activity g5 with new
features iCAN_OFF and iCAN_ON
(b) new training data of activity g12 with
new features iCupbord_OFF and iCup-
bord_ON
Figure 6.5: Constructed lattice enhanced by new data with new features
Table 6.3: Recognition Results Before and After Incremental Updates with New Features
Activity 5 Before After Activity 12 Before After
Accuracy 0.630 0.889 Accuracy 0.625 0.847
F1-score 0.692 0.933 F1-score 0.724 0.911
Overall Precision 0.989 0.989 - - -
Overall Recall 0.948 0.978 - - -
Overall F1-score 0.954 0.981 - - -
6.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we proposed an activity recognition method based on formal concept analysis
in an incremental manner. Its performance is better than most of non-incremental FCA lattice
construction algorithms. Moreover, the incremental mechanism for updating the constructed
knowledge base is very suitable for sensor-based smart environments. The update does not
need to use previous training data and directly modify the constructed lattice by new data.
At the same time, the independence of updating and recognition of FCA models could fast
updating model without interruption. It will decrease the burden of system maintenance and
knowledge base updating.

CHAPTER 7
GENERAL CONCLUSION
As the product of cross-border integration, AI technique plays a more and more important
role in the era of big data. Various fields of our society begin to change from digital and inter-
connected to intelligent. Big data analysis and IoT technology connect all available physical
resources to realize the interconnection of information. In this context, they stimulate the
exploration, design, and development of AmI applications, especially the future intelligent
living environments called smart homes, in order to provide appropriate assistance for their
residents and make them live securely.
As one of the most important prerequisites, recognizing human activities is essential for smart
homes to understand human behaviors and further predict their objectives. However, it is al-
ways a complicated research due to massive data and various categories of behavioral patterns
in continuous, composite or multi-resident ways. Thus, we prefer to use the data mining tech-
nique to help us recognize activities from sequential and temporal data. The tasks consist
of knowledge representation and management, activity recognition and prediction, as well as
anomaly detection for preventing potential threats from daily lives.
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REALIZATION OF THE OBJECTIVES
Knowledge Representation and Management In this thesis, we proposed a promising se-
quential pattern mining solution based on the Formal Concept Analysis theory to discover
the semantic features from temporal and sequential data. An FCA-based model can extract
features from raw data and explore correlations between target classes and features of inter-
est. Behavioral patterns are automatically clustered by different features of interest, such as
sensor events or atomic actions. These clusters are sorted by partial orders and form a hier-
archy structure called concept lattice. Inferences that are related to activity recognition are
encapsulated in such a graphical knowledge base.
Knowledge Base Retrieval Once the hierarchy structure is constructed, the issues of be-
havioral data analysis, including activity recognition, prediction and error detection, can be
transformed to lattice search problems. We have different search strategies to deal with those
problems. The observed data can be treated as query conditions and retrieve them within
the knowledge base constructed by FCA. However, traditional retrieval method is static and
cannot guarantee that suitable inferences are returned each time according to the observed
data. Moreover, classical graph traversal algorithms always abandon all previous searches
when new data are available. For these reasons, we proposed an HDS algorithm to retrieve
suitable inferences quickly and incrementally. Our incremental way to retrieve inferences
needs neither to start over again nor to traverse the whole graph to look for the observed data
after each extension of observed data. It is a lattice search algorithm that consists of two part:
the top-down search quickly locate one of the inferences satisfying the observed data, and the
bottom-up one further finds the most optimal inference. It continues the inference retrieval
of each new round of reasoning from the previous interrupted position. With the successive
manner loading data in real-time, the scope of probable activities shrinks gradually and the
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global optimal inference will be located at the end.
Ontological Clustering To distinguish highly similar activities with almost the same behav-
ioral data, we proposed an assessment based on the root-mean-square deviation to measure
the fitting between the observed values and the historical ones. For the purpose of reducing
the impact of few data at the beginning, we further proposed an ontological clustering method
for merging discovered clusters according to their semantic similarities. Thus, the inference
engine will predict the ontological superclass instead of directly predicting an activity using
few and limited observed data at the early stages.
Activity Recognition The proposed HDS algorithm can well recognize those behavioral
patterns describing the basic activities with clear boundaries. However, the captured data
from smart homes are always continuous. There are also more complicated ways to perform
activities. After analyzing those complicated behavioral patterns, on the basis of the HDS
algorithm, we propose several lattice search strategies to recognize composite activities with
sequential, interleaved or concurrent patterns, as well as the multi-resident activities with
parallel or cooperative patterns. The beginning and the end of a pattern describing an activity
is determined by FCA based on the ontological correlations between activities and constituent
behavioral data.
Error Detection We defined different abnormal behaviors commonly appearing in the be-
havioral patterns of residents, and proposed corresponding detectors. To recognize complex
and multi-resident activities, we imported similar temporary caches to simulate different long-
term intentions of residents. Moreover, for the multi-resident case, we used an additional
transition matrix to help us identify two parallel activities performed at the same time.
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ADVANTAGES
The FCA-based models have considered as a concise and robust solution to handle sequential
and temporal data. For each unseen pattern that is not in the training dataset, but in the test
dataset, the models will compare its similarity with learned patterns and propose the most
similar activity cluster as the recognition result. In the worst case, unreliable sensor data will
be evaluated and classified into a similar activity cluster.
Our approach has great advantages in terms of knowledge reuse and adaptation. The con-
structed Hasse diagram, accumulated matrices, lattice search strategies, and error detectors
are designed as independent uncoupled modules. If one module has been modified, there is
no influence to the others. As a consequence, most of them can be reused to the other smart
homes with similar infrastructure designs. This is because the correlations between the be-
havioral patterns of human activities and sensors are established based on their ontological
relevances. These relevances are inherent and independent with other factors.
In practice, many datasets are extremely imbalanced. For this reason, most probabilistic
methods can not generate robust models by few training items with an unstable probability
distribution. The same situation for our methods, inferences are convincing that a particular
underrepresented class is not ignored or rejected by the score vote. An FCA-based model
allows various behavioral patterns describing the same activity, and it tries to recognize activ-
ities by their general correlations.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, stable feature space and distribution are important for many
algorithms. Nevertheless, new training data and extensible feature space are essential to
maintaining the efficiency of an AmI application. As a result, we improved an incremental
algorithm of lattice construction to expand our model incrementally by new data with new
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features (i.e. new sensors deployed in a smart home). This is to avoid rebuilding models from
scratch.
DRAWBACKS
First of all, most lattice construction methods can only build lattices from Boolean binary
relations [169]. Thus, if we try to analyze numerical relations, features with numeric values
have to be converted into categorical ones by losing precision. To convert real-valued fea-
tures to the categorical ones, the simplest way is to split them at their median into two binary
features [86]. However, this way will lose their precision [61]. For example, in the CASAS
datasets, we convert all the positive sensor values into Boolean True. Briefly, if a tiny differ-
ence between numerical values in binary relations is sensitive and crucial, we should at least
transfer them into the enumerable nominal values.
Then, activities with multilevel inheritance relations are easier to be affected by unreliable
data and recognized as one of their similar derivations. Next, for the assessment based on
RMSD, the natural lattice structure does not contain temporal information about execution
orders, so the bias in the assessment due to incidental factors cannot be completely avoided.
The training data for the lattice construction are required to cover as many behavioral patterns
describing the same activities as possible. Otherwise, insufficient training samples will cause
a high false alarm rate while detecting some errors (e.g. omission of essential data and the
mixture of irrelevant data).
As a common problem appearing in the other state-of-the-art prototypes, unseen activities
cannot be predicted or recognized if no corresponding training data is available in the dataset
[174]. However, a behavioral pattern describing an unseen activity will be predicted and
recognized as a known activity with similar patterns.
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Despite the attractive qualities of FCA-based models, there are still been prohibitively expen-
sive to apply in some extreme cases. As shown in the experimental results, the efficiency of
inference retrieval is very high, and the main time consumption focuses on the construction
of the concept lattice from raw data. To solve this problem, we have proposed two optional
pruning operations to reduce the size of the formal context of our model. Besides, redundant
data as duplicate patterns can be refined to improve the efficiency of lattice construction.
PERSONAL ASSESSMENT OF DOCTORAL RESEARCH
The entire doctoral research was a long journey filled with difficulties and challenges. How-
ever, it was also the most important and memorable period of my life. Through this fasci-
nating research subject, I became a member of a fabulous research team. I am so glad that
I have joined the most promising research community and use the cutting-edge AI technolo-
gies to solve the real problems. This experience let me calm down to get into serious research
work in my interested fields. It also allowed me to develop my rigorous research ability and
communication skills.
My research work has been published in two international conference papers, three journal
articles, a book chapter as well as a journal article that will be submitted soon.
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FUTURE WORKS
Although the FCA-based model is a promising solution to solve some AmI problems, there
are still some areas for improvement. At the moment, FCA-based models can only handle
the observed data with categorical values due to the limitation of lattice construction. One
possible improvement is to make FCA-based models could deal with numeric attributes like
C4.5 or CART algorithms [108].
In addition, the FCA models can integrate themselves with various graphical models, such
as probability or statistical models, in order to combine knowledge-driven models with data-
driven ones. Such an integration can evaluate the probability of the occurrence of two highly
similar activities from the perspective of probability, thus the prediction based on the RMSD
assessment can be improved. We may also combine the active learning [56] to enhance the
knowledge base.
For our current design, the RMSD assessment cannot well handle with data having a multi-
modal distribution. We may use standard deviation to measure the confidence of the average
position in our future work. Some factors in the training data such as temporal relations will
also be considered.
APPENDIX A: TESTBEDS
INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGNS OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTBEDS
Due to different adopted sensors and flexible home layouts, the infrastructure design of a
smart home is often diverse, not unique. However, the core idea of these designs is the same,
that is to provide residents with a comfortable and safe living environment, a more convenient
interactive experience and the appropriate assistance without disrupting their daily lives. In
this appendix, we introduce two typical designs of sensor-based smart environments used in
our experiments.
INFRASTRUCTURE OF LIARA SMART HOME
The Laboratoire d’Intelligence Ambiante pour la Reconnaissance d’Activités (LIARA) of
Université du Québec à Chicoutimi has designed and built its own smart home. The LIARA
smart home is a smart living environment covering an area of approximately 100 square me-
ters. It is designed for elderly people, especially for those patients with Alzheimer’s disease,
known as an age-related cognitive impairment. It is also an innovative solution about the
future living environment that focuses on providing real-time assistance based on ambient
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intelligence for its residents. It consists of numerous sensors and actuators, such as passive
RFID tags, RFID antennas, pressure mats, electromagnetic contacts, motion sensors, power
analyzer, and smart plugs, in order to monitor environmental changes caused by human be-
haviors inside the smart home by non-intrusive ways.
Figure A1: Sensor layout of the LIARA smart home.
Figure. A1 shows the prototypical design of the LIARA smart home. Most objects in the fig-
ure are embedded with low cost controllable and measurable electronic components. For ex-
ample, infrared, light sensors and RFID antennas have been installed on the walls. The oven
in the kitchen zone is monitored and controlled by a built-in microcomputer and temperature
sensors. A tablet is also embedded on the refrigerator to control the habitat of experiments,
and assist residents with the help of teaching videos. The water consumption is measured
by water sensors, and the power consumption is recorded by a power analyzer located at the
main electrical panel. The open and closed states of cabinets are detected by binary sensors.
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Pressure mats are placed in the bathroom to trace residents’ movements. Besides, passive
RFID tags are attached to all the other daily commodities to localize and track their spatial
positions. The purpose of the LIARA datasets is to recognize human activities by human be-
haviors. In other words, they achieve the mapping described in Section 1.5.3, which is from
intermediate-level atomic actions to high-level activities.
INFRASTRUCTURE OF CASAS TESTBED
Figure A2: Sensor layout (bedroom) of CASAS intelligent apartment A.
The CASAS smart apartment is designed and constructed by the Center for Advanced Stud-
ies in Adaptive Systems of Washington State University. Its benchmark datasets1 represent
sensor data collected in a smart apartment testbed. As shown in Fig. A2, Fig. A3 and Fig.
A4, the whole apartment, including bedrooms, a bathroom, a kitchen, and a living room,
1available at http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/datasets/
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Figure A3: Sensor layout (cabinet) of CASAS intelligent apartment.
is deployed with heterogeneous sensors to capture various environmental states in the same
non-intrusive ways.
Instead of using passive RFID tags to track daily objects, the CASAS laboratory directly uses
motion sensors to track human movements. Thus, each sensor data in a sequence represents
a raw sensor event. Besides, the CASAS smart apartment also includes temperature sensors,
light controllers and a variety of item sensors to detect the human-object interactions pro-
duced by residents. Moreover, analog sensors monitor the usage of hot water, cold water, and
stove burner. The phone usage is captured by Asterisk software and the states of doors and
cabinets are captured by contact switch sensors. Pressure sensors monitor the usages of key
items such as medicine container, cooking pot, and phone book.
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Figure A4: Sensor layout (bedroom) of CASAS intelligent apartment B
DATASET STUDIES
In this section, we describe a series of datasets that are used in various experiments for dif-
ferent AmI problems. Their characteristics including data formats and statistical information
are also presented in details.
LIARA DATASETS
Based on the infrastructure design shown in Fig. A1, the researchers of LIARA laboratory
created a series of datasets to verify the performance of activity recognition algorithms in
different scenarios. Considering more frequent and complex human-object interactions, we
chose several kitchen activities as our main research activities. Table. A1 is a training sample
of LIARA datasets. It consists of three important data fields: timestamps, atomic actions and
labels.
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Table A1: Training Sample of LIARA Datasets
Timestamps Atomic Actions x(i) Label y(i)
2015-08-11 08:22:04 BoilWater PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:22:26 TakeCupFromCupboard PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:23:13 TakeOutCoffeePowder PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:23:23 PutCoffeePowderIntoCup PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:23:49 StoreCoffeePowder PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:35:13 PourWaterIntoCup PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:35:30 TakeOutSugar PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:35:41 AddSugarIntoCup PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:35:49 StoreSugar PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:35:57 TakeOutMilkFromRefrigerator PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:36:08 PourMilkIntoCup PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:36:22 StoreMilkInRefrigerator PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:36:31 BrewCoffee PrepareCoffee
2015-08-11 08:36:43 PutSpoonIntoSink PrepareCoffee
The timestamps field indicates the exact moment that an atomic action was performed or
captured. Atomic actions are named in camel case, and they were obtained through several
sensor data parsings, such as RFID signal analysis and load signatures of appliances. They
were ordered by their timestamps and formed a behavioral pattern x(i) as input data of the
training model. Their data type can be treated as categorical input values. The ground truth
labels y(i) indicate the real activities performed. Thus, LIARA datasets are the data collec-
tions that try to recognize high-level activities by intermediate-level atomic actions.
LIARA Basic Dataset The first dataset contains bounded and basic activities, called LIARA
basic dataset or RDATA. Its statistical information is shown in Table (A2). There are twelve
kitchen activities. Each behavioral pattern x(i) is bounded and describes only one activity. In
addition, some of them have a multi-level inheritance relationship, which means that a behav-
ioral pattern of an activity is exactly the subset of a behavioral pattern of another activity. For
example, the activity PrepareSandwich contains all the component actions of another activity
PrepareSandwichWithoutButter. Thus, these two activities have the multi-level inheritance
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relationship. This relationship is very common in real life and directly affects the accuracy
of activity recognition and the high false alarm rate during the error detection.
1. PrepareCoffee: prepare a cup of coffee with sugar and milk. The objects that a resident
interacts with are a kettle, instant coffee powder, sugar, milk, a cupboard, water, a cup,
a refrigerator, and a spoon.
2. PrepareCoffeeWithoutSugar: prepare a cup of coffee with milk, but without sugar. The
objects that a resident interacts with are a kettle, instant coffee powder, milk, a cup-
board, water, a cup, a refrigerator, and a spoon.
3. PrepareCoffeeWithoutMilk: prepare a cup of coffee with sugar, but without milk. The
objects that a resident interacts with are a kettle, instant coffee powder, sugar, a cup-
board, water, a cup, a refrigerator, and a spoon.
4. PrepareMilk: prepare a cup of milk. The objects that a resident interacts with are a
bowl, a drawer, milk, and a refrigerator.
5. PrepareSpaghetti: prepare spaghetti. The objects that a resident interacts with are a
cauldron, a drawer, water, a stove, pasta, a strainer, a plate, a cupboard, and sauce.
6. PrepareSandwich: prepare a sandwich. The objects that a resident interacts with are
bread, a knife, a cupboard, a plate, butter, ham, and mustard.
7. PrepareSandwichWithoutMustard: prepare a sandwich without mustard. The objects
that a resident interacts with are bread, a knife, a cupboard, a plate, butter, and ham.
8. PrepareSandwichWithoutButter: prepare a sandwich without butter. The objects that a
resident interacts with are bread, a knife, a cupboard, a plate, mustard, and ham.
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9. PrepareCereal: prepare a bowl of cereals. The objects that a resident interacts with are
a bowl, cereals, a cupboard, a drawer, a refrigerator, milk, and spoon.
10. PrepareToastsAndEggs: prepare toasts and eggs. The objects that a resident interact
with are bread, a pan, a refrigerator, a knife, a drawer, butter, stove, a cupboard, a sink,
eggs, a spatula, and a plate.
11. PreparePudding: prepare pudding as dessert. The objects that a resident interact with
are pudding, a refrigerator, a plate, a spoon, and a drawer.
12. PrepareMilkTea: prepare a cup of milk tea. The objects that a resident interact with are
a kettle, water, a teacup, a cupboard, a drawer, tea leaves, milk, a refrigerator, a spoon,
and a sink.
Table A2: Statistical Information about LIARA Basic Dataset
Activities y Number of Atomic Actions
PrepareCoffee 14
PrepareCoffeeWithoutSugar 11
PrepareCoffeeWithoutMilk 11
PrepareMilk 5
PrepareSpaghetti 18
PrepareSandwich 15
PrepareSandwichWithoutMustard 11
PrepareSandwichWithoutButter 9
PrepareCereal 8
PreparingToastsAndEggs 20
PreparePudding 5
PrepareMilkTea 12
LIARA Synthetic Dataset Based on the real data, the second LIARA dataset is called
the LIARA synthetic dataset, or DDATA. It contains synthetic behavioral patterns that are
generated under certain order constraints. Order constraints have limited that some sensor
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data must appear before or after other data in order to avoid order inversion. For example, for
the activity PrepareMilkTea, water should be boiled before pouring into a teacup.
For each indexed activity in the dataset, we kept constituent atomic actions unchanged, but
disrupted the internal execution orders under the condition of following the order constraints.
In this way, we obtained sufficient derived behavioral patterns to train models or generate test
cases with errors.
LIARA Error Dataset Besides, the third dataset, named LIARA error dataset, is also syn-
thetic and contains all the six errors predefined in Section 4.6, including the omission of
essential data, the mixture of irrelevant data, unreasonable repetition, order inversion, and
distraction. On the basis of derived sequences, we randomly changed their inner structures
(e.g. removing, adding, repeating, splicing and swapping data) to create a dataset with those
mentioned errors. Table. A3 shows the statistical information about this dataset.
Table A3: Statistical Information of LIARA Error Dataset
Activities Number of Atomic Actions
PrepareCoffee 14
PrepareCoffeeWithoutSugar 11
PrepareCoffeeWithoutMilk 11
PrepareSpaghetti 18
PrepareSandwich 15
PrepareCereal 8
PreparingToastsAndEggs 20
LIARA Composite Activity Dataset We also created a synthetic dataset in order to recog-
nize composite activities defined in Section 1.5.4. The training data come from the LIARA
basic activity dataset without any modification. In other words, each training item only con-
tains the data describing a basic activity. To create test data, first of all, we simulate that each
activity was performed twenty times, and then, activities were freely performed in sequen-
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tial, interleaved or concurrent ways. Twelve activities as same as the one shown in the basic
dataset are described by sequentially observed actions.
CASAS DATASETS
We compared algorithm performance on a collection of datasets 2 from CASAS repository.
Their features are either binary or categorical values. Similarly, there are four data fields:
triggering data, time, sensor ID and its value.
CASAS Basic Activity Dataset The CASAS Kyoto-1 basic activity dataset represents sen-
sor events collected in the smart apartment testbed with the infrastructure design illustrated
in Fig. A2 and Fig. A3. The data includes all 24 participants performing five activities in the
apartment. The five activities are:
1. Make a Phone Call: moves to the phone in the dining room, looks a specific number
in the phone book, dials the number, listens to a recorded message and summarizes the
listened cooking directions on a notepad.
2. Wash Hands: moves into the kitchen sink and washes his/her hands in the sink, using
hand soap and drying their hands with a paper towel.
3. Cook: cooks a pot of oatmeal according to the directions given in the phone message,
measures water, pours the water into a pot and boils it, adds oats, then puts the oatmeal
into a bowl with raisins and brown sugar.
4. Eat: takes the oatmeal and a medicine container to the dining room and eats the food.
5. Clean: takes all of the dishes to the sink, and cleans them with water and dish soap in
the kitchen.
2http://ailab.wsu.edu/casas/datasets/
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Furthermore, the data is categorized by participants and activities, and saved in different files
named according to the participant number and task number. That is, in a separate file, the
data contains all the sensor events that describes an activity. Each activity is bounded and
indicated by its name with a specific start event and the corresponding end one.
CASAS Error Dataset The CASAS Kyoto-2 error dataset totally reuses the setting of
CASAS basic activity one, except that for each of the five tasks, an error is introduced. The
involved errors are:
1. Make a Phone Call: a wrong phone number was initially dialed and has to be redialed.
2. Wash Hands: water is not turned off after washing his/her hands.
3. Cook: the burner is not turned off after cooking the oatmeal.
4. Eat: the medicine container is not brought with the participant to the dining room.
5. Clean: the participant does not use water to clean the dishes.
CASAS Composite Activity Dataset CASAS Kyoto-3 dataset is a benchmark dataset that
evaluates the performance of an algorithm recognizing composite activities. In this dataset,
there are twenty participants performing eight basic and instrumental activities in the apart-
ment. First of all, each activity was performed separately, and then these participants are
asked to perform the entire set of eight activities again in any order or to perform tasks in
concurrent or interleaved way if required. Eight activities were involved: fill medication dis-
penser (ac1), watch DVD (ac2), water plants (ac3), answer the phone (ac4), prepare birthday
card (ac5), prepare soup (ac6), clean (ac7), and choose outfit (ac8). Each sensor reading is
tagged with timestamps, a sensor id and its value. The CASAS dataset contains the patterns
of sequential and interleaved activities.
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CASAS Multi-resident Dataset This benchmark dataset is the CASAS Kyoto-4 multi-
resident dataset. It contains sensor events collected from a smart apartment testbed. To
generate Kyoto-4 dataset, researchers from CASAS laboratory recruited forty volunteers to
perform fifteen activities in their smart apartment. Each time, the multi-resident environment
was occupied by two volunteers at the same time to perform assigned tasks concurrently. Col-
lected sensor events were manually labeled with the activity ID to which it belongs, and the
ID of the resident who triggered it. However, most of them cannot provide decisive informa-
tion to distinguish who (or which activity) generated the sensor events.
Table A4: Independent and Cooperative Activities in the CASAS Dataset
Activity ID Activity Type Performers
1 Fill medication dispenser Individual R1
2 Hang up clothes Individual R2
3 Move furniture Cooperative R1, R2
4 Read magazine Individual R2
5 Water plants Individual R1
6 Sweep floor Individual R2
7 Play checkers Cooperative R1, R2
8 Prepare dinner Individual R1
9 Set table Individual R2
10 Read magazine Individual R1
11 Pay bills Cooperative R1, R2
12 Pack picnic food Individual R1
13 Retrieve dishes Cooperative R1,R2
14 Pack picnic supplies Cooperative R2
15 Pack and bring supplies Individual R1
As shown in Table A4, “R1” and “R2” refer to two different residents. Sometimes, two res-
idents performed activities together or in the same space called “joint activities”. For joint
activities, residents cooperate to jointly accomplish the task. The remaining independent ac-
tivities are performed independently and in parallel. The statistical information about average
activity times and the number of sensor events generated for each activity are shown in Table.
A5.
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Table A5: Average Time and Number of Sensor Events Generated for Each Activity
Activity ID R1 Time (mins) R1 Events Activity ID R2 Time (mins) R2 Events
1 3.0 47 2 1.5 55
3 0.7 33 3 0.5 23
5 2.5 61 4 1.0 18
7 3.5 38 6 2.0 72
8 1.5 41 7 2.0 25
10 4.5 64 9 1.0 32
12, 15 1.5 37 11 5.0 65
- N/A N/A 13, 14 3.0 38

APPENDIX B: MODEL PERFORMANCE AND METRICS
MODEL MEASURES
In the model measures, we use the testing error as the approximation of generalization error.
The testing set is mutually exclusive with the training set as far as possible. That is, the testing
instances are not used in the training process.
CROSS-VALIDATION
Sometimes, a model can receive excellent results when it evaluates the data existing in the
training set. However, once the test data has not been shown before, the recognition result
may break down. Cross-validation is an efficient way to indicate the performance of a built
model when it is required to predict the data that is not used to create the model.
Stratified 10-fold cross-validation is recommended for estimating accuracy, because of its
relatively low bias and variance. However, in our experiments, to compare all the results
with existing references under the same measures, we also adopt 3-fold cross-validation and
leave-one-out cross-validation.
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The objective of 10-fold cross-validation is to evaluate the capacity about generalization, a
well-known issue in machine learning. With its help, each pattern in the dataset was removed
at least once from the training sets.
LEAVE-ONE-OUT
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is a special case of k-fold cross-validation, where
the number of folds k is equal to the number of instances in a dataset. Each instance has a
chance to be selected as a single-item test set, at the same time, all other instances are applied
as a training set.
Sometimes, LOOCV evaluation can be very costly and hard to be acceptable due to high
number of instances 3. For n instances, we have to create n different training sets and n
different test sets, thus, there are totally n iterations for training and testing, each iteration is
on n−1 instances. Assuming k is not too large and k < n, LOOCV is more computationally
expensive than k-fold cross-validation 4.
PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In current machine learning research, when performing an empirical validation of new algo-
rithms, it is not enough to simply present accuracy results. Thus, we briefly introduce several
measures used for evaluating classification performances in the next experiments.
3http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_selection.LeaveOneOut.html
4http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/cross_validation.html#leave-one-out-loo
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CONFUSION MATRIX
Confusion matrix (also called a contingency table), is a two-dimensional matrix that summa-
rizes the classification performance of a classification model with respect to a set of instances
for testing (i.e. test data).
In binary classification, each instance can be assigned a label from the set {P,N}, which
indicates a positive or negative class. In order to predict the class membership of instances,
a classification model usually assigns discrete class labels or estimated probabilities within
different thresholds indicating predicted classes.
Given a model and a labeled instance, there are four possible classification outcomes. If
an instance with a positive label is correctly (T) classified as positive (P), it is counted as a
true positive; if it is wrongly (F) classified as negative (N), it is counted as a false negative,
also called the Type II error. If an instance with a negative label is correctly (T) classified
as negative (N), it is counted as a true negative, otherwise, if it is wrongly (F) classified as
positive (P), it is counted as a false positive, also called the Type I error. Fig. B1 is an example
of confusion matrix summarizing statistical outcomes.
Figure B1: Confusion matrix of binary classification
As shown in Fig. B2, in multi-class classification, the numbers of the major diagonal repre-
sent the correct classification, and the rest numbers represent confusions.
Once the confusion matrix is available, we are able to define many common metrics. Equa-
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Figure B2: Confusion matrix of multi-class classification
tions 1 to 6 are six metrics formed on the basis of the matrix.
Precision (see Equation 1) is the proportion of instances predicted positive that are really
positive, while recall (see Equation 2) is the proportion of positive instances that have been
correctly predicted as positive.
Precision (P) =
T P
T P+FP
(1)
Recall (R) = T P
T P+FN
(2)
True positive rate (see Equation 3) measures the fractions of positive instances that are cor-
rectly labeled. In opposite, false positive rate (see Equation 4) measures the fraction of
negative instances that are misclassified as positive.
True Positive Rate (TPR) =
T P
P
=
T P
T P+FN
(3)
False Positive Rate (FPR) = FP
N
=
FP
FP+T N
(4)
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F1 score (see Equation 5) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. If an F1 score is high,
it means that both its precision and recall are good.
F1 score =
2
1/P+1/R
=
2PR
P+R
=
2T P
2T P+FP+FN
(5)
Accuracy (see Equation 6) refers to a measure that can be treated as the proportion of correctly
classified instances within the total instances. It is also an important estimation between
prediction and reality.
Accuracy (ACC) = T P+T N
T P+T N +FP+FN
(6)
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